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Abstract

Over the last two decades, the discussion of, and research into, a nexus or nexes between teaching, research and scholarship has expanded. Nevertheless, only certain aspects of the debate have been supported by empirical evidence. Teaching and research tend to be seen as heterogeneous activities, yet in debates in the literature, they are often treated by inference, as essentially homogeneous activities. Positivistic studies on the nexus between teaching and research have attempted to ‘measure’ research output in order to evaluate teaching performance. These studies have tended to conclude, that if a relationship between teaching and research did exist, it is marginal at best, yet the available evidence is inconclusive. Interpretive based studies suggest that many academic staff perceive a nexus between teaching, research, and scholarship to exist, with many believing the nexus to be connected with learning.

Much of the discussion surrounding the nexus has arisen from shifting views as to the nature of the academic profession, the role of the academy/university and how teaching, research and scholarship have been conceptualised and enacted to inform teaching practice. To date, certain dimensions in the nexus debate have not been explored. These include the element of consultancy and the context and influence an emerging academic discipline.

Studies on the nexus between teaching, research, and scholarship are beset by epistemological, methodological and practical differences. The work presented in this thesis, has sought to investigate the perceptions of Information Systems/Information Management academic staff with regards the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy when informing teaching practices in the teaching of post-graduate students. The research philosophy adopted for this research was phenomenological. Quantitative and qualitative data were obtained via a survey, which took the form of a web-based questionnaire and twelve semi-structured interviews with staff from both a teaching-led and a research-led university in Scotland. Of those surveyed, it was found that teaching practice was perceived to be informed by both the processes and products of research and consultancy, but research and consultancy practices were not thought to be informed by teaching. In addition, this study has suggested that a nexus is perceived to exist between research and consultancy and that this relationship is bi-directional. The area of scholarship, however, was perceived to be problematic. This study offers a number of practical implications and methodological recommendations when exploring the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy. It is concluded that, when conceptualising a nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy, a process view, rather than a substantive view, may be more fruitful.
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Chapter One
Rationale, Context and Thesis Content

“Education never ends, Watson. It is a series of lessons, with the greatest for the last,” Sherlock Holmes, Adventures of the Red Circle, 1911.

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a framework in order to make sense of why this area of research was deemed appropriate for a Doctorate in Education (EdD). It provides a personal and an academic rationale as to why exploring the nexus\(^1\) between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy is worthy of scholarly engagement.

This chapter introduces several background elements to aid the understanding of the material and discussion contained in subsequent chapters. This introductory chapter presents the role of the university, the landscape of Information Systems/Information Management (IS/IM) in terms of teaching and research, and its status as an emerging academic discipline and profession. This chapter also outlines the learning process undertaken. It concludes with navigation aids to help the reader on their journey through the material.

Introduction to the Nexus between Teaching, Research, Scholarship and Consultancy

Although difficult to define and elusive to measure, the teaching-research ‘nexus’ has been an area of historic and ongoing controversy within universities. The teaching and research nexus is often assumed to exist within the university and investigating whether there are tangible links, associations, or connections, between teaching and research has been the subject of many discussions around the world, most notably in Australia, the United States of America (USA) and the United Kingdom (UK). One interesting observation on the nexus debate, which is further unpacked in this chapter, is that the role of the university does not appear to be unpicked in previous nexus

\(^1\) Defined as a link or a connection, or as the ‘centre of something’, Oxford English Dictionary (2005).
studies. This research unpacks the role and function of the university in order to contextualise the nexus debate and it extensively explores the academic activities undertaken by academics. Nevertheless, the degree and impact of research and teaching connections to academics and students is a continuing area of academic debate which shows no signs of diminishing (Robertson and Bond 2003; Hattie and Marsh 2004; Prosser, Martin et al, 2005). Indeed, in 2005, officials’ from the newly established Higher Education Academy in the UK, stated that “the ability to link teaching and research should decide jobs” [in the university] (THES, 2005; Higher Education Academy 2005). These two statement further demonstrate the currency and the emotions that surround this complex and complicated area.

The teaching-research nexus is usually associated with the process of enriching teaching practice by including aspects of an academic's current research, or that of colleagues, in order to support student learning and one’s teaching practice (Nexus Project, 1999). The nexus is often perceived as being able to provide students with up-to-date or 'cutting edge' disciplinary knowledge, to increase student interest in the subject through the teacher's passion for his or her area of research, and to make what is taught seem more relevant to the student (Nexus Project, Centre of Educational Development and Interactive Resources, University of Wollongong, 1999).

In addition to the idea that research may inform teaching, the activity of teaching may also inform research has been raised, although the literature surrounding this concept is at an earlier stage of development than the body of knowledge relating to research informing teaching. The research-teaching nexus introduces the challenge of trying to convey to students a particular concept or theory that may stimulate reflective thoughts in the academic regarding current or future research by the teacher (Nexus Project, Centre of Educational Development and Interactive Resources, University of Wollongong, 1999).

One ongoing issue is that academic staff who may wish to combine or link research and teaching are finding it increasingly difficult to create and maintain a balance between their primary academic activities (Brown, 2004). Indeed, many academics
around the world have looked to scholarship as the key to achieve this balance, but the concept of scholarship is difficult to pin down.

Much of the debate as to the nature of scholarship has been accredited to the work of Earnest Boyer, who raised the idea and suggested the need for academics to reconsider the activity of academic scholarship. In Boyer's (1990) work, it is suggested as the main argument, that academic scholarship does not simply need to focus on teaching practice in isolation, but on teaching as being part of the larger 'whole' of academic activity. Boyer argues that academics should 'let go' of the tired old research verses teaching argument and focus on the idea that scholarship exists in all aspects of academic work. Nevertheless, no universal definition, or consensus exists, as to the essence and the definition of scholarship.

The area of scholarship and the subsequent emphasis on the 'Scholarship of Teaching' and the 'Scholarship for Teaching' in the UK and abroad, in-conjunction with the growing academic activity of the 'Scholarship of Service' in the USA, further highlights the currency of the discussion surrounding the nexus between teaching, research and scholarship within the literature (Paulsen, 2001; Jenkins et al, 2002; Brew, 2003a; Barnett, 2005, Kreber, 2006).

However, little robust empirical evidence exists regarding a possible nexus or nexes between teaching, research and scholarship. Furthermore, given this lack of evidence it is perhaps not surprising that the influence of an emerging discipline and profession such as IS/IM may have on the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship has not been explored at all. In addition, the contribution of academic consultancy or 'academic capitalism' (Slaughter and Leslie, 1997) may have to the nexus debate has never been explored or made sense of.

It is these missing elements and the general lack of engagement with how research, scholarship and consultancy are perceived to inform teaching practice(s), which became instrumental in selecting this area for doctorate level study.
However, to make sense and understand the material presented and discussed in subsequent chapters, it is necessary to provide sufficient background material and discussion on the role of the university. In addition, since this work is set within the emerging academic and profession of IS/IM, it is also necessary to acquaint the reader with the landscape of IS/IM, in order to contextualise the results and discussion contained within this thesis.

**Contextual Elements of the Nexus Debate**

**Exploring the Role of the University**

The continuing debate as to whether research, scholarship and/or consultancy activities undertaken by academic staff within the boundaries of a university enhances teaching (Deem and Lucas, 2006a, 2006b) raises questions as to what constitutes the academy and its function(s). Historically, the academy was perceived as the means of providing teaching. Indeed, Newman (1852) stresses the university was originally a place for training teachers. In addition, the final examination for the doctorate award was a teaching examination, in which the student was required to demonstrate that they had both the command of the knowledge of the area studied and that they were able to teach the subject matter to others.

In this orthodox view, the purpose of the academy can be seen as being primarily concerned with the transmission of knowledge, culture and values through teaching (Newman, 1852). The inclusion of research as a function of the university is a relatively new concept (Schils, 1992), having only been established in the UK, after World War Two, when the then UK government attempted to follow the Germanic model of higher education, which had integrated teaching and research into one organisation.

Newman writes, when exploring the idea of the university, that other institutions, such as research institutes, are far better suited to act as instruments “extending the
boundaries of our knowledge than a university” (Newman, 1852, preface). However, Scott (1990) argues that a ‘modern university’:

“..... should behave like a finishing school for intellectual development and creativity; it should act like the last stage of general education and it should produce a professional elite. It should also facilitate the production of scientific knowledge for the economic wealth and it should encourage and promote a cultural ideology that expresses our sense of well-being” (Scott, 1990, p 34).

Schils (1983) claims the purpose of a university has a distinctive task; it is the methodological discovery and the teaching of truths about serious and important things (which suggests a nexus between teaching and research should exist). However, Schils never makes it explicit how these academic activities are undertaken or linked. Indeed, it is assumed that academics know how to achieve this instinctively and that it is intrinsic to the function of being an academic. Brown and Mcintyre, when referring to school teaching, suggest that what works to be a ‘good teacher’ is a mix of craft knowledge and the craft of teaching (Brown and Mcintyre, 1993). In a higher education context, this ‘craft of teaching’ is similar to the ‘Scholarship of Teaching’, as suggested by Boyer (1990), which is discussed in Chapter Two. However, how academics’ develop and inform this craft knowledge is debatable and, indeed, how they use this craft knowledge to teach students has never fully been made explicit.

Introducing other views of the academy can start to expand the discussion on the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and in particular consultancy. For example a vocational model of the university is concerned with training a skilled labour force, which requires applied research [mode two knowledge], rather than ‘pure’ academic research [mode one knowledge] (Gibbons, 1997).

Building on the work of Gibbons (1997), there now appears a clear strategic intent by certain ‘new universities’ such as Glasgow Caledonian University, towards Mode Two Knowledge. Mode Two Knowledge is created by communication and negotiation both in and outside the academy and that, the benefactors of knowledge
and research should be industry, commerce and students rather than fellow academics as prescribed in traditional Mode One research. This Mode Two view would suggest the area of consultancy is important and that consultancy experiences and activity may inform teaching practice following a mode two agenda of academic activity.

Until 2002, the UK Government maintained only one of these views regarding the role and function of the university, i.e., that teaching and research are or should be interlinked. In the Robbins Report (1963), it was argued that University staff should both teach and carry out research because:

"The element of partnership between teacher and taught in a common pursuit of knowledge and understanding, present to some extent in all education, should become the dominant element as the pupil matures.... It is of the utmost importance that the ablest, who are capable of going forward to original work, should be infected at their first entry to higher education with a sense of the potential of their studies" (1963, para 555).

Indeed Scott states:

"High quality teaching must be informed by research in two different senses. ..... Effective teachers much cultivate habits of self-reflection, on what they teach and how to teach it. Condescending references to ‘keeping up to date’ are inadequate descriptions of this professional responsibility. ..... best practice in teaching ...... is increasing based on research techniques such as student project and group assignments. Not only teachers but also their students must be researchers” (Scott, 2002).²

These views suggest academics must engage with teaching and undertake research. However, Scott’s claims are made within a particular economic, moral, social, and political climate and a particular view of knowledge and learning, which is different to the landscape portrayed in and by the Robbins report. As in Scott’s landscape, universities are dealing with larger numbers of students, arguably with fewer resources.

The change from an elite higher education system to a mass higher education system (McInnis, 2000) may now influence what the sector is and how the academics within

² No page numbers given in document.
it perform their duties and balance the competing demands of their academic activities.

In this situation, new modes of learning, delivery, and assessment may be needed to meet the needs of students, staff, institutions, and the current Government agendas relating to lifelong and independent learning, employability skills and research capacity. Inevitably this combination of influences is having a profound consequence on what academics have traditionally regarded as their two core activities that of teaching and research (Coaldrake and Stedman, 1999; Zubrick, et al 2001). It has been suggested that over the past decade or so, there has been a gradual, often structural, separation between research and teaching (McNay, 1999), thus creating a climate where some academics teach, some research, some undertake both and some engage in other academic pursuits.

According to Brown (1995), one of the crucial roles of teaching is ensuring that the continuity and dissemination of accumulated human knowledge is widely accepted. This suggests that teachers need to engage in an activity that continually informs their understanding and awareness of their subject knowledge base. The nature of this activity is not entirely clear. This activity could conceivably be research, scholarship, or something else. At a more pragmatic level, teaching arguably provides the majority of funding for universities, which are financed in proportion to the number of students they teach (Rice and Austin, 1990), rather than research or consultancy.

Nevertheless, the ascendancy of research (Lucas, 2006) over the last 100 years, has had the effect of making teaching, especially undergraduate teaching, a less central activity for many academics (McNay, 1999). This has given rise to what has been called the 'non-teacher' (Kerr, 1962[1995]), i.e., an academic who only performs research. There, nevertheless, exists general agreement in universities that both teaching and research are important functions and legitimate components of the academic role. With the ascendancy of research, these activities, however, are not seen as equal partners.
There is a common perception that teaching and research are mutually beneficial activities, and that it is therefore, essential for the maintenance of quality and standards in higher education that all academic staff engage in research work (Barnett, 1992, 2005; Ramsden and Moses, 1992; Ramsden, 1998).

Nevertheless, there is little conclusive evidence to suggest that the quality and quantity of an academic's research work has any effect on the quality of his or her teaching (Ramsden and Moses, 1992). There is a view that, while teaching may be enhanced by the acquisition of new knowledge and while a distinctive feature of higher education, it is the conduct of research and the search for new knowledge that is important and teachers need not themselves be continually engaged in the production of that knowledge (Boyer, 1990; Ramsden and Moses, 1992). Indeed publishing papers does not necessarily equate to being a 'good teacher', it only suggests that you can publish papers.

Having ‘set the scene’ of the university and exploring some of the tensions concerning teaching, research and, to a lesser extent, scholarship, it is now necessary to provide contextual information on the emerging discipline and profession of Information Systems and Information Management, as this forms the area of work for respondents and the researcher. This discussion and material allows the reader to understand the research results and ideas presented and discussed within the chapters, which constituted this thesis.
The Landscape of IS/IM

Origins of and Developments in IS/IM

IS/IM has been evolving since the 1960s. Historically, the discipline has been a vocational and an applied area of study and practice, when it formed from the “nexus of computer science, management and organisation theory, operations research and accounting” (Davis and Olson 1985, pp 13-14).

For modern organisations today, the term Information System(s) refers to both the systems that deliver information and communication services, and the organisational function that plans, develops, and manages the information systems.

The ‘label’ for the academic discipline more or less mirrors the organisational use. Some of the names that are used illustrate this:

- Information Systems;
- Management Information Systems;
- Information Management;
- Informatics (usually modified by organisation, administration, or similar terms, such as Health, or Biology).

The United Kingdom Academy of Information Systems (UKAIS) define Information Systems as *the means by which people and organisations, utilising technologies, gather, process, store, use, and disseminate information* (UKAIS, 2005). The disciplinary domain involves the study of theories and practices related to the social and technological phenomena, which determine the development, use, and effects of information systems in organisations and society. Information Management represents the management and strategic use and alignment of information systems as a corporate resource. However, the difference between Information Systems and Information Management is often semantic, rather than fundamental.
Information Systems/Information Management can be regarded as an emerging discipline that is multidisciplinary (borrowing theory, frameworks and methods from other areas) and trans-disciplinary (as it supports other areas such as accounting, manufacturing, etc with the provision of information and systems to support these functions activities) (Galliers, 2003). This multi-disciplinary approach (Avison and Fitzgerald, 1991; McBride and Hackney, 2003) has tended to foster a fragmented approach to the work activities of IS/IM academics (teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy). IS/IM is essentially attempting to bring together two main areas. One area is related to the particular business of the organisation (social) and the other related to the technology (technical) relevant to information processing and communication needs. As illustrated in Figure 1.1, Information Management can be viewed as encapsulating the "overall management issues ... and the interfaces between the different Information Systems (IS) that may exist within an organisation" (Boaden and Lockett, 1991, p 29). This process involves the planning for and control of Information Systems (IS) through budgeting and evaluation processes, together with the organisational implications which flow from implementation and the use of IS and the Information Technology (IT) which underscores them (Earl, 1989, p 25). IS is viewed as those procedures which function to collect, process, store and communicate to support the work activity of the enterprise. IT is defined as the microprocessor-based technologies used to store, process, recall and transfer information, and which may form part of a network.
IS/IM is essentially founded on accepted knowledge from many other well-established source disciplines. The insights from these other disciplines have proved of relevance to researchers, teachers and practitioners alike. Nevertheless, no dedicated or agreed research protocols exist to help support the need for the IS/IM community to ensure validity and reliability in all research activity. Several differing approaches in terms of research paradigms, methodologies and methods exist. Some are deemed more applicable and acceptable depending on the historical, philosophical and conceptual baggage the researcher has and follows. Yet the genres of IS/IM research and teaching are complex and clouded by inconsistencies and misunderstandings. For a fuller discussion, see Broaden and Lockett (1991), Symons and Walsham (1991) and Grant, et al (2000).

Keen (1987), in a synthesis of IS/IM research outputs, argues that there has been a high proportion of hard information systems research (that is, relating to the technology, for example, information systems design and development methodologies, computer implementation, personal productivity tools and telecommunications). This ‘hard’ research has been coupled with ‘soft’ research looking for particular gains for businesses in an economically competitive
environment (for example, economics and competitive implications) and also research looking for solutions to perennial problems (for example implications, productivity tools, database management, personal computing and expert systems), which have followed particular research epistemologies. Since Keen (1987) wrote his seminal paper, a number of researchers have devoted much thought and activity to the ‘softer’ humanistic, social and organisational issues surrounding IS/IM. (See the work of Walsham, 1993; Checkland and Scholes 1990; Checkland and Howell 1998).

IS/IM is probably best considered as an emerging discipline compared to many other more established academic disciplines (e.g. Mathematics, Medicine and History) and, in practice, there are a number of conflicting schools of thought as to what and how to research and teach. There are those who emphasize the technological (IT) component of an information system - the hardware and software and the design methods used to bring the technology into productive service (Lee, Enior, Keen, Short). This group, on the whole, consider themselves as scientists and technologists and they adopt the methods of the natural sciences. A second group regards an information system as a social system, which uses technology. Within the social systems group, there are those who look to science and the classic scientific method as the appropriate reference for IS/IM research and those who look to the humanities, for example, anthropology and sociology, for research and teaching models. Taking these two views of IS/IM, it is now necessary to discussion whether or not IS/IM is, indeed, an emerging discipline.
IS/IM as an Emerging Academic Discipline?

An academic discipline can be defined as an institutionalised subdivision of the various activities making up the academy. It is, thus, an organisational and bureaucratic concept, effectively determined by socio-political considerations (Becher and Trowler, 2001). IS/IM has incorporated critical or core theories from its older reference disciplines. These theories have been acquired adventitiously or have been historically contingent (Hirschheim and Klein, 2003). Articulation of theories is provided and a unified explanation of established empirical facts and generalisations does exist, thus satisfying Kuhn’s requirements of a discipline (Kuhn 1970). Agencies such as the AIS (Association of Information Systems) and the UKAIS (United Kingdom Academy of Information Systems) are attempting to regulate the IS/IM academic discipline and perform the gatekeeper role of what constitutes knowledge and what is accepted as community knowledge.

Indeed, IS/IM it is suggested, as being one of the fastest growing ‘disciplines’ in the history of academic life (King and Lylytinen, 2003). Nevertheless, King and Lylytinen, suggest that the discipline of IS/IM has been losing strength due to reduced professional job opportunities and the disillusionment that followed the collapse of the economic boom that was linked directly to IT and the IT e-revolution. Baskerville and Myers (2002) argue however, that IS/IM is not struggling, but instead has come of age. The authors propose that IS/IM scholars should take a visible, active role in a larger community of disciplines that apply to IS/IM and argue that IS/IM should be a reference discipline in its own right.

Due to the interdisciplinary nature of IS/IM research, IS/IM scholars have emerged from varied academic backgrounds (Kuhn 1970) such as; organisational science, computer science, information science, engineering, economics, and management science/operations research. As a result, the theories embraced, the methods applied, and the topics addressed by IS/IM scholars are themselves varied, producing the diversity exhibited across the discipline.
IS/IM as an emerging academic discipline has made significant progress regarding sociopolitical legitimacy (Whitley, 1984) a concept perceived to be fundamental for a discipline to be seen as a discipline. IS/IM is seen as being integral to today’s organisational and economic contexts and the acknowledgement of its importance can be seen in academic accreditation bodies, and the presence of IS/IM academic departments and degree programs\(^3\) at most public and private universities. A unifying academic society does not exist completely, but there are signs that several leading societies are merging or planning to merge, i.e., the recent (2005) association between the United Kingdom Academy of Information Systems (UKAIS) and the Association of Information Systems (AIS).

Although IS/IM can be seen as an emerging academic discipline, in the commercial world, IS/IM is much more embedded into the workings of society, business and commerce and social enterprises. Society now relies on IS/IM for both efficient and effective operations, in terms of food production and delivery, health care and education, etc. However, there continues a debate as to whether or not IS/IM is a profession, like law, or medicine. IS/IM professionals are viewed as being members of a semi profession (Etzioni, 1969; Beynon-Davies, 1999). However, it is argued below that IS/IM could be conceptualized as a new profession.

---

\(^3\) With most post graduate courses to PgDip level receiving quota funding, which indicates the importance of the skills of IT/IS to UK Pic.
IS/IM as a New Profession?

IS/IM is just one of many occupations that are grappling with the tensions and contradictions determining whether or not they can be ‘regarded’ as a profession based on existing academic classifications. IS/IM is just one of many new occupations that need time to adapt and evolve in this transition period with its mix of old and new professional values, thus allowing it to be established as a new profession. The emergence of new professions can be seen through a process of specialisation or in response to changes in the nature of commerce, the values of society and advances in technology (Ciborra, 2004). This correlates with Downie’s (1990) argument that the concept of a ‘profession’ is, and always has been a developing one and is therefore subject to change, like the concept of a discipline. The concept of a profession is now far less about privilege and status now; it is more about a profession’s role and contribution to a post-industrial society that is comprised of knowledgeable and discerning clients (Downie, 1990). Therefore, IS/IM can and should be seen as a new profession.

Having contextualised the nexus within the domain of the university and having provided sufficient background discussion on IS/IM, it is now necessary to present my personal raison d’être for engaging in this area of study along with an academic justification as to the value of this research.
Personal Rationale

Since joining the Scottish higher education sector as a student in 1987 (after an earlier short-lived career), I became fascinated and intrigued as to how the lecturers who taught me were informed as to the subject matter they were teaching.

As I progressed through my undergraduate degree and subsequently graduated, I was offered a one-year temporary teaching contract, teaching elementary IT/IS to HND students and first year degree students. Although daunting at first, these experiences were interesting and enjoyable. I subsequently undertook a Master of Science degree and rejoined the same department as full time lecturer. However, it was at this point that I started to question the role of an academic, the function of a university, and in particular, what informs an academic’s teaching practice. Compounded by my own experiences as a lecturer, a senior lecturer, a senior manager and a consultant, I found the distinctions of an academic’s work and activities to be unclear and, indeed, they seem to blurring more with each year of my career in higher education. Like Ozga (2000), who raised in her work the idea of contesting educational policy, I found myself contesting educational policy and practice and being confused as to the centrality of the tasks and activities I was now expected to undertake and achieve in a new managerialist\(^4\) environment.

Over the years, I have been attempting to make sense of the internal struggle I, and, I suspect, other academics have with balancing the roles, responsibilities and duties now expected or perceived to be expected of academics in contemporary higher education. These internal dilemmas and struggles are compounded by a continuing search to answer some of the following questions:

\(^4\) Based on the work of Pillott, (1990), where the professional class is being required to demonstrate more accountability to the system/state and it is losing responsibility for autonomous decision-making practice.
• Are ‘lecturers’, ‘teachers’, ‘researchers’ the same thing in higher education?
• Was teaching the element that made you an academic or research, or a mix of teaching and research? On the other hand, is being an ‘academic’ something different to being a teacher and a researcher?
• Was my function within the university, to be an excellent teacher? Alternatively, was it to be an excellent researcher? Alternatively, was it to make money through income generation/knowledge transfer for my department and the University? On the other hand, was it all or part of these activities?
• Where should my loyalty be? To my students? To my department? To my institution? To my academic discipline? To the profession of Information Systems and Information Management? On the other hand, to myself? Would a change in where my loyalties lie, entail a change in what I should be doing and how I actually would go about doing it?

Given these sometimes conflicting demands on professional practice, I started to question my so-called chosen profession as an academic in higher education in the area of IS/IM. It was this confused and sometimes contested understanding of my ‘profession’ that gave birth to this thesis. I had hoped to make sense of the often taken for granted assumptions regarding what informed my teaching practice and what should be informing my teaching practice in IS/IM.

This ‘sense making’ (Weick, 1995) view of the work presented here, is an attempt to provide a set of ideas with explanatory possibilities rather than a body of knowledge. Sense-making seeks to structure the unknown by placing stimuli into some kind of frame of reference, which allows one to “comprehend, understand, explain, attribute, extrapolate and predict” (Starbuck and Milliken 1988, p 51). The discussion during this thesis attempts to make explicit what is implicit when attempting to explore the research aim, presented later on in this chapter.
This sense-making was reawakened and confirmed during a visit to Kingston University in 2002 where I met Peter Scott, its Vice Chancellor, who wrote the following:

"We are all researchers now ... teaching and research are becoming even more intimately related ... in a 'knowledge society', all students – certainly all graduates – have to be researchers. Not only are they engaged in the production of knowledge; they must also be educated to cope with the risks and uncertainties generated by the advance of science." (Scott, 2002).

Scott argues that all academics are now researchers and that all academics need to be engaged in and with teaching and research, along with their post-graduate students. This argument confused me and amplified my original concerns and my fragmented understandings and dilemmas about the interconnections and interrelationships between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy.

Finally, the intent to study this area was supported by a piece of coursework (for the EdD) I undertook for Research 2b, for which I organised and ran a focus group comprising seven academics from within my Division (Business Information Management, Glasgow Caledonian University). The aim of the study was to investigate staff attitudes and experiences between teaching and research and how one might be informed by the other. The findings (based on a cross section of new and experienced teachers and researchers, within my Division) highlighted that not only was the topic area of interest to staff in my Division, but there existed little evidence to support the premise that good teaching was a product or as a result of being research active.

Although I had personal motivation, coupled with a professional interest, additional work was undertaken concerning the areas’ academic suitability, before finally selecting this area to research. This additional work is presented and discussed below in the form of an academic justification to help ground the suitability of the topic being explored.

---

5 This focus group data does not feature in this research, but it did act as a catalyst for developing this area of study as a suitable area of doctorate level engagement.
**Academic Justification**

Ramsden and Moses (1992) suggest “few beliefs in the academic world command more passionate allegiance than the opinion that teaching and research are harmonious and mutually beneficial” (p 273). Indeed, in a Higher Education Funding Council of England statement in 2000, it was stated that:

> “Most academics argue that good research is necessary for good teaching. However, there is a difference between academics being engaged in creating new knowledge and being alert to developments in their subject, including new discoveries, so that they can interpret and reinterpet the knowledge base of their subject to inform their teaching. Teaching needs scholarship, and scholarship depends on, and is distinct from research. What is required is for teaching to be animated by scholarship, and for scholarship in turn to be informed by research. We propose that HEFCE should make it clear that its funds for teaching include an element to support scholarship.” (Higher Education Funding Council for England, 2000, p 4).

Discussions surrounding the topic area of a nexus between teaching and research have received new attention. The most recent White Paper on higher education for England and Wales (DfES, 2003\(^6\)) overtly states that, based on a review of the ‘evidence’, there exists no link or relationship between teaching and research. What is interesting here is the lack of separation between the existences (or not) of a link between teaching and research, and the quality and robustness of the evidence, that surrounds the body of existing knowledge on a nexus between teaching and research.

Nevertheless, on the front page of the Times Higher Educational Supplement on 2\(^{nd}\) May 1997, Prof Graham Gibbs is reported as saying “that there was now conclusive evidence that academic experience in research was unrelated to excellence in teaching”\(^7\) (Gibbs, 1997).

---

\(^6\) Paragraph 2.7.

\(^7\) Gibbs, however in later work on the nexus did appear to change his mind, when he moved from a teaching-led university to a research led-university and argued that universities where failing to take seriously the distorting effect of research on teaching (Gibbs, 2002).
Indeed, other authors have attempted to undertake a statistical examination of the nexus between teaching and research. By looking at correlations between teaching effectiveness and research excellence (Fieldman, 1987; Fox, 1992; Hattie and Marsh, 1996; Marsh and Hattie, 2002) have suggested a marginal benefit on teaching effectiveness exists from research excellence, if at all.

Qualitative data focused research undertaken by authors such as Neumann, (1992; 1993; 1994) (see Chapter Two for a fuller discussion), however, suggest that academic staff perceived a nexus between teaching and research to exist. Indeed, this perception suggested that the nexus between the two was in fact symbiotic. This symbiotic relationship was, in reality, seen to be a strong link, which was further perceived to be critical for universities to be universities and for students to learn. It must be stressed that many of the qualitative, and to some extent, the quantitative studies to date on the nexus between teaching and research have been undertaken in subject areas that have well established protocols regarding teaching, research, traditions about knowledge and what constitutes knowledge. Conversely, no studies have concentrated on a new emerging disciplines or new professions such as IS/IM.

Hounsell (2002) suggested greater insights (when referring to understanding the nexus between teaching and research) will occur from ‘bottom up’ research from members of the community or discipline, rather than solely the policy makers, educational managers and students who have featured in previous qualitative and quantitative studies on the nexus between teaching and research.

Given this personal and academic justification for studying this area, the following aim and research questions were developed to explore further the areas of teaching, research and scholarship and to incorporate the elements of consultancy and the influence of an emerging discipline on the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy.
Aim of this Research

Focusing on the discipline of IS/IM the aim of this research is to penetrate, through empirical investigation, beyond the rhetoric of the nexes between teaching and the following: research, scholarship, and consultancy, in the teaching of taught postgraduate programmes of study.

To help fulfil this goal and to guide the research, a number of research questions were developed. These are presented below:

Research Questions

1. How do IS/IM academics experience and perceive the nexes between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy?

2. How are the nexes operationalised in the teaching of taught postgraduate IS/IM programmes of study?

3. What issues are evident and impact on a nexus between teaching, research, consultancy, scholarship and, specifically, does the emerging discipline of IS/IM influence the nexus when informing the teaching practice of taught postgraduate IS/IM programmes of study?

Having presented the aim and the research questions, it is important to demonstrate the learning that has occurred, during this research journey and is evident in this and subsequent Chapters, thus allowing the reader to appreciate the content and the structure of this thesis.
My Learning Process

The learning processes is graphically presented in Figure 1.2, it can be characterized by incremental improvements in understanding throughout the whole journey, but also by abandoning preconceived ideas, struggling to see the wood for the trees, and trying to overanalyze data to find the "right" solution. At times, it felt like driving a car at night in an unfamiliar town, where only the next bend is visible and, all that was guiding me was a small map of research questions on the wall. Elements of my learning are demonstrated as:

![Diagram of the Learning Process]

Figure 1.2 - The Learning Process of this Thesis (adapted from Woodharper, 2004)
Having provided an outline of my learning process, it is now necessary to provide an overview of how this learning has come about, evidenced in the subsequent Chapters within this thesis.

**Structure of Thesis**

Having presented and discussed the motivations, the academic rationale and the material needed to contextualise the work, this opening chapter to the thesis concludes with a description of the structure of the thesis.

The literature review forms Chapter Two. It begins with a detailed discussion of the elements of teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy, before moving on to the nexes between these elements. This chapter concludes by identifying ‘gaps’ and issues in the literature that are pertinent to this research.

Chapter Three introduces and examines the research design and methodology used. The chapter opens with a discussion of the philosophical assumptions, which underpin the research. This is followed by a detailed discussion as to the research methods used, their rationale and how they were developed and implemented. The final part of the chapter describes, in detail, the data collection and analysis techniques used in this research.

Chapter Four focuses on the findings from the research methods used and presents the evidence informed by the results from the web-based questionnaire and twelve semi-structured interviews. It includes insights and interpretations of the data, which provides the foundations for Chapter Five and elements of Chapter Six.

Chapter Five focuses on specific findings, via a discussion of seven themes and one selective theme, which are related back to the literature and developed based on the evidence presented in Chapter Four.
Chapter Six, the final chapter, opens with a reappraisal of the research design and methodology. It offers personal reflections to assist others when considering future research designs when exploring possible future research areas relating to the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy outlined in this chapter. The final part of this chapter discusses implications for academic practice in IS/IM and it suggests how the nexus could be re-conceptualised in the future.
Chapter Two
Literature Review

"Teaching and imparting of knowledge make sense in an unchanging environment. ... Nevertheless, if there is one truth about modern man it is that he lives in an environment that is continually changing. The only man who is educated is the man who has learned how to learn ... how to adapt and change ... who has learned that no knowledge is secure, that only the process of seeking knowledge gives a basis for security."

Carl Rogers (1902-1987)

Introduction

This chapter critically examines the work of theorists and practitioners who have attempted to provide guidance on the differing ways of conceptualizing and making sense of the complex and multifaceted area of the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy.

Context

For many academics today, teaching and research in their discipline constitute the major functions of academic work (Coaldake and Stedman, 1999). However, Brown and Atkins (1997) suggest an additional dimension to the professional practice of a university lecturer, that of course administration and management (which includes university committee work). Nevertheless, how these pursuits are balanced, harmonised and integrated is problematic, since there is still an ongoing debate as to the existence of a nexus between teaching, research and scholarship. Although, there has been much discussion regarding a possible nexus between teaching, research, and scholarship, there has been little debate regarding the nature of the relationship(s) and how these activities link to inform teaching. It is this lack of fundamental engagement, which may result in the academy losing a dimension that could inform teaching practice (Robertson and Bond, 2001).

In addition to this lack of fundamental engagement, academics’ engagement in consultancy is a further element, which may have an impact on the nexus between teaching and research, especially in academic disciplines that pride themselves on the
ability to apply their knowledge base to real life settings, problems and environments, such as medicine, law, IS/IM, etc. However, this possible component in the nexus jigsaw has largely been ignored along with the notion that the academic discipline at the micro and meso level may have an impact on the nexus between teaching and research.

Inevitably, the growing combination of changes in higher education have had profound consequences for what academics have traditionally regarded as their core activities, those of teaching and research (Zubrick, et al 2001). It has been suggested that, over the past decade or so, there has been a gradual, often structural, separation between research and teaching (McNay, 1999). This has fuelled a growing rhetoric of misrepresentations surrounding the nexes between teaching, and research, since the ‘knowledge factory’ supersedes the ‘medieval community’ of scholars (Robertson and Bond, 2001).

The Roberts Report (2003) has acknowledged this separation. The report states, in its review of the UK Research Assessment Exercise (RAE), that roughly a quarter of HEIs, subject bodies and stakeholders support broadening the parameters to embrace research that develops either the pedagogy or the teaching subject matter in any given discipline. The narrow focus with regards research in the RAE2001 has encouraged academics to focus on research in the subject area at the expense of teaching quality by operating a rewards-based research assessment process in the absence of a parallel process for teaching (McNay, 1999). This may be perceived to have driven wedges between teaching and research, jeopardising the fulfilment of government policies in both areas.

Policies to bring research and teaching together may result in some academics reconfiguring current practices. Integrating research and teaching could support the move towards student-focused approaches when teaching advocated by Prosser and Trigwell (1997a). At a further level, however, closing the gap between research and teaching raises substantial questions regarding the roles and responsibilities of higher education institutions; the nature of academic work; the kinds of disciplinary
knowledge that are developed and by whom, and the nature of the teacher-student interaction. Indeed, it raises fundamental questions regarding the purposes of the academy (presented in Chapter One).

The UK Robbins Report (1963) recommended that university staff should both teach and perform research because:

"The element of partnership between teacher and taught in a common pursuit of knowledge and understanding, present to some extent in all education, should become the dominant element as the pupil matures... It is of the utmost importance that the ablest, who are capable of going forward to original work, should be infected at their first entry to higher education with a sense of the potential of their studies." (UK Robbins Report 1963, para 555).

The DfES White Paper in 2003 regarding the future of higher education (HE) in England and Wales (based on a limited critique of the work of Hattie and Marsh (1996) and Marsh and Hattie, 2002) and others), contended that no direct relationship appeared to exist between teaching and research. This report signals to the HE community that Government thinking, and thus subsequent policy implementations by funding agencies such as Higher Education Funding Council of England (HEFCE) and potentially the Scottish Higher Education Funding Council (SHEFC), may start to separate the thinking, funding and understanding the possible nexus between teaching and research, thus supporting McNay’s earlier views.

Even so, the suggestion that teaching and research should be more closely connected or associated should not be seen as an argument for educating all students to become academics or researchers, nor should academics use the nexus to suggest they should engage with research (Brew, 2003a; 2003b; 2004). Rather, it is a response to changes in HE, such as new managerialism; growing interference in the academy (Brew, 2001) from Government and government agencies; changes in funding and resources levels; the changing nature of teaching, research, etc, that has necessitated the debate regarding the nexuses to be re-conceptualised. Indeed the changes in HE from an elite to a mass education system (Trow, 1973, cited by Hounsell 2006); with more part time and mature students with differing educational backgrounds and aspirations (McInnis,
2000; cited by Hounsell, 2006) entering HE now suggests that universities are undergoing radical change.

Therefore to unpack the complexity that surrounds the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy several concepts need to be unpacked, namely university teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy.

**University Teaching: a Changing Concept**

One historic view of teaching is that teaching is the process of transferring knowledge or, as Barrow (1991) claims, ‘the delivery of knowledge’ from the teacher/expert to the student. The educational process experienced by participants in higher education can be illustrated as one where students not only achieve the particular objectives of a course, but also in so doing, fulfil the general educational aims of autonomy, of the ability to participate in reasoned discourse, and of critical self-evaluation (Barrow, 1991).

The traditional orthodox view of academics as ‘teachers’ in higher education was that they [teachers] held the educational power and that they, via the exercise of their professional judgement, designed, taught (usually in a didactic manner) and assessed the student rather than exploring the subject in partnership or collaborative way.

However, with the introduction of a number of educational change initiatives over the last decade or so, such as life long learning, social inclusion, modularisation, student centred learning, problem based learning and, personal development planning, this has required a change in how teaching is conceptualised and operationalised.
MacFarlane suggests that learners interact with teachers in three categories (MacFarlane 1994):

- Structuring knowledge;
- Facilitating knowledge;
- Managing the learner's interaction with knowledge.

MacFarlane introduces the idea that structuring knowledge may require teachers to become more ‘academic’ and research-active. MacFarlane suggests in order to be effective at structuring knowledge, a deeper understanding and awareness of scholarship and research is needed, this emphasis strongly supports the existence and enhancement of a nexus between teaching and research, and teaching and scholarship, but it also highlights that a perceived difference between scholarship and research exists. What is interesting, is the distinction MacFarlane states, but never unpacks, that of ‘academic’ and ‘research-active’. Based on MacFarlane’s view, one can be academic, and not be research active, and one can be research active and not be academic, which highlights the complexity surrounding the relationship between teaching and research explained in this work.

Embedded in this transformation is the realisation that teaching means more than instructing, performing and disseminating knowledge, and, instead, it extends to providing a context in which students can engage productively with subject matter (Ramsden and Moses, 1992).

Nevertheless, it is anticipated that, for staff engaged in teaching and the facilitation of student learning, they should actively engage in research, if they are to be effective teachers. By engaging in research, individual academics would participate in active learning, i.e., using knowledge in real situations and operating effectively in the four essential aspects of learning identified by Kolb (1983).
Learning

Kolb developed a simple framework to show how learning can be achieved, and views learning as essentially a circular process.

![Kolb's Learning Cycle](image)

**Figure 2.1 - Kolb's Learning Cycle**

Kolb proposes four stages in any learning process.

*Experience*
At the heart of the learning process is an experience of some kind.

*Reflection*
Learning does not ensue automatically from experience. It first requires reflection, to try to contextualise the experience into some kind of perspective.

*Conceptualisation*
Because of this shaping or ordering function of reflection, the learner will draw on concepts to gain understanding or explanation of the original experience. This use of abstract concepts involves the learner’s integration of theoretical knowledge into practical application.
Active experimentation

The learner actively experiments with the concepts developed and returns to the original experience to test out how valid or useful the newly derived understanding might be.

Of course, the cycle could, and usually does, begin at the point where the learner reflects further, refining or seeking new concepts, and experimenting. The process, if one were to be strictly accurate, should perhaps be described as a spiral, since with the development of understanding, the original experience is continually being developed (Grant, et al 2000). Thus, the learner never actually returns to the original starting place. Kolb argues that the learning process can begin at any stage of the cycle if the learner moves clockwise. Kolb’s model suggests that learning is not an entity but rather a process.

Research into teaching in higher education has tended to focus on inputs, processes and outcomes in the context of how university teachers perform their teaching, their conceptions of teaching and learning and their perceptions of the teaching environment (Prosser, Martin et al, 2005; Trigwell and Prosser, 1996; Prosser, Trigwell and Taylor, 1994; Entwistle and Marton, 1994; Martin and Ramsden, 1992). The evidence from such research has led many HE institutions to re-configure what is taught and how it is taught and assessed. There is a climate of increased accountability and responsibility of staff and a growing shift for students to become more independent and autonomous learners. Associated with these changes is the emerging view that teaching is about the facilitation of learning. What informs these practices has yet to be explored and clarified fully. Very little is known regarding how research, consultancy, and scholarship inform the teaching of taught postgraduate students in IS/IM.

What has become clear, building on the work of Gibbons (1997) is that there is now a clear strategic intent by certain universities to shift teaching away from Mode One Knowledge Transmission and towards Mode Two. Mode Two knowledge is created by communication and negotiation both in and outside the academy rather than Mode
One, where the teacher lectures the student with facts (Starkey 2001). This has led to a re-conceptualisation and, to a lesser extent, a re-engineering of teaching, the process of teaching, and the role and duties of academics, in some universities such as Glasgow Caledonian University.

A current view of teaching in keeping with Gibbons Mode Two is suggested by Brew (Brew, 2004). Brew posits that it is research that leads to knowledge generation and knowledge acceptance, and that this is formed and shaped by a disciplinary research environment. Brew’s view of teaching illustrates not only that research and scholarship inform the teaching process, but that what is taught and what is expected and considered knowledge by a discipline impacts on how it is taught and how the lecturers’ practice is informed. This suggests that learning may be the ‘glue’ or the ‘membrane’ that holds the nexus between teaching and research together.

Students are seen as being short-changed if they are not learning from lecturers working at the ‘frontiers of knowledge’, while researchers are hardly worth ‘their salt’ if they are not regularly reporting on their latest findings to postgraduates and, increasingly, undergraduates (Hughes and Tight, 1995). Yet, how this interaction and co relationship occurs in reality is not made explicit.

One of the core problems when attempting to make sense of the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship, and consultancy is the lack of agreed consensus that exists regarding the definitions of teaching. People view teaching differently and it is this lack of agreed consensus that clouds the nexus. Furthermore, such unclear views complicate interpretations of studies reporting on the nexus.
Academic Research: a Multi-faceted Concept

Brew suggests that the whole area of academic research occupies contested space, intellectually, socially, and politically (Brew, 2001). Others have suggested that research in the twentieth century has been conceptualised too narrowly as the publication of fundamental knowledge based on technical rationality (Scott and Awbrey, 1993; Rice, 1992; and Schon, 1995). Defining research is complex and many interpretations exist. A few are outlined below.

For some academics, research is the progressive extension to scholarly activity, which may or may not be labelled scholarship. For others, such as Brew, research is not only about scholarship, but that research is the process that generates, tests and validates knowledge (Brew, 2001). Brew’s work, contends that it is knowledge and the process of creating and discovering knowledge that are the essence of research. This ‘knowledge view’ of research has been well documented and discussed, prior to Brew (2001) in the nexus literature. Powers and Knapp’s view of research, being “research is a systematic process of investigation, the general purpose of which is to contribute to the body of knowledge that shapes and guides academic and/or practice disciplines” (Powers and Knapp 1995, p 48), illustrates this knowledge emphasis. Indeed, Elton suggests that research is about re-interpreting existing knowledge to form ‘new’ knowledge (Elton, 1992). Finally illustrating a policy view, [research is] “the generation of new knowledge and understanding continually improves our quality of life on every level” HERO – Research in the UK, 2006.

Scott (1990) and Brew (2001) suggest that research is not just a matter of knowledge transfer for economic gain, but a guiding force that shapes the morals, cultural identity and cultural expression of, and for, the well-being of society. This creation of cultural expression (Scott, 1990) allows individuals to share and debate intellectual ideas that make sense and challenge the cultural consequences that the science and economic view of research has created. Research also allows society to express its cultural identity. Research can provide a source of intellectual, ideological language, which shapes our political and private lives (Scott, 1990). Brew also adds an additional
avenue of enquiry with regards conceptualising research and its associated different meanings and activities. Brew (2003a), building on earlier work (Brew, 2001), undertook one of the largest qualitative studies in this area. However, the boundary of the work, focused on research and only research. In particular, Brew questions:

“The taboos of academic research and suggest that the academy needs to reclaim the research agenda by developing new forms of research, which will provide a new justification for its existence” (Brew, 2001, p 1).

Brew analysed 57 interviews to determine how academics (a mixture of active, semi active and non-active research staff in Australia) viewed research (Brew, 2003a).

After discourse analysis of the interviews, Brew develops four apparently distinct yet, overlapping views of research:

*The domino view of research.* Where the researcher focuses on the solutions to a problem and the answering of questions (Brew, 2003a).

*The trading view of research.* In the foreground are the products of research, the end points, i.e., journal publications, grants, and social networks. Both the domino and the trading view of research are linked via peer recognition and reward. (Brew, 2003a).

*The layer view* focuses inward as the focus of awareness is on the data containing ideas together with hidden meanings (Brew, 2003a). Here, research is interpreted as a process of discovery, uncovering or creating underlying meanings (Brew, 2001).

*The journey view,* “in the foreground, are the personal existential issues and dilemmas of the researcher, linked through and awareness of the career of the research and viewed as having been explored for a long time” (Brew, 2003a, p 7).

The aforementioned results of research, coupled with Brew’s views, indicated that research is a concept, widely acknowledged but not fully understood, and that no universal common understanding exists. This means that when researchers, practitioners, and policy makers discuss and measure/explore the research-teaching nexus, there is no common understanding as to what each means. Hounsell (2002) suggests that:
"A search for commonality of impact of research on teaching has underplayed differences in how research is conceptualised, organised and communicated in different disciplines. These subject differences have a strong influence in opening up (or closing down) opportunities in how undergraduate students can engage with the leading edges of a discipline and thus on how research might enrich teaching" (Hounsell, 2002, pp 6-7).

Some academics in the UK often perceive research as being similar to the essence of scholarship. Therefore, it is necessary to separate these concepts to allow the nexus to be systematically explored.

**Scholarship**

In his work for the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, Boyer (1990), set out the case for a more inclusive view of what it means to be a scholar, recognising that knowledge is acquired through research, synthesis, practice and teaching. While scholarship used to mean engaging in original research, scholarship now has a broader and all-inclusive meaning. This wider interpretation goes beyond the age-old teaching versus research debate and suggests that academics within academic disciplines need to consider four separate, yet interlocking aspects of scholarship:

- **Scholarship of Discovery**
- **Scholarship of Integration**
- **Scholarship of Application**
- **Scholarship of Teaching**

**Scholarship of Discovery**

The scholarship of discovery, at its best, contributes not only to the body of knowledge but also to the intellectual climate of an institution. It is a scholarly investigation, closest to what is meant when academics speak of "research," that confronts the unknown and creates new knowledge. The outcomes, together with the process, and especially the passion, give meaning to the effort of research.
Scholarship of Integration

A serious, disciplined work that seeks to interpret, draws together, and brings new insight to bear on original research. Such work is increasingly important as traditional disciplinary categories prove confining, thus forcing new topologies of knowledge to emerge. This scholarship also means interpretation, fitting one’s own research or the research of others into larger intellectual patterns.

Scholarship of Application

Scholarship of application is a dynamic process of creating new intellectual understandings arising out of theory and professional practice. The term itself, may be misleading as it suggests that knowledge is first "discovered" and then "applied".

Scholarship of Teaching

A process that transforms and extends knowledge while transmitting an intelligible account of existing knowledge to the learners. Trigwell, et al (2000) have expanded Boyer’s idea of the scholarship of teaching. They further subdivide the scholarship of teaching into four interconnecting components:

The Informed Dimension; the extent to which the teacher is informed about teaching and learning. Examples of this activity might include; how theories of teaching and learning are used to inform teachers; how often the teacher engages with the literature of teaching and learning and how often the teacher engages with disciplinary literature on teaching and learning.

The Reflective Dimension; how the teacher reflects upon their teaching in order to improve it. An example of this activity would be personal and peer reflection, action centred research, etc.

The Communication Dimension; how and where teachers communicate their knowledge about teaching and learning. Examples of this activity might
include tearoom conversations, departmental seminars, reports, national conferences, and publishing in international scholarly journals.

The Conception Dimension; how the teacher conceptualises teaching.

Kreber (2006; 2003) makes an interesting point, as to ‘the scholarship of teaching’ being different in a teaching and a research focused university. Research-focused universities tend to view the scholarship of teaching, on how the research content and/or the processes associated with a particular discipline can be made part of what is taught. Rather than the teaching focused universities view, which is similar to Boyer and others perspectives, which implies that the scholarship of teaching, is focused on how to teach the particular discipline, in-conjunction with staff reflecting of teaching practice (Kreber and Cranton, 2000).

The disciplinary impact on scholarship has been mooted as being a significant factor when looking and understanding the integration between teaching and research (Pulsen, 2001). This view, suggests that the nexus, needs to be seen as the relationship between the two elements, rather than discrete elements. Yet, the whole area of what is scholarship remains a messy, complex and complicated area of academic life.

Consultancy

This is a trend in higher education, in which university senior managers are looking to reduce their institutions dependency on government funding, by attempting to increase work and enter into collaborations with industry and commerce for financial reward or what could be called ‘academic capitalism’ (Slaughter and Leslie, 1997). This consultancy entrepreneurship is an element, which may be used to inform teaching practice. However, this area has remained unexplored in the nexus literature.

Consultancy may be defined as the application of existing knowledge to an agency, where the problem situation is usually client-specified, in order to solve or diagnose a
problem[s] e.g.: day-to-day problems, longer-term strategic issues, etc or giving advice. However, the distinction in practice between consultancy and contracted academic research is blurred; the general view is that, in consultancy, the academic provides advice to businesses rather than actually conducting the research (Lambert, 2003).

The idea of academic staff undertaking consultancy is widespread in a number of academic disciplines in the UK, such as Law, Risk, Finance, Marketing, Mathematics, etc. According to the Lambert Review (2003), which reviewed the link between the academy and business, the total income for universities in the UK from consultancy was estimated at around £100 million⁸ in 2000-2001. However, the Lambert Review suggests that the real figure is much higher, as much of the consultancy work undertaken is on a ‘private basis’ between academics and companies and, thus, can go unrecorded. Indeed, the current market for management consultancy (with includes IS/IM) is now estimated to be valued at just over £10 Billion, in 2003/2004⁹.

According to Lambert (2003), most of the consultancy work is undertaken by research-intensive universities, who contract with 175 firms on average compared to 110 for less research-intensive universities (Lambert, 2003). However, in a survey undertaken by the Times Higher Education Supplement of 70 UK universities on consultancy income, it found that although Universities such as Imperial and Cranfield were the largest ‘earners’ of consultancy income, the ex-polytechnics such as DeMontfort, Coventry and the Robert Gordon University, now featured in the top seven income generation earners (THES, 2006).

There are a number of reasons why academics engage in and with consultancy activities. Since the HE environment is changing, it provides a creative outlet for their talents and creative expressions (RCD, 2006). Many see the role and value adding of ‘doing consultancy’ as keeping their skills marketable in the new

---

⁹ Statistic taken from the Institute of Management Consultancy, newsletter, March 2005.
MacDonaldizations\(^{10}\) of HE (Larwood and Gattiker, 1999). Many argue that undertaking consultancy allows the academic to earn extra income and gives them a sense of professionalism as practitioners in their field’s not ‘just’ academics or educators or lecturers (Larwood and Gattiker, 1999). Indeed many academics who undertake regular consultancy see it as a benefit to them, the client and to their students. Consultancy may be seen as a professional odyssey, which links their teaching to real life experiences. Evidence can be portrayed to students to make sense of key ideas and concepts. Such ‘real life’ case evidence can be published, thus allowing academics to be recognised as experts in their field on a national and international basis. Indeed, many argue that the most significant innovations are really being developed in organisations and not in the academy (Foresight, 1999). For applied and rapidly changing disciplines such as IS/IM, feeding back information from consultancy activities may be critical to ensuring that what is being taught to students is what is being done and required by industry and commerce.

However, the whole area of academic consultancy tends to be linked with the funding of universities, via mechanisms like contract research and collaborative research, as expressed in the Lambert Review (2003), rather than how the experiences of undertaking consultancy feeds and or enhances students learning and teaching or in ‘being an academic’.

Although, the word consultancy does not explicitly exist in many educational policy documents, such as the Dearing Report (NCIHE, 1997a), and the Garrick Report (NCIHE, 1997b), there is an implied presence. This implied presence is more to do with an earlier ‘warning shot’ to encourage the HE sector in the UK to demonstrate value for money, and a concern in government policy thinking, which is only now becoming centre stage, regarding the competitiveness of the UK on the world education and research stage, which needs to be strategically managed (Porter and Ketels, 2003). This research on the competitiveness of UK Plc, suggested that insufficient knowledge transfer was happening between the academy and industry.

---

\(^{10}\) Defined as the standardisation, rationalisation enforced quality regimes, same educational experience no matter where a student studies, based on the work of Ritzer (1996) – The MacDonaldization of Society, etc.}
An increase in knowledge transfer which would help UK Plc to become more attractive to receive external funding that is deemed to be of relevant to the needs of industry. Indeed, in the supporting research and scholarship current policies in the UK will deploy, over £14 billion pounds worth of research was undertaken in 2005/2006, with only £4.5 Billion being allocated by the UK Research Councils\textsuperscript{11}. Of this, only £100 million will be provided by the Scottish Funding Council, with the strong strategic steer that initiatives like the Industrial Partnership Development Fund (IPDF) and Employer Partnerships and Knowledge Transfer Partnerships (formally Teaching Company Schemes) with Scottish HE are important.

Interestingly, in the National Report For Business Education Support Team on the analysis of the QAAHE Business and Management Subject Review Reports (2001), in 2005 by Ottewill and MacFarlane (2005), (where IS/IM sits in the LTSN network), the ‘best practice’ factors that contributed to high teaching quality and enhancement ratings, found no mention or evidence that consultancy featured in the learning and teaching strategies of the highly rated teaching institutions. This lack of explicit usage only compounds how academics perceive the role, purpose and function of consultancy and knowledge transfer in the academy and in their professional practices.

This idea of knowledge transfer (assuming the process of research can yield a product that can be applied) is to strengthen links between higher education, society, government, the economy and students, and then consultancy will play a greater part in the function of being an academic. This is reflected in SHEFC's broad definition of knowledge transfer:

"The dissemination and exploitation of the outputs of higher education - research, knowledge, skills, expertise or ideas to achieve economic, educational, social, healthcare and cultural benefits for society'. This desire can take many shapes the most notable are; company spin outs, contract research, consultancy, Knowledge Transfer Partnerships, Continuing Professional Development and staff and student placements" (SHEFC, 2004).

\textsuperscript{11} Statistical information taken from the Higher Education & Research Opportunities (HERO) Web Site – \url{http://www.hero.ac.uk/uk/research/research_page170.cfm} [last accessed 31st March 2005]
Indeed the Lambert Review (2003) stressed that:

“the main challenge for the UK is not about how to increase the supply of commercial ideas from the universities into business. Instead, the question is how to raise the overall level of demand by business for research from all sources” (Lambert, 2003, p 4).

Indeed, consultancy along with other closely allied areas of university activity, i.e., contracted research and collaborative research, indicates that these areas are important to the academy. However, the issue and question of how do these experiences gained by academics practicing their profession outside the academy, filters back into teaching and more orthodox research, is cloudy, and is therefore, worthy of examination.

Having explored the elements of the nexus, it is now necessary to explore the literature on the nexus between the elements of teaching, research and scholarship.

A Synthesis of the Literature Surrounding the Nexes between Teaching, Research and Scholarship

Many authors have publicly commented upon the existence of a set of nexes between teaching and research (please see Appendix One for a graphical view\textsuperscript{12}). However, the area remains cloudy. This cloudiness has led to a number of differing and conflicting ways of measuring and conceptualising the nexus. The main approaches are given below.

Teaching – Research Nexus: Correlation Studies

Various authors, including Feldman (1987), Hattie, and Marsh, (1996) and Marsh and Hattie (2002), have attempted to undertake an empirical examination of the nexus between teaching and research, employing a positivistic research paradigm to identify correlations between teaching effectiveness and research excellence. Most authors have tended to opt for a meta analysis methodology, which describes the statistical

\textsuperscript{12} Please note, not all the authors portrayed in Appendix One are discussed in this Chapter.
integration of separate studies. The use of meta analysis is defendable, at least in part, since it eliminates the bias evident in the interpretation phases of research, i.e., the difference between fact and interpretation of fact. The effect of bias is reduced since issues of sample size, research design and variables not being compared together as like for like, are factored into the analysis.

Feldman (1987) undertook one of the first meta-analysis investigating the relationship between research productivity and teaching excellence, finding a correlation of 0.12. This suggests a minimal correlation exists between teaching and research. Terenzini and Pascarella (1994) also suggested that the preconceived view that good teachers are good researchers is a myth, stating that, at best, the association between ratings of undergraduate instruction and scholarly productivity is a small and positive one, with correlations in the .10 to .16 range.

Hattie and Marsh (1996), whose seminal, comprehensive meta analysis study of 58 (29 of which were also used by Feldman, (1987)) studies on teaching /research relationships, established similar results in that a nexus did exist, but that the relationship was marginal at best. Based on their chosen studies, 498 correlations were identified. However, their correlation coefficient was 0.06.

Hattie and Marsh (1996) suggest that a weak relationship between teaching and research existed, which indicates no strong or statistically evidence was obtained, not whether or not a nexus existed. They suggested three reasons why no strong or statistically significant evidence was found. Firstly, there is limited “time, energy and commitment” for academics to do both teaching and research well (Hattie and Marsh, 1996, p 508). Secondly, teaching and research “require contrary personality orientations that are contrasting,” (Hattie and Marsh, 1996, p 510). Thirdly, “teaching did not contribute significantly to overall salary whereas research did” (Hattie and Marsh, 1996, p 511). Hattie and March also provided some suggestions that a nexus did exist between teaching and research:

“Academies believe that an active research interest is essential if a person is to be a good university teacher, and that the values associated with both good
teaching are claimed to be high commitment, perseverance, dedication, hard work, creativity, imagination, originality and critical analysis”, (Hattie and Marsh, 1996, p 512).

In summary, their influential research work does suggest a statistical link, although small. Hattie and Marsh’s (1996) work can be regarded as the first comprehensive attempt to bring some order to the literature that preceded it in order to try to make sense of the nexus.

Marsh and Hattie (2002) published a follow-up study to their earlier work, based on a large urban university in Australia, which claims to have both a teaching and research orientation. This research has confirmed the view (according to Marsh and Hattie) that “teaching effectiveness and research productivity are nearly uncorrelated...” (Marsh and Hattie, 2002, p 635). Again, this research followed a positivistic paradigm in terms of measurement, since they only looked at classroom learning and not at other aspects of teaching and learning, such as the role and views of the teacher, how students learn, the significance the disciplinary culture plays, what assumptions are made about the nature of students and how they learn, how staff facilitate this learning, and what is meant by research-led teaching, etc. However, an element of exasperation is apparent in March and Hattie’s work as evidenced by their use of the word ‘nearly’ in their assertions that no links exists.

Finally, the work of Astin (1993) in a study of 200 US four-year undergraduate college students using measures of student development (these measures are not elaborated on in the original paper), concluded that a college whose faculty is research-orientated increases student dissatisfaction and impacts negatively on most measures of cognitive and affective development in the students learning. This like Hattie and Marsh personal views suggests a nexus, but that it is not a positive one in terms of being beneficial to student learning.
Teaching – Research Nexus: an Alternative Stance

Authors such as Neumann (1992; 1993), Smeby (1998) and Rowland (1996; 2000) have concentrated on what faculty, university administrators and managers, and students think about the nexus between teaching and research.

Neumann (1992; 1993) suggests that academic staff believe a nexus exists. Neumann based her premise that a nexus was perceived to exist on 33 interviews with senior academic administrators from the humanities, sciences, social sciences, and professional areas such as accountancy within one university. These interviews were part of a much wider study, which only touched on staff opinions regarding the nexus. Nevertheless, Neumann suggests that this symbiotic relationship (between teaching and research) is what makes a university a university and academics academic. The interview discussions revealed multiple, positive and bi-directional links between the teaching and research, they are summarised below:

“The tangible connection relates to the transmission of advanced knowledge and the most recent facts. The intangible connection relates (a) to the development in students of an approach and attitude towards knowledge, and (b) provides a stimulating and rejuvenating milieu for academics. The global connection describes the interaction between teaching and research at the departmental and not just individual level. These three types of connection are not necessarily separate, clearly distinguishable or delineated connections; they interrelate and intermingle” (Neumann, 1992, p 162).

Neumann speculates on why quantitative studies only indicate a marginal at best relationship between teaching and research, suggesting that this was due to the deeply held values of academics not being translated into day-to-day teaching practices.

Smeby (1998) in a survey of 1592 academics (covering all academic grades) from the four research-focused Norwegian Universities, supported by 35 semi structured interviews, found that over 95% of academics qualified to doctorate level, thought their teaching benefited from their research activities. Interestingly, Smeby’s research also suggests that there is a marginal interconnection between the academics age, rank and level of research activity.
Rowland (2000) (based on twelve interviews of academic heads in one institution), concluded that staff felt teaching and research are closely intertwined, and that it is the university’s view of teaching and research that either creates or refutes the existence of a relationship between teaching and research.

Elton (1992; 2001), based on theoretical analysis of the nexus literature and Brew (2001), based on interviewing academic staff in one Australian University regarding the nature of academic research, both advocate that a nexus was perceived to exist. They emphasise that poor understanding of the nexus concept and the definitions of teaching and research have resulted in the inability of quantitative studies to determine the existence of a nexus categorically.

Brew (1999) argues that the relationship between teaching and research should be centred on a wider view of the word ‘research’ and its link with knowledge. Brew also asserts there are crises in the tertiary sector centred on a loss of confidence in the purpose of universities and the beliefs underpinning a university education as well as the drive to the MacDonaldization (Morley, 2000) of higher education.

Other researchers have attempted to explore the nexus between teaching and research by undertaking analysis of RAE2001 and TQA/QAA scores mainly produced in the UK, (Drennan, 2001; JM Consulting, 2000; Drennan and Beck, 2001; Ellis, 2001). The compilation of RAE and teaching assessment scores allows researchers to measure the relationship between the two factors at the institutional and departmental level. These studies show a strong correlation between RAE and Quality Teaching scores. For example, Drennan and Beck (2001), when reviewing Scottish universities, calculated that over 70% of the variation in the mean TQA (Teaching, Quality Assessment) scores was attributed to the RAE score of the department/university. Drennan and Beck (2001) also noted that the relationship between RAE and Teaching Quality scores was higher for science-based subjects and low for social sciences, thus hinting at the role and significance the discipline may play in the nexus. However, these studies do fail to address institutional reputation and resource factors. When
these are factored into the equation, as suggested by Drennan and Beck (2001), the correlation of a link between teaching and research is found to be 0.10.

**Teaching – Scholarship Nexus**

Building upon the work of Boyer (1990); Zubrick et al. (2001); Jenkins et al, (2002); and Jenkins, (2005), developed Boyer’s framework in an attempt to make sense of the nexus between teaching and scholarship. They concluded that scholarship was the process that seeks to identify, interpret, draw together, and brings new insights to other people’s original research with regards current and emerging thinking, with regards personal development of skills, expertise, and knowledge. In addition, authors such as Kreber, (2006) have suggest that scholarship involves the above and reflecting upon teaching practice.

American and UK academics view scholarship and research differently (Brew, 2003a). In the USA, scholarship and research are separated as differing concepts, but in the UK, scholarship was seen as the foundation stone for research (Brew, 2003b; Elton, 1992). Therefore, some care has to be taken with implanting one theoretical framework from one community to another community with a similar but different discourse.

Pulsen (2001) also investigated the idea and nature of the concept scholarship. Interestingly, Paulsen found similar categories to Boyer’s. However, one noticeable difference was the idea of the Scholarship of Citizenship, this referring to the myriad of other academic duties that academics face, such as reviewing conference papers, organising conferences, delivering keynote addresses, etc. This introduces the idea that academics ‘serve’, their community, or their discipline. This legitimises and grounds certain ‘acceptable’ activities and shuns unaccepted activities and behaviours, similar to the communities of practice notion developed by Lave and Wenger (1991). Communities of practice provide a way of making sense of the common context of meaning that exist within groups where people come together. Wenger (1998) suggests that as people pursue any shared enterprise over time, they develop a common practice that is, shared ways of doing things and relating them to achieve
joint purpose. Over time, the resulting practices become recognisable among those involved and those who join the mutual engagement need to assimilate these common practices to become a full member of the group (Wenger, 1998).

Grant, et al, (2003) have suggested that scholarship may indeed be the glue or the membrane that holds the activities of teaching and research together. This gives an interesting perspective as to how scholarship mediates the relationship between teaching and research. It also suggests contributions made to the nexus by the nature of the discipline, the role of the individual and the role of teaching teams may be more significant then previously thought.

What matters with regards the nexus is not the existence of the event, or the membrane or glue that holds teaching, research and scholarship together, or its intrinsic value, but the role it plays in supporting and feeding teaching and how this can be operationalised and supported.

Teaching – Scholarship/Learning Nexus

The notion of scholarship discussed above, further introduces the idea that the nexus is concerned with learning and that research is a core component of learning and understanding knowledge (Brew, 2001), if conceptualised in a particular way.

Brew and Boud (1995) criticise the emphasis of the correlation studies (discussed above) and they call for "more fine grained studies" (Brew and Boud, 1995, p 272), that should focus on how academics experience and perceive teaching and research rather than the products of teaching and research (which this research explores). They hypothesise that:

"If there is a link between the two it operates through that which teaching and research have in common; both are concerned with the act of learning" (Brew and Boud, 1995, p 262).
Brew and Boud suggest:

"Teaching and research are correlated when they are co-related …… one way to achieve this is to exploit further the link between teaching and research in the design of courses." (Brew and Boud, 1995, p 272).

Shore, et al (1990) who emphasise the importance of learning in the nexus debate support this view. Shore and colleagues, posit that learning is the vital link between research and teaching as learning is a shared process of inquiry. Research may be one way of enhancing student learning. It is certainly not the only way of enhancing student learning.

However, there is debate here as well. Authors such as Jenkins et al (1998; 2002), when ascertaining students’ views surrounding the nexus, posit that a link is perceived to exist and that it is stronger at the higher levels of teaching, mainly at postgraduate work. Indeed this assumption is supported by the research of Lindsay, et al (2002), who found that postgraduate students observe themselves, to be stakeholders in academic research while undergraduate students do not. However, Lindsay, et al’s (2002) research design of two focus groups, each with between four and six participants (one group of undergraduates and the other of post graduates) is too small to make any statistical claims, but this does not mean their arguments are unsupported.

Elton (2001) has argued that that there can be a positive perception of the nexus between research and teaching under particular conditions. Elton sees the nexus less in terms of the outcomes (e.g. published papers of staff) but more to the extent to which students learn through some form of student-centred or enquiry (disciplinary) based approach.

Elton (1992) argues that scholarship must be recognised and separately funded from existing methods of funding and teaching in the UK to allow it to flourish. Currently research monies are awarded from central government to universities via their Research Assessment Exercise. Teaching is funded via student numbers via grant in aid to higher education institutions (HEIs). However, the area of scholarship used to
be funded in the teaching allocation and is now assumed to exist as part of the research allocation, but this distinction is in the grey area of policy making.

Brew suggests that how knowledge is perceived will influence the relationship between teaching and research, i.e.,

“If knowledge which is generated through research is viewed as objective and separate from knower’s, it would seem consistent to think that it requires transmission and absorption through a separately conceptualised teaching process. If, on the other hand, knowledge is viewed as a product of communication and negotiation, the links between research and teaching, I believe, are viewed quite differently since the relationship between research and teaching becomes an intimate one” (Brew, 2003a, p 296).

Brew further asserts,

“When teaching and research are both viewed as being founded on a traditional empiricist framework, the relationship is always problematic. A move towards a more pluralistic view of knowledge, which fully takes on board the interpretative nature of academic work means that research and teaching can be viewed as being in a symbiotic relationship” (Brew, 2003a, p 296).

Care should be taken when interpreting and attempting to make sense of the studies discussed above as they all have different research methodologies operating at differing levels of analysis (the university, the individual academic, the individual’s department, and the students who are taught by the individual academic). For many studies, subjective measures were used and many studies were grounded in one higher education institution rather than representing a number of institutions. All have differing educational settings, contexts, countries of origin and concepts of teaching, research, and scholarship. Furthermore, all of the studies to date incorporate personal and intellectual histories, all of which may affect the interpretation of any one study’s findings. Given these concerns, it is necessary to explore several of the key problems in detail in order to make sense of the validity and reliability of the claims made surrounding the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy.
Concerns Regarding ‘Nexus’ Studies

There are a number of concerns surrounding these studies, the most significant being the whole area of attempting to define teaching, research and scholarship, the problems of developing appropriate and relevant measuring instruments capable of measuring what needs to be measured and determining what has been measured, what does this mean and why was it being measured to start with.

Ramsden and Moses (1992), when providing a hard hitting review of the early work of Hattie and Overall (1979) (which laid the foundations for the seminal work of Hattie and Marsh (1996; 2004) and Marsh and Hattie (2002), whose work stated that:

"...55 per cent of the studies she [referring to Hattie] looked at, contained “irregular” remarks – statements that overemphasized the importance of the relationship between research productivity and teaching effectiveness, even when the results did not indicate such an association" (Ramsden and Moses, 1992, p 277).

What is interesting about the model proposed by Marsh and Overall, (1979) is that they sought to identify the influential factors in the nexus between teaching and research and how these factors were integrated, without fully engaging with the definition and nature of teaching and research. Ramsden and Moses (1992) are correct to some extent in their critique but they focus on the detail of the how the influential factors were measured and the inappropriateness of the measures employed by Marsh and Overall (1979), rather than exploring the essence of the elements themselves.

An interesting view of the work of Hattie and Marsh is provided by research undertaken by Robertson and Bond (2001) who interviewed academics who had read a review of Hattie and Marsh’s 1996 paper and concluded:

“The study is total twaddle and rubbish........ and that anyone who suggested that there is a zero link between research and teaching obviously lives on another planet to the one I live on” (Robertson and Bond, 2001, p 8).
This emotional response from the interviewees, suggests that emotions run high when exploring the nexus between teaching and research.

Indeed, the DfES White Paper (2003), on the future of higher education in England and Wales, heavily cited Hattie and Marsh, as the evidence base surrounding the view that there was no nexus between teaching and research. However, the authors of the White Paper, have misunderstood or have chosen to misinterpret the statistics provided in the original work of Hattie and Marsh (1996). If Hattie and Marsh’s (1996) findings were totally negative, then separating teaching and research funding would be appropriate. However, a near Zero correlation means that there can be as many excellent teachers and researchers as there are excellent teachers, excellent researchers and not so excellent teachers, or researchers, as Zero does not mean that there are no excellent teachers and researchers (Hattie and March, 2004).

All the same, a number of concerns are evident within Hattie and Marsh’s work. Studies which tend to ask students to rate teaching, and who request staff to rate their own research outputs and their own teaching practice in class, may in effect create and suffer from a “halo effect” (Zaman, 2004). This effect suggests people will rate what they want to see rather than what is evident and exists. These approaches also assume that each ratee will share the same ideological understanding of what ‘good quality’ teaching and research is which causes measurement problems. Although students are an important ingredient in any exploration of the nexus between teaching and research, students are inappropriate as their view of teaching, may not fully qualify, as they cannot frame was constitutes ‘good quality’ teaching (Kolitch and Dean, 1999).

For example, being entertaining in class and talking about your own research work which is of interest to students may get a high rating due to the entertainment value, and the currency of the work, but being entertaining and talking about a recent research paper does not mean that the students have actually learned anything.

Finally, how does one separate the process from the product of research when evaluating research to inform teaching, as this is both problematic and complex (Zaman, 2004).
Allied to these concerns and in particular Hattie and Marsh’s work is the concern regarding their definition of “research activity.” Hattie and Marsh equate research activity to individual expertise via the production of journal and conference papers. Measuring research publications in the form of journal and conference papers only measures actual outputs of journal and conference papers. It does not measure the expertise of the individual nor does it measure the knowledge contained within the paper or indeed if and how the paper’s findings filter into teaching or how this activity helps students to learn or how good or bad the individual is as a teacher.

Other correlation studies commonly used to investigate the relationship between teaching and research are not without their weaknesses as well. They tend to have only one unit of measurement. Even if a measure could be designed to cover all the variables in and of a nexus or nexes between teaching and research, the whole area reducibility impacts on the claims authors can make. To date, no correlation study has explored fully the strength or the intensity of any relationship between teaching and research. In addition, many correlation studies to date assume a constant level of activity and that time lags (i.e., the run up to something like the RAE or the need to earn extra income or teaching larger class sizes, or the impact of modulations, etc) may have a bearing on the nexes between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy. These issues do not feature or have fully integrated into their research designs (Zaman, 2004). Regardless of research design, little engagement with the meanings and underlying principle of concepts of teaching and research exists. Furthermore, to date there has been little exploration of the actual artefacts (products of research) and the process of consultancy, has on informing teaching, and in particular, how these interact and inform teaching practices. So far, the emphasis has been on research and teaching output rather than research and teaching effectiveness. Finally, the impact and influence of an emerging discipline has not be incorporated either.
The Academic Discipline as a Contributing Factor

Since the majority of teaching and research is undertaken by academics grounded in their cognate discipline area, the role and significance of the actual academic discipline becomes a critical factor when exploring the nexus.

Becher and Trowler, provide a comprehensive synthesis of what constitutes an academic discipline. These are presented here. Every academic discipline has its own intellectual history, agreements, and disputes about subject matter and methods that influence what is taught, to whom, when, where, how, and why. Each discipline has its own, often 'borrowed' set of traditional pedagogies, such as lab instruction, problem based learning, fieldwork, chalk and talk, placement learning, etc. Each discipline has its own community of scholars interested in research, and/or teaching and learning in that field, with one or more journals, associations, and face-to-face forums for pedagogy and research exchange happening throughout the academic calendar. Finally, each discipline exercises disciplinary power in different ways and forms that control and who is admitted and what is constituted as that discipline and the 'agreed' branches of that discipline (Becher and Trowler, 2001).

By taking groupings of disciplines derived by Becher (1989) based on the earlier work of Biglan (1973a, 1973b) the following can be derived:

- **Hard pure knowledge** (of which physics and chemistry are exemplars) is typified as having a cumulative, atomistic structure, concerned with universals, simple causation and a quantitative emphasis. Knowledge communities tend to be competitive but gregarious: joint or multiple authorships is commonplace.

- **Soft pure knowledge** (of which history and anthropology offer cases in point) is, in contrast, reiterative, holistic, concerned with particulars and having a qualitative bias.
• *Hard applied knowledge* (typified by engineering) deriving its underpinnings from hard pure enquiry, is concerned with mastery of the physical environment and is geared towards products and techniques.

• *Soft applied knowledge* (such as education and management studies) is dependent on soft pure knowledge, being concerned with the enhancement of professional practice and aiming to yield protocols and procedures.

In disciplines, such as medicine, where a prominent consensus exists regarding worthy areas of academic endeavour, knowledge tends to be perceived as collective, and concerned with universals, quantification, and discovery (Becher, 1989). Research in these areas mainly takes the form of collaboration, competition for recognition and funding, clearly defined intellectual boundaries, and gate keeping of those boundaries by powerful elite (Becher, 1989). Teaching in these fields often requires little preparation time for large lectures and labs and is designed to enhance logical reasoning (Neumann and Becher, 2002).

In disciplines where a lack of agreement exists, knowledge tends to be seen as recursive; academics use new lenses to explore intellectual territory already mapped by the reference disciplines of others (Becher, 1989). Research activity is characterised by weak, blurring boundaries, independent research efforts, and tolerance for unusual ideas or methods (Becher, 1989). Teaching in these disciplines involves opening curricula to interpretation and debate, much preparation time, small problem-based classes, and the curriculum is designed to foster critical thinking, analysis, synthesis and personal growth (Neumann, 2001). IS/IM is a good example of such a discipline.

The dimension of the discipline and its impact on the nexus has only been speculated on (based on an interpretation of results derived from a series of focus groups within one institution) thus far by Robertson and Bond (2001) and conceptual thinking by Colbeck, (1998). Therefore, to help explore the existence of a nexus the impact and effect of the subject discipline needs to be explored. Hounsell (2002) suggests that:
“Subject differences have a strong influence in opening up (or closing down) opportunities in how undergraduate students can engage with the leading edges of a discipline and thus on how research might enrich teaching” (Hounsell, 2002, pp 6-7).

There are many claims and counter claims, but no public discussion has looked at the domain of IS/IM an emerging discipline (see Chapter One) and whether or not the discipline (in this case an emerging one) creates, develops, and sustains a positive (or negative) nexus between teaching, research, scholarship, and consultancy in the teaching of postgraduate programmes of study.

A number of studies have suggested that the particular discipline may be a critical variable shaping the nature of, and the possibility of, a positive nexus. In particular, in some of the sciences, staff research may be so far ‘ahead’ of the undergraduate curriculum as to make strong connections between staff research and student teaching very difficult (Jensen, 1998).

Smeby (1998) asserts that there appears to be a clear difference between disciplines in how they perceive the nexus between teaching and research. Smeby suggests that disciplines with a strong specialisation will limit opportunities for the nexus between teaching and research to occur and those with fast developments in and of knowledge will, like IS/IM make it an imperative for teachers to be active research.

Colbeck’s research, based on the behaviour and roles of some twelve academics in the USA, were studied in detail, to understand how "university, departmental and disciplinary contexts influence the ways and extent to which faculty integrate teaching and research" (Colbeck, 1998, p 649). Twelve staff in two very different USA institutions were studied: one 'Vantage' a high prestige research university, (according to Carnegie classification) and a ‘Cosmopolitan’ University (a Masters University). In both universities, Colbeck observed staff from two departments from two contrasting disciplines, Physics and English studies. At Vantage University,

---

13 The names are fictitious to disguise the original host universities
'research' for faculty evaluation was narrowly interpreted to mean standing as an original researcher amongst peers in the discipline. By contrast, at Cosmopolitan University, faculty evaluation for 'research' included the writing of textbooks and creative works in popular media. Of Colbeck’s sample of twelve staff, the person who demonstrated the strongest integration between their teaching and research roles was a physicist at the Cosmopolitan University whose research involved writing introductory textbook incorporating new pedagogical techniques. By contrast, at Vantage University, a physicist who previously had written an acclaimed computer aided physics course text had declined to write a follow up because he knew his department colleagues would not recognise the value of such a project (Colbeck, 1998). Thus, it can be seen form the above summary from the work of Colbeck that the disciplinary type and the type of institution may influence or impact on how a nexus is perceived and enacted.

Other Variables that may impact on the Nexus

Institutional perspective

It is quite difficult to differentiate between academic and institutional perspectives due to the lack of precise meanings and understandings of the notion of culture and subcultures. Establishing when and how many subcultures (disciplines) become the institutional culture is difficult to identify measure and observe.

Differences in institutional missions and governance may shape opportunities to connect teaching and research. Faculty behaviour is less likely to be controlled by formal bureaucratic rules in research universities than in comprehensive universities (Clark, 1997). In research universities, faculty members tend to be treated like professionals who set their own work agendas and participate in setting organisational direction and purpose. In teaching focused universities, faculty members are treated more like employees and are therefore held more accountable for expected work than research university faculty members (Clark, 1997).
Mission statements of UK universities provide insights into institutional pronouncements on research and teaching. Davies and Glaister, in introducing their content analysis of UK university mission statements, note that this analysis “...is fraught with difficulties, not least in identifying suitable criteria and minimizing subjectivity” (Davies and Glaister, 1996, p 281). In terms of the relative emphasis given in the mission statements to research and teaching strategies they found the following:

“About sixty-one per cent of the mission statements (forty-two in total) gave approximately equal weighting to teaching and research, with a greater teaching emphasis in about thirty-two per cent of the mission statements (twenty-two in total) with most of these mission statements coming from the “new” universities. Only about three per cent of the mission statements emphasized research more than teaching (two in total) these being mission statements from the old universities.” (Davies and Glaister, 1996, p 281).

They further developed their content analysis by carrying out a key word analysis, finding that some key words appeared in over forty per cent of the mission statements (quality; teaching; research; community; students; international). While this research is inconclusive with regards whether a nexus exists, it does show the inherent attitude that teaching and research are critical to the life, function and being of a university and perhaps being academic.

**The RAE Effect**

A substantial proportion of university research in the UK is funded through the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE). Its purpose is to produce high-quality research through competitively concentrating it in selected departments and institutions. It was not expressly designed to have any impact on teaching. However, a number of studies have shown that the RAE has had unintended consequences on teaching (McNay, 1997, Jenkins, 1995).

In a study on the impact of the RAE on geography teaching, Jenkins (1995) found that postgraduates and part-timers rather than full time academics were undertaking greater teaching roles in terms of delivery. Jenkins also observed that the general pattern in
appointments and promotion placed greater emphasis on research productivity, and potential, rather than teaching ability or potential or interest. Jenkins argued that individuals, departments, and institutions recognise that it was in their financial interests to improve their research and that this has been to the detriment of teaching. Elton (1995) also supports the view that, since the 1992 RAE, when the rules were changed to allow all universities to bid for funding, based on the quantity and assessed quality of the research of its staff, this has encouraged increased output for the RAE and a deterioration in motivation and effort in teaching innovation. Individuals are more likely to perceive that their promotion and career prospects will be progressed by being in a high-ranking research department than by being an excellent teacher (Jenkins, 1995).

Brown (1995) also contends that there is little empirical evidence of such a link between teaching and research, but that there is a growing body of evidence that the funding of research through the RAE is having a negative impact on teaching and learning, and in particular, innovative developments. To counter this effect, Elton proposes a more even treatment of research and teaching with the introduction of a teaching, research and development fund, from which resources would be available to researchers who wished to enhance and develop quality in higher education pedagogy, rather than try to fit within current RAE classifications (Elton, 1995).

Perhaps a more informed way to conceptualise and explore the nexus debate would be to move away from thinking how active in teaching and research an academic is, but to concentrate on what the activity is focusing on to see if it ‘fits’ with and to curricula.
Current Issues Surrounding the Nexus

Several salient points and gaps emerged from this review:

Rhetoric Not Reality

Brew and Boud (1995) note that in studies of the relationship between teaching and research, there is a notable absence of any debate about the nature and essence of what research is and what teaching is, as they tend to be taken as given and understood concepts. To date, little engagement with the meanings and underlying principal concepts of teaching and research exists. People with different experiences and subject knowledge, from different institutions, etc. have been asked to contribute to studies on the nexus, but their underlying attitudes, beliefs about teaching and research have never been unbundled, as they are assumed to ‘share’ and understand what is meant by teaching and research.

The Level of Teaching Engagement

While acknowledging that the research-teaching nexus may exist or is perceived to exist at both postgraduate and undergraduate level, Neumann (1992) is able to identify variations between the two levels of teaching engagement. Postgraduate teaching and postgraduate supervision is ‘impossible’ (according to Neumann, 1992) without the academic teacher/supervisor engaging in academic research, since the rate at which knowledge changes is fast. In addition, several of the key principles of postgraduate education can only be achieved via research. For example, a critical, questioning stance required of a researcher, necessitates that the supervisor has the same critical questioning mind of postgraduates work. Neumann (1992) acknowledges that the teaching-research nexus at the undergraduate level is perceived to be quite complex due to a variety of factors: such as the nature of the discipline; the type of course, the motivation of the student and the intellectual ability of the student. However, no study to date has evaluated the underpinning of what informs staff’s knowledge to teach postgraduate students.
The Nexus Time Line

Much of the work surrounding the nexus was undertaken in the early nineties, when policy makers (particularly in the UK) were adopting new private sector mindsets, techniques and tools to the management of the academy and the work of academics’. Furthermore, in common with other public sector institutions, HEIs are seeking to maintain the three ‘Es’ of efficiency, effectiveness, and economy, by adopting private sector managerial techniques to deliver and perform the educational function (Dobson and McNay 1996). This ideology is commonly known as New Managerialism (Pollitt, 1990).

In the DfES (2003) White Paper, Higher Education: A new framework it discusses teaching and research as if they are separate activities, with the English Government's interest being to make the funding of each clearer, more competitive and selective.

Misrepresentation of Early Pioneers

Over the years within the literature, there has been an over interpretation and, perhaps, a misrepresentation of Hattie and Marsh’s findings. Most quote the actual marginal correlation numbers, but very few actually contextualise these findings within the rest of the work. This narrow interpretation of their work has allowed various audiences to take a particular spin on the findings and the methods to claim what they wish to claim, for their own agendas. Various audiences, mainly policy makers, who need to support their ideological and or political goals, have perhaps inappropriately used this literal view.

What is lacking is any significant academic debate relating to Hattie and March’s conclusions, which contain an eclectic mix of other avenues of inquiry, which may shed some light on the nexus. For example, Hattie and Marsh suggest other factors are possibly important, such as the mode of teaching delivery, institutional context, and the context of the discipline and knowledge, but these threads of inquiry have been quietly forgotten about.
In addition, work to date has mainly been at the generic level rather than the discipline level, which gives the illusion that what has been found out is accurate, valid and reliable for all institutions, in all countries, in all disciplines, etc. This is problematic presenting a false dichotomy.

**Research is seen as Pivotal for Academic Promotion**

Court (1999) warns that staff with modest or non-existent research profiles will find it hard to feel appreciated in an academic society driven by research activity. Court (1999) found that slightly more than half of his respondents believed that promotion at their institution placed too much emphasis on research. As long as the debate is presented as adversarial in nature, the research versus teaching debate will continue and an understanding of the nexus will not be achieved (Lucas, 2006).

**A Fourth Institutional Strategy may be Missing.**

Research assessment may, in principle, be straightforward but, in order to arrive at the best possible assessment process, the review has considered both the philosophical questions, such as ‘what is meant by quality in research’, and practical issues to do with designing a system that will provide a fair and accurate assessment of quality while minimising burden on all concerned.

Currently, the RAE measures a particular form of research. It tends to evaluate how well or not, as the case may be, divisions, departments, and universities manage their research activity in terms of achieving highly regarded journal outputs and other ‘esteem indicators’. It may be more appropriate to assess how well departments, divisions, and universities manage the integration of their learning and teaching and assessment strategies with their research and income generation strategies. Perhaps a fourth strategy is needed, that of disciplinary scholarship, in order to bind these elements together to ensure and strengthen the nexus. This integration and the exploration of the contested terrain that exists would be useful in tackling some key
challenges. These include the following questions (adopted from the work of Brew, 2004):

- Are there institution-wide strategies to encourage research, teaching, scholarship and consultancy to be linked?
- Do departments/divisions of IS/IM align the organisation of teaching with research, consultancy, or scholarship practices?
- Is there a department/divisional plan to develop research led teaching, and/or consultancy led teaching and/or research led learning and/or teaching led research?

**Conclusion**

The area of scholarship and the subsequent emphasis on the Scholarship of Teaching and the Scholarship for Teaching, in the USA, has raised the currency of the discussion within the literature on a nexus between teaching, research and scholarship. However, this discussion has followed a particular line of enquiry, not completely compatible with explaining how the nexus between teaching and research co-relate to inform teaching practices. To date, little robust empirical foundations exist when exploring the nexus between teaching and research.

Many of the views discussed within this chapter are contradictory. They demonstrate that there exists a continued tension between teaching and research and, by extrapolation, the role of an academic and that of an academic subject discipline contributes to the nexus or the perception of a nexus, which makes unpicking the fact from opinion, messy and complex. This chapter introduces the ideas of disciplinary scholarship and has argued for the area of academics engagement in consultancy to be considered when exploring the nexes between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy. The next chapter on research design and methodology provides one way of tackling and making sense of this messy complex area of study.
Chapter Three
Research Design and Methodology

"Finding the occasional straw of truth awash in a great ocean of confusion and bamboozle requires intelligence, vigilance, dedication and courage. But if we don't practice these tough habits of thought, we cannot hope to solve the truly serious problems that face us - and we risk becoming a nation of suckers, up for grabs by the next charlatan who comes along."

Carl Sagan (1934-1996)

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to present the research design and in particular, the research philosophy and the research methodology used to investigate the research aim, that being to penetrate, through empirical investigation, beyond the rhetoric of the nexes between teaching and the following: research, scholarship, and consultancy, in the teaching of taught postgraduate programmes of study.

This chapter shows ‘the workings’ of the research (Holliday, 2002), in order to establish the methods and the rigour of the research process. Where appropriate and relevant to do so, a judicious balance is given between “taking the opportunity to encounter the research setting while maintaining the principles of good social science” (Holliday, 2002, p 9). An overview of the key phases of the research design is given below in Figure 3.1 to orientate the reader. Each stage is further discussed within this chapter.
Research Design and Methodology

The research design employed for this research brings together the interplay of the key components of the research project: the research questions, the literature review, the collection of research data, data analysis and interpretation and finally the write up of the results to construct the actual thesis itself.

Several research designs where possible given the complexity of the topic and given the range of research philosophies, methodologies and methods offered by other researchers, based on the literature review in the previous chapter. The one presented here was deemed the most appropriate for the reasons stated.

Royer and Zarlowski (2001) argue that the overall quality of a research design is determined by the logic of the research approach and the coherency of its various
components, which are discussed within this chapter. Indeed, McCall and Bobko (1990) argue that the most important aspect in selecting a research design and subsequent research methods is not the research design or the methods employed but what they are able to reveal about the research problem situation, which this research design clearly achieves given the discussion in subsequent chapters, mainly Chapters Four and Five.

Ticehurst and Veal (1999) note that the debate regarding the ‘best’ approach to research is often aligned with different underlying philosophies or paradigms. Kuhn (1970) to describe universally recognised approach for the discovery of knowledge used the term ‘paradigm’. The literature on research paradigms is dominated by two distinct research philosophies: positivism and interpretive/phenomenological, although many variants and hybrids exist which gives an eclectic blend of various theoretical and intellectual positions available to the researcher to reflect upon, select and utilise, as being fit for the purposes of their specific research.

**Phenomenological Based Research Philosophies**

According to Burrell and Morgan (1979) the interpretive paradigm is:

".....informed by a concern to understand the world as it is, to understand the fundamental nature of the social world at the level of subjective experience.” (Burrell and Morgan, 1979, p 28).

The interpretive paradigm of inquiry is considered to comprise a number of categories of interpretive theory most notably Phenomenology. Phenomenology has developed to what may be called the phenomenological movement, which includes scholars like Husserl, Heidegger, Ricoeur, Gadamer and Schütz (McLaughlin, 2003). However, depending on ones own understanding and particular world view, phenomenology can be either a philosophy, if one subscribes to the work of Husserl and Heidegger, as adopted in this thesis or as a methodology as advocated by Schutz (McLaughlin, 2003).

Phenomenology, in its broadest sense, is an approach, which seeks to make sense of the world through the conscious mental processes of individual’s experiences involved
in that phenomenon in order to uncover the essential invariant features of that experience (Remenyi et al, 1998). Thus, phenomenology is the empirical study of the ways in which people experience, conceptualise, problematise, understand, perceive, apprehend various phenomena (Prosser and Trigwell, 1997b), in this case the nexus or nexes between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy.

This approach to research is fundamentally different to other research approaches, such as positivism, which has the need for independence of the observer from the subject(s) being observed and the need to formulate hypotheses for subsequent verification. Positivism focused researchers search for causal explanations and fundamental laws, and generally reduces the whole (problem/phenomenon) to its simplest possible elements in order to facilitate analysis (Easterby-Smith, 1991; Remenyi et al, 1998).

Since the researcher is and has been a member of the UK IS/IM academic community for a number of years, it would be inappropriate to have adopted a positivistic research philosophy using the often-cited meta methodological approach. As the researcher, felt given the topic and the need to adopt 'bottom up research', that he could not be and remain completely objective at all times, given the prior knowledge and personal baggage presented in Chapter One. However, all the necessary checks and balances were in place to ensure the concepts of validity and reliability where adhered to when appropriate and relevant to do so, given the essence of the adopted research philosophy.

The Research Philosophy Employed for this Research

The research philosophy underlying this thesis is an interpretive, deductive, variant of the phenomenological approach. The epistemological view of this research is based on the notion that the researcher along with the participants of the research can create and co-construct understandings surrounding the nexus or nexes between teaching, research, scholarship, and consultancy, which will of course by its nature be subjective. A phenomenological approach was used in an attempt to bring some
element of structure and essence to peoples shared experiences derived from the IS/IM community of practice, informed by both quantitative and qualitative data.

The ontological view of this research is based on relativist ontology, which acknowledges multiple realities concerning the nexes between teaching, research, scholarship, and consultancy may exist or are perceived to exist and that individuals interacting with other individuals socially construct these realities. The epistemological view of this research is based on the stance that the researcher using grounded theory, as a way to analysis data, to create and co-construct theory is able to make sense of the nexes between teaching, research, scholarship, and consultancy.

The methodology of survey, in the form of a web-based questionnaire to obtain a ‘snap shot’ of peoples attitudes and experiences along with twelve semi-structured interviews was employed, continually informed in places by an extensive literature review to explore the research questions. Finally, a variant of grounded theory in-conjunction with classical statistical analysis was employed to provide a balance between solid and robust reliable and valid data, which has informed the discussion presented in this thesis.

**Grounded Theory**

Grounded Theory is a general theory of scientific method concerned with the generation, elaboration and validation of social science theory, which meets the cannons of good science that of consistency and generalisability (Haig, 2003).

By using grounded theory, Strauss and Corbin (1994) argue that the data may be used to generate new theories, thus supporting the phenomenological approach. However, Strauss and Corbin maintain that if existing theories seem appropriate to the area of investigation, then these may be elaborated and modified by exploring new data. This is achieved by making constant comparisons, asking concept related questions, theoretical sampling and systematic coding procedures (which are discussed latter in this Chapter).
Grounded theory has at its heart interlocking constructs, to develop theory inductively from data; which can be elaborated theoretically and judged to be fit for purpose within given constraints (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). This is because, data collection, analysis and the resultant theory generation has a reciprocal relationship, in that the researcher, rather than commencing with a theory that has to be verified, commences with an area of study and allows relevant theoretical conceptual constructs to emerge from the process (Strauss and Corbin, 1990).

Grounded theory studies, such as this one, use rigorous data coding procedures designed to increase the validity of data interpretation. This process requires:

".....joint collection, coding and analysis of data is the underlying operation generation of theory, coupled with the notion of theory as process ... should blur and intertwine continually, from the beginning of an investigation to its end" (Glaser and Strauss, 1967, p 43).

A number of personal differences between Glaser and Strauss have emerged since their joint publication in 1967. Glaser (1994, 1998) suggests that the researcher needs to be more creative and less procedural in the application of grounded theory and that the identification and specification of how the research aim is to be addressed is entirely dependent upon the perceptions of interviews and the questionnaire respondents and the researcher. Whereas Strauss (Strauss and Corbin, 1990) suggest a linear approach should be followed and that the researcher is permitted to predetermine the general subject of enquiry before entering the research topic. Strauss and Corbin (1994) argue that grounded theory requires specific skills from researchers, such as the ability to step back and critically analyse situations, to think abstractly, be sensitive to the words and actions of respondents and be able to recognize the tendency for bias. Nevertheless, given these difference, both approaches share a common framework, with regards the basic elements of grounded theory, that of establishing concepts, categories and propositions in an interactive and iterative manner.
For this research, Strauss and Crobin's (1990, 1994) more linear, analytical, and procedural approach was used as it allows the inclusion of findings obtained from the web-based questionnaire, which was systematically analysed using various statistical techniques.

There are three analytical steps (that are not sequential) to assist in theory development, when following grounded theory. These are data collection, data ordering and data analysis. With data analysis involving, three processes, from which sampling procedures are derived, and often overlap that of:

“.....open coding, where data is broken open to identify relevant categories; axial coding, where categories are refined, developed and related; and selective coding, where the core category, or central category that ties all other categories in the theory together, is identified and related to other categories” (Strauss and Corbin, 1990, p 17).

However, Hitchcock and Hughes (1989) remind the researcher that it is important to keep a balance between that which is created by the researcher and what is the actual situation. They argue that this should be done by constantly asking 'what is really going on'? They recommend an attitude of scepticism towards any categories brought to or arising early in the research, this advice was employed during this research.

In order to help explore and understand the richness and complexity of the nexus or nexes, Landry and Banville (1992) suggest when exploring 'the would be reality', it is important to remember given the partial description evident here, that no single method or viewpoint can ever capture “the richness and complexity of reality, and that a diversity of methods, theories and philosophies are required” (Landry and Banville, 1992, p 78). Finally, Pring reminds us that, although useful for analytical purposes, the dualism between qualitative and quantitative approaches is essentially false and that both are needed in research (Pring, 2000). Therefore, the following research methods were employed thus addressing the concerns of Pring and Landry and Banville.
Web-Based Survey

Web-based surveys are relatively new and offer their own particular advantages and disadvantages. They are a derivative of traditional surveys. Surveys have a particular advantage when exploring the nexuses between teaching, research, scholarship, and consultancy, since they can accommodate the researcher's desire to understand and investigate what happens in the social world. deVaus supports this view when he argues, "the logic of surveys and statistical analysis is simply a more systematic extension of the logic we use in everyday life" (deVaus, 1991, p 4). From a researcher’s perspective, statistics, and surveys are complementary, as the survey approach lends itself ideologically to the creation and subsequent analysis of numbers to yield creditable, defendable and meaningful statistics, which then helps to explain and make sense of the perceived phenomena such as the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy.

Advantages of web-based surveys cited in the literature include: low cost, quick turnaround time, collapsed geographical boundaries, user-convenience, and more candid and extensive response quality (Smith, 1997).

Navigation and flow are important in any questionnaire, but they are particularly important in Web-based surveys (Redline and Dillman, 1999). Web surveys are a visual stimulus, and respondents have control over how and even whether they read and comprehend each question (Dillman et al, 2001). Participants in Web surveys are less likely to take extreme positions in their responses than people that take part in a telephone survey (Satmetrix, 2001). Web surveys provide opportunities for variety in question structure, layout, and design, which are not available in paper surveys (Couper, 2000, 2001; Zanutto, 2001). It has been demonstrated there are various ways to manipulate both the verbal and the secondary languages of self-administered questionnaires to improve the design of 'skip' instructions, and, in turn, improve the response rate, for skip pattern questions (Dillman et al, 2001). In addition, in an interactive web survey using JavaScript for handing questions, the researcher can impose constraints upon the respondent's response options or implement various
interactive features that allow complex skip patterns, which eliminate data entry errors and can ensure a higher quality response (Dillman et al, 1998).

Some participants in the Web-based surveys might have been concerned with privacy issues. Bosnjak and Tuten (2001) state that metadata can be collected about participants, without their knowledge, through cgi scripts, Java applets, and user log files. Given this ethical issue, for this research, these files were deleted from the web-based server everyday and were encrypted during the day by the Glasgow Caledonian University Web-master, to prevent access by the researcher, thus ensuring anonymity of the respondent. However, this design feature did necessitate providing reminder emails to the whole sample, even if they had already completed the web-based questionnaire.

There are also a myriad of technical issues that need to be considered before implementing a web survey as discussed in Dillman and Redline (1999), and Smith (1997). The lack of standardisation among operating systems, servers, and browsers causes a number of problems and requires time-consuming efforts to ensure the compatibility and the practicality of a web survey; this was achieved as no reported browser incompatibility problems were reported.

Having obtained a ‘snap shot’ of what a sub-set of the IS/IM community experienced and perceived with regards to the nexus or nexes between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy, these findings directly supported the question construction phase for the twelve semi-structured interviews within two Scottish Universities, one a teaching-led university and the other a research-led\textsuperscript{14} university.

\textsuperscript{14} Doctoral/Research Universities - Extensive: These institutions typically offer a wide range of baccalaureate programs, and they are committed to graduate education through the doctorate. They award 50 or more doctoral degrees per year across at least 15 disciplines. - Carnegie Classification includes all colleges and universities in the United States. In the UK the Department for Education and Skills, define as the same, but for 60 doctorates
Semi-Structured Interviews

Semi-structured interviewing is a type of interview, which was used to elicit information in order to achieve a holistic understanding of the interviewee’s point of view, attitudes, and experiences surrounding the nexes between teaching, research, scholarship, and consultancy in IS/IM.

Semi-structured interviews are flexible and are exploratory in nature, in which the researcher can adjust later questions depending on how the interviewee answers earlier questions in order to clarify the responses thus allowing an opportunity to follow lines of inquiry; or to probe for more detail (Robson, 2002). The interview style used for this research was conversational, and the questions asked were generally open-ended and designed to extract details (Silverman, 2000). The purpose of such interviews was to help the researcher understand the experiences, thoughts, and behaviours of the interviewees by drawing upon their own context and situations (Holliday, 2002) and own views. There are two main disadvantages associated with interviewing. First, due to the large amount of time and effort they involve, qualitative interviewers cannot usually study a very large population. Therefore, given the time and resources available to the researcher a maximum of twelve interviews were undertaken, six in each Scottish university selected.

It is now necessary to discuss what Holliday (2002) calls the ‘workings of the research design’. In order to do this, the research design was broken down into three main phases with several sub sets many of which were interrelated.

Phase One of the Research: Identifying Abstract Themes and Categories

After an initial review of relevant and specific literature, pertaining to the nexus or nexes between teaching, research and scholarship, and the academic literature on consultancy, which was obtained from key word library searches and using on-line search engines such as Sweetscape, Wordwise, ERIC, and ERA in conjunction with a review and familiarisation of relevant policy documents from the following agencies:
• Institute of Learning and Teaching (now the Higher Education Academy);
• The Association of Information Systems (AIS);
• The Scottish and English Higher Education Funding Councils (SHEFC/SFC & HEFC);
• IS World;
• Universities Scotland;
• The United Kingdom Academy of Information Systems (UKAIS) and the
• Scottish Education Development Agency (SEDA);

an initial first pass identified a number of key categories that were used to contextualise the area and the findings throughout the research.

This stage of the research initially informed the research design and a tentative development of the web-based questionnaire and the initial outline of questions for the semi-structured interviews. After each pass through the data obtained from the literature, supported by extensive noting taking, the output from which was then compared back to other theories or other data sets to yield additional themes, categories, concepts and themes worthy of being investigated.

The process of how the data was extrapolated from the literature to inform the tentative development of the web-based questionnaire, the interview questions and to provide an initial theoretical conceptual foundation in the form of open coding to build from can be summarised as follows:
This approach is similar to the reiterative comparing and contrasting principal found in grounded theory. In grounded theory, open coding is part of the analysis phase concerned with identifying, naming, categorising, and describing phenomena found in and during data collection. The notes taken were then coded, to help identify themes, variables, and their properties, which provided the foundation for the axial coding phase of the research.

The arguments, based on the categories suggested in Figure 3.2 can be found in Chapter Two. The middle of Figure 3.2 is concerned with the development of themes. This was achieved via a disciplinary gaze (Becher and Trowler, 2001) over the corpus knowledge in order to get a feel for its character and essence, i.e., much of the work to date had concentrated on the relationship between teaching and research and scholarship and nothing else. This was followed by establishing a number of ‘divisional categories’ (Holliday, 2002), which was used to naturally divide the material in to manageable ‘chunks’. Headings were then developed to reflect the categories and the trends over time, which were identified, throughout the duration of the research, categories, and themes were expanded, reduced, modified, and merged to
yield a set of core categories, which facilitated the grounded theory to emerge. Many of which can be seen in the web-based questionnaire and in the discussion in the next Chapter.

As coding happens, certain theoretical propositions occur instinctively and emerge rather than being forced. These tended to be around links, connections and associations between categories, which were original written on ‘memos’ (Glass and Strauss, 1967), to act as an aid memoria for subsequent stages of the research. From these initial memos to oneself along with the categories and themes, a paper-based questionnaire was developed which contained questions informed by the initial and first pass on the corpus of raw data using the headings, salient points and gaps identified from the literature to identify what questions to ask and to a lesser extent how to ask them. This paper-based questionnaire was then mounted on to the World Wide Web following specific construction protocols.

**Construction of the Web-Based Questionnaire**

Some 50 questions were originally constructed using a number of different questioning styles and formats. However, after nine iterations (with the key themes being identified from the literature review, etc), a much reduced, yet focused final draft emerged. The modifications undertaken ranged in question wording to ensure the right ‘thing’ was being measured and that respondents would understand (as much as is possible with questionnaires) what was being asked. Several questions were collapsed together and or removed outright, if similar questions or interpretations of other responses would typically yield the same or similar responses.

The structure of the questionnaire was as follows (see Appendix Two for a copy of the final web-based questionnaire).

General information regarding the purpose and structure of the questionnaire was given; this also covered explanations to do with anonymity, Data
Protection Act, accessibility, research ethics, along with definitions of core words and concepts, general navigation and layout issues.

Teaching for the web-based questionnaire was defined for this study as “the process of facilitating students’ learning of existing knowledge, via face-to-face teaching, on and off campus, distance teaching, blended teaching, and online teaching systems, etc.” This definition was developed via a personal synthesis informed by the key theories and frameworks, such as those proposed by Barrow, (1991); Trigwell and Prosser, (1996); Entwistle, (1995). These theories and frameworks are discussed in Chapter Two and the definition used above seeks to capture the essence of teaching.

Research was defined in the web-based questionnaire as “a means of generating, testing and validating new knowledge and re-evaluating old knowledge, typically through conceptual work or through data gathering techniques such as observation, surveys, interviews, policy document analysis, etc.” This definition was crafted for the web-based questionnaire, in an attempt to capture and represent the essence of the key definitions given in Chapter Two, i.e., Boyer, 1990 ‘Scholarship of Discovery’; Brew, 2001; HERO, 2005. However, the definition did include the word knowledge (both the creation/discovery and the re-evaluation of old knowledge) in order to separate knowledge creation and discovery from the area of Scholarship.

Scholarship was defined in the Web-based questionnaire, as “the process that seeks to identify, interpret, draw together, and bring new insights to other peoples’ original research with regards current and emerging thinking, with regards personal development of skills, expertise and knowledge.” The definition of scholarship was constructed based on Boyer’s (1990) views on Scholarship, i.e., the Scholarship of Integration, Application and of Teaching, as discussed in Chapter Two. The area of integration is reflected in the ‘bringing new insights’ and ‘drawing together’, in the Web-based definition. The area of application is reflected in the ‘identification’ and interpretation of
what is going on in the area both in an academic sense and in a practitioner sense, with the Scholarship of Teaching, being embedded in the elements of the statement above as ‘personal development of skills, expertise and knowledge’ being the role of an academic teacher. The discourse in the definition was designed to focus the attention of the respondents into thinking about scholarship not as research but knowing what was going on in the area and to separate this from the creation and discovery of new knowledge, factors reserved for the definition of research.

For the purposes of the questionnaire, consultancy was defined as “an academic applying existing knowledge to an agency, where the problem situation is usually client specified, in order to solve or diagnose a problem[s] e.g.: day-to-day problems, longer term strategic issues, etc”. This definition was constructed based on personal experience and exposure as an academic consultant within my own professional practice. This was undertaken, at least partly, because the existing literature exploring and making sense of the practices of academics as consultants is still very much in its infancy, particularly when compared to the literature on teaching, research and scholarship.

The general information and definition section of the web-based questionnaire was followed by obtaining general respondent characteristic information such as age, type of university, etc then moving on towards respondent perceptions, experiences and observations with regards the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy, followed by their views, attitudes, values and opinions on the nexus.

With regards the final section, each core stem, i.e., teaching, research, scholarship, and consultancy, was reviewed to ensure the questionnaire was fairly balanced and that each core stem was give the same amount of coverage for each key area thus reducing the deficit model of questions. The questionnaire included a mix of closed and open-ended questions. Open-ended questions were particularly useful because they allow
expression of personal views and it allowed the respondent to explain the reasons underlying a particular choice.

To help ensure a reasonable response rate an incentive of 4 X £25 book tokens was offered for those who responded, who wanted to be entered into ‘prize drawn’, which would be drawn by an external individual on a predefined date stated in the questionnaire.

A dedicated set of web pages using SurveyMonkey\textsuperscript{15} was developed to form the web-based questionnaire; all were developed and designed by the researcher, following good web based survey design features suggested by Dillman and Redline (1999); Zanutto (2001) and the Rand Corporation (2001). These design elements are outlined in Appendix Two.

The pages were mounted on a web server that guaranteed complete access, from any IT computer system along with full backup and contingency plans, in accordance with ‘good’ IT practices. The web pages were developed in JAVA, supported by raw HTML code entered by the researcher, which was added to enhance the functionality of SurveyMonkey. SurveyMonkey allows for elementary analysis of questions and responses, which was informative with regards, the pilot study of ten respondents.

**A Pilot Study of the Web Based Questionnaire**

Staff within the Division of Business Information Management, Glasgow Caledonian University were invited to undertake a pilot study of the draft web-based questionnaire on-line. This pilot sample consisted of ten academic staff members (50% of the Division) none of whom were members of the UKAIS. Information obtained from this data set did not feature in the final analysis of this research work. The data obtained was only used to evaluate the responses to the questions to ensure that the web questionnaire was ‘fit for purpose’. Each member was giving a briefing sheet detailing the purpose of the research, issues to do with anonymity, the need for

\textsuperscript{15} http://www.surveymonkey.com/
informed consent to participate and a general feedback sheet for their views on the web based questionnaire as a research tool. An open staff presentation was delivered by the researcher, so that staff who volunteered to participate could ask any questions they had. For fuller discussion as to the justification to use BIM staff and a ‘snap shot’ of the population as representative and the modifications made as a result of the pilot study, can be seen in Appendix Three. In summary, the modifications related to missing teaching and research areas, further refinement and clarity to the definition of teaching, research, and scholarship, a general tidy up of typos and grammatical errors and finally the issue of web accessibility by disabled users.

**Sampling and Implementation of the Web-Based Questionnaire**

The pilot study was then followed by an extensive web-based survey to a sample size of 308\(^{16}\) IS/IM Academics in the UK. The sample strategy for this phase was probability sampling using a closed population, i.e., only members of the UKAIS (United Kingdom Academy of Information Systems). For a detailed discussion as to the representation of the sample, please see Chapter Four.

**Implementation Process of the Web Based Questionnaire**

Once the web-based questionnaire was enhanced, (based on the feedback from the pilot study and subsequent interplay with the literature and the open codes developed) the final version was completed and mounted on the World Wide Web.

An e-mail to members of the UKAIS was issued to explain the nature, purpose and ‘value adding’ to the community by way of an introductory e-mail. The purpose of this email was to inform and raise the awareness of this research to Academy members.

\(^{16}\) Number of fully paid up members of the UKAIS in 2004/2005
At the 9th Annual UKAIS Conference, 5th – 7th May 2004, organised by the researcher and hosted by BIM of GCU, a session was timetabled where delegates (the majority of UKAIS members) could informally ask about the research and what would happen with their potential contributions, etc. Twenty-two people took advantage of this opportunity to discuss this research.

Following the conference and the general e-mail, an e-mail was sent using the private members list (hosted by JISC) to all UKAIS members with a covering message, covering the purpose and aim of the research, research ethics and that by going to the URL indicated informed consent to participate in the study and finally how to access the survey and the results using SurveyMonkey.

One reminder to encourage UKAIS members to complete the survey was undertaken three weeks after the primary call for the participation email. This reminder e-mail was sent to all, due to metadata issue discussed above.

After a further two weeks had elapsed a general thank you e-mail was sent and access to the summary of results was circulated to the UKAIS list, as it customary on web lists in IS/IM.

This summary analysis was also used to further inform the question development of the twelve semi structured interviews that were arranged after the close of the web-based questionnaire.

However, SurveyMonkey lacked the necessary functionality to allow for more intensive and in-depth analysis of the questionnaire responses. Therefore, the ability to ‘feed’ an SPSS worksheet was considered at the original design stage, to help with more complex data analysis, via a data export facility from SurveyMonkey to EXCEL (professional edition) then to SPSS (version 11) for further statistical analysis. However, some data cleaning, using accepted protocols was required before performing more advanced level statistical analysis. The results of which are presented in the next Chapter.
Twelve Semi Structured Interviews at Two Scottish Universities

Identification of Two Scottish Universities

Two different orientated Scottish universities, one teaching orientated and the other a research orientated university, were approached via two programme leaders, already known to the researcher, regarding access to academic staff who teach on their MSc’s in IS/IM.

Two different institutions were selected to give a strong comparison between organisational contexts, staff expectations and practices in the teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy. Six interviews with IS/IM academic staff occurred in each university.

By grounding the interviews in two different types of university, supports Glaser and Strauss (1967) view of theoretical sampling should be purposeful. The web-based questionnaire was able to obtain a large amount of data from the UK IS/IM community, and the interviews were used to increase the diversity of the sample used to search for different properties and to explore the ‘why question’ and to make sense of participants perceptions surrounding the nexus.

The two Scottish universities where identified by aggregating data from the RAE 2001, and Teaching Quality Assessment (TQA) to determine one university with a strong and externally assessed research and teaching rating and one with a developing research rating, which had a strong, and or developing teaching rating. Both had to be engaged in the domain of IS/IM in the form of an academic department/divisions who had an established IS/IM taught postgraduate programme.

Staff at the research led university, which numbered 37.6 (FTEs) were rated under the RAE 2001 as a 4, under Business and Management (IS/IM subcategory). In addition, staff at the teaching led university, who numbered 72 (FTE), submitted twelve staff
who achieved an RAE 2001 rating of 2, under Business and Management (IS subcategory). The research led university achieved a ‘highly satisfactory’ TQA rating, with the teaching-focused university achieving a ‘satisfactory’ TQA rating.

Names to contact were identified (based on a set of criteria identified by the researcher and selected by each programme leader at the two institutions). In total, nineteen staff were invited, and twelve agreed to participate, with five refusing to be audio taped. With one individual taking issue with their transcription, this was subsequently resolved.

Interesting, Glaser recommends against recording or taking notes during an interview or other data collection sessions, as the researcher will get a greater understanding from an extra interview and from listening rather than transcribing from a tape recording. However, this view, in the researcher’s opinion makes the research design vulnerable to criticism, on transparency and validity grounds. Therefore, each interview (when permission was given) was audio taped and a partial transcription was undertaking to support coding and subsequent analysis phases of the study. When permission was not given, personal notes where taken and used along with reflective memos at the end of each interview.

Each interview lasted a maximum of 45 minutes. Each participant was invited to attend by an e-mail and asked to give informed consent for the session to be audio taped to allow a partial transcript to be developed and subsequently analysed. The room was a neutral meeting room at the interviewee’s university, with tea and coffee provided by way of making the occasion relaxed and informal. The room was set out with a table off to right with a tape recorder and a spider mike (PZM) on it, with the interviewee and the researcher sitting opposite on another adjacent to the table, without any obstacle in the way to hamper dialogue. Anonymity was guaranteed.

The interviews were carefully designed before taking place. Many issues have to be contemplated when designing interview questions, such as the phrasing of the questions and the order of the presentation of the questions. To ensure valid question
design several tests where made, using a pilot study of three staff members from
within BIM at Glasgow Caledonian University, one researcher active, one teaching
active, and one commercially active. Their responses did not feature in the final
analysis or discussion of this work. However, a number of areas to ensure that good
questions were framed were followed and acted upon, please see Appendix Four for
the criteria used to guide question construction.

The questions were asked in the predefined order as developed, but not in strict
sequence, thus allowing areas to be pursued as the interview developed. The
researcher was conscious not to use complex words or jargon from the field as to
speak over the interviews head or to appear superior in some way by speaking down
to them.

The researcher, attempted to remain as neutral as possible, thus attempting to prevent
any strong emotional responses from being "picked up by the interviewee".
Appropriate uses of head nodding and "uh huh"s, and silences were used to aid the
conversation.

Note taking was undertaken to assist with coding. Certain issues of body language
where identified in code form along with any key points that would be followed up.

The researcher also summarised what had been discussed at specific times during the
interview, in order to keep the interview on time and to help with the flow and to
ensure that both parties knew what was going on. Near the end of the interview, the
researcher signalled the end of the interview was nearing, by saying this is my second
last question. At the end of each interview, the researcher thanked the participant,
indicated that a transcript would be sent to them for factual accuracy, and asked if they
would be willing and interested to be interviewed again at a latter date based on the
analysis of the transcript if appropriate. Finally, what would happen and how their
responses would be analysed and kept secure was reiterated (as the information was
contained within the briefing sheet).
The structure of the interviews, more or less followed was:

| VIEWS OF A LINK/NEXUS? | What is your view of teaching?  
|                        | What is your view of research?  
|                        | What is your view of scholarship?  
|                        | What is your view of consultancy?  
| To what extent do you see a link between teaching and research?  
| What aspects of a link do you find most helpful in teaching IS? | Teaching & Research  
| | Teaching & Scholarship  
| | Teaching & Consultancy  
| THE DISCIPLINE & INSTITUTION | How would you describe the discipline of IS view of the link?  
| | What do you think the discipline values most?  
| | Why do you think it values this the most?  
| | How would you describe your institution’s view of the link?  
| | What do you think your institution values the most?  
| | Why do you think it values this the most?  
| PREPARATION FOR TEACHING | How do you prepare for teaching?  
| | How is your teaching informed/supported by Research?  
| | Can you give me examples?  
| | How is your teaching informed/supported by your scholarship?  Can you give me examples?  
| | How is your teaching informed/supported by Consultancy?  Can you give me examples?  
| THOUGHTS | What do you think students expected?  
| | What do you see as being the most substantial activity you undertake [should undertake] to attain promotion?  
| | What do you see as being the most substantial activity you undertake [should undertake] for self/professional development?  
| | What factors do you feel inhibit the development/enhancement of a relationship between teaching, research, scholarship, and consultancy?  
| | What factors do you feel encourage the development/enhancement of a relationship between teaching, research, scholarship, and consultancy?  
| ANY OTHER COMMENTS | Is there anything else you would like to say about the link between teaching, research, scholarship, and consultancy or about your experiences with them?  
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Each transcript (when permission was given) was partially transcribed and then e-mailed to each interviewee for them to comment on the degree of factual accuracy. A word file using Microsoft’s document tracking system was used to monitor what the interviewee had changed, on average an eleven-page transcription was completed. After the transcript had been returned from the interviewee and a document comparison had be performed using Word, then the document was sanitised to remove all reference or statements or factors that could identify the interviewee as being them. Transcripts where then manually analysed using the principals outlined in Grounded Theory. Computer based systems where not used, such as NUDIST, due to the time it would have taken to ‘train’ the system.

Interview Sample

The sample for the semi structured interviews, comprised of the following, none of whom where members of the UKAIS:

Teaching-Led University

- one programme leader from an IS/IM focused taught MSc, who was research active and a seasoned senior lecturer, with a teaching role;
- one academic director of IS who is research active and a seasoned senior lecturer, who had a minor teaching role;
- one director of IS consultancy, a newly appointed senior lecturer, not research active, with several years lecturing experience;
- one seasoned senior lecturer, no longer research active but had a teaching role;
- two seasoned lecturers, both research active and who had a teaching role.
Research-Led University

- one programme leader for an IS focused taught MSc, who is research active and a seasoned senior lecturer, with a teaching role;
- two seasoned lecturer, who were both research active, who had teaching roles.
- one seasoned lecturer, who is research active;
- one new lecturer (with recently completed PhD in the area), with a teaching role;
- one senior manager who is a Professor in IS/IM, who was research active and had ‘guest’ teaching roles within the University.

Additional detailed characteristic of this sample are presented in Chapter Four.

Phase Two: Concrete Themes / Categories - Analysis and Interpretation

For the web-based questionnaire, results were taken from SurveyMonkey; the data was then cleaned and then inputted to SPSS V11, via Excel. This was to facilitate statistical analysis of the data. A range of data analysis techniques was performed (chi-squares, means, ranges, and factor analysis) on the data.

For the qualitative aspects of the web-based questionnaires and the entire interview data, coupled with the results from the statistical tests used were appropriate, grounded theory coding protocols were applied in the following ways.

Firstly, an overview of grounded theory coding is given, then a more detailed discussion of who this was implemented for this research.

Open Coding, Axial Coding, and Selective Coding

Based on Glaser and Strauss’s (1967) framework, the interview transcripts, along with the literature and the results of the web based questionnaire were analysed adhering to one of the underlying principles of grounded theory that of “a continuous interplay
between analysis and data collection” (Strauss and Corbin, 1994, p 328). According to Glaser and Strauss (1967), with an extended interpretation from Saunders et al (2003), the following steps are involved:

- Identifying categories and their properties. Categories were derived from the data being analysed. A category is a conceptual element of the theory that illuminates the data. Each category was saturated with as many evidence ‘nuggets’ as appropriate to demonstrate their relevance.
- Generating hypotheses. The comparison of differences and similarities among categories generates generalized relations among them. When patterns are revealed hypotheses in the shape of themes can be developed.
- Generating a theory. The themes may at first seem unrelated, but as categories and properties emerge and become related, a theory emerges. A unifying selective core code was tested against the data and negative cases explained or alternative explanations sought. Thus, the validity of the theory can be verified. The themes and in particular the selective theme are presented in the next chapter.

Coding

The aim of coding is to arrive at systematically derived core categories that become the focal concepts that contribute towards theoretical development (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). Coding is then oriented around the issue, and a central concept (or “code”) is then sought to represent the interplay of subjects’ and researcher’s perceptions of the nature and dimensions of phenomena under study. Theory generation happens around one or more core categories, with evidence of properties of these categories and therefore patterns of behaviour to be found in the research phenomenon studied (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). Categories are coded with a view to rendering them ‘dense’ and ‘saturated’ with theoretical meaning (Strauss and Corbin, 1990).
Types of Coding

Three types of coding were employed during this research, that being: open coding, axial coding and selective coding.

Open Coding

The transcripts’ data along with the literature and the results from the web-based questionnaire were predominantly coded (labeled) “applying In vivo codes” (Strauss, 1987, p 33), or, researcher constructed codes. The former extrapolates the actual words and phrases used by the respondent. The latter uses a label that best captures a description of a phenomenon as it is highlighted in the textual data. Open coding involves the analysis of data, in a simplistic way, as open coding tends to ask the repeated questions of “what is this about?” and “what is being referenced here?”

Codes form the basis for future core codes. These are names or labels given by the researcher to events, activities, functions, relationships, contexts, influences, and outcomes. When doing the analysis, nouns, verbs and adverbs are identified from all data sets obtained during the data collection phase of the research. However, it is important to achieve both abstract and concrete categories as the abstract one help to generate theory (Strauss and Crobin, 1990).

From the literature review key salient categories were developed using the process outlined in phase one. However, given the ‘fusion’ nature of grounded theory, many of these preliminary codes were either developed, disregarded or merged or grafted together to and with other categories as the researcher moved into the axial coding process, which has informed the final literature chapter expressed in Chapter Two and the subsequent discussion in Chapters Four and Five.
Axial Coding

Axial coding tends to follow open coding. Once the initial open coding has been completed, the researcher then regroups and reorders the data. Axial coding identifies relationships between open codes, for the purpose of developing core codes, via a combination of inductive and deductive thinking (Strauss and Corbin, 1990), from which the foundations to Chapters Four and Five are evidenced. Major (core) codes emerge as aggregates of the most closely interrelated (or overlapping) open codes for which supporting evidence is strong (Strauss, 1987; Strauss and Corbin, 1990; 1994).

However to simplify this approach, and to avoid looking for any and all kinds of relationships that could exist, which would fall out with the boundary of this research, the researcher emphasised causal relationships that fitted into a basic analytical framework of generic relationships (Dey, 1999; Glaser, 1998). The framework consists of the following elements (adapted from the work of Borgatti, 2004):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phenomenon</td>
<td>The thing that holds it all together, it is sometimes the outcome of interest and it can be the subject of the interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causal Conditions</td>
<td>These are the events or variables that lead to the occurrence of development of the phenomenon. It is a set of causes and their properties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Hard to distinguish from causal conditions. It is the specific locations (values) of background variables. A set of conditions influencing the action. It has more to do with what the researcher finds interesting (causes) and less interesting (context) than distinctions out in reality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action Strategies</td>
<td>The purposeful, goal orientated activities that agents perform in response to the phenomenon and intervening conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consequences</td>
<td>These are the consequences of the action strategies, intended and unintended.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 - Grid for Grounded Theory Codes
Selective Coding

Selective coding requires the selection of the focal core code, that is, the central phenomenon that has emerged from the axial coding process (Strauss and Corbin, 1990).

This code can be classified as representing context, conditions, actions, interactions and outcomes:

“In this way a theoretical framework of interrelated concepts can be developed showing relationships between the central concept i.e. what is the central activity occurring here, with what are the conditioning or influencing concepts, what are the observable outcomes and any intervening concepts and variables being represented by the other conceptual codes identified” (Strauss and Corbin, 1990, p 67).

It was this code, which yielded a meaningful and grounded theory pertaining to the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy to emerge from the data, that of a process perspective.

Developing Codes into Themes

The process of developing the final codes will now be discussed in detail. The codes, which led to the themes presented and discussed in Chapters Four and Five, followed a particular line of engagement. This line of engagement, in reality, was highly iterative and cyclical in nature, until, at particular junctures, it was necessary to move the research on and come out of a particular cycle of engagement.

Data from the qualitative questions from the web-based questionnaire and the interviews were placed on to paper, and then cut up and stuck on to mini index cards. Coloured paper or a sheet of coloured paper with a number on it was used to allocate a label, as each happening, incident, idea and event was given a name or conceptual label. The label/code attempted to represent as fully as possible what was perceived by the researcher to be happening in the data (Strauss 1987). The mini index cards were then moved around numerous times into and out of piles, until a large sea of...
data, ordered by coloured paper, became evident and the researcher was reasonably happy with the codes. During this stage of the coding process, particular theoretical ideas that came into the researcher’s mind were noted and compared to, and with, key concepts as the coding process matured. At the first pass, over 60 codes had been generated. Nevertheless, with the constant moving and comparing of open codes, after a time, one code (occasionally more) began to emerge with higher frequency than others did, which helped to make sense of the data held within it. For example, research output in the form of academic journal papers was perceived to be pivotal when seeking to secure academic promotion. This view was more frequently held than not with particular consequences and actions associated with it as discussed in subsequent chapters. The researcher paid particular attention to adjectives and adverbs contained in the data to help make sense of the properties of the codes and this is discussed later on in this Chapter.

However, it is important to note, that to adopt a core code early on in the process is dangerous, as this would silence any further comparing and contrasting, which may yield potentially rich, relevant and appropriate codes to surface. Eventually, from looking at and living with the data over numerous weeks, the process starts to add very little as to what is already known about a code in terms of its properties. This is similar to the economic law of diminishing returns, where you reach a point beyond which further analysis or activity is futile.

Nevertheless, this stage of the coding process was extremely time consuming as it takes time to develop the codes and sufficient time is needed to allow the constant comparison approach to work and to give adequate time to think and to reflect upon the codes being developed. Even so, the 60+ codes generated along with the self-memos and the continued use of the literature presented in Chapter Two, open codes started to be firmed up, which then allowed the axial coding phase to start.

Axial coding followed the open coding phase by drawing upon the results of the researcher asking two specific questions of the data and the codes, namely, what is going on here and what does this say about the nexus/nexes?
Again, using the constant comparative method over several weeks, labels/codes of categories continued to be merged, changed, finalised and eliminated, especially when, as part of axial coding, it is important to look also at the code and its relation to and with other codes constructed. To simplify this process, rather than to look for any and all kind of relations, grounded theorists emphasise causal relationships, and attempt to fit things into a basic frame of generic relationships (Borgatti, 2004). It was here that Borgatti’s grid presented in Table 3.1 was extremely useful, as it encouraged the researcher to ask continually what is relevant and appropriate here and that the draft code should be able to make sense of the data using the criteria of Borgatti’s grid. During the first pass of using Borgatti’s approach (Borgatti, 2004) the 60+ initial open codes, were ‘whittled’ down to 26 and, after subsequent interplay and iterations over the weeks, this became seven core codes, which subsequently became draft themes and one selective theme which attempted to make sense of the existence of the other codes/themes and their relationships between one another and each other.

However, the main problem during this stage of the coding process was that it was difficult to distinguish between properties and sub-categories in many instances, even with the use of Borgatti’s (2004) grid approach. It became clear, given the large number of codes, categories and sub-categories that were emerging, that one core code, or as Glaser and Strauss, 1967, call it, a selective code, would be difficult to emerge. However, after much perseverance one selective code did emerge during the seventh cycle of axial coding using Borgatti’s grid, which is presented in Chapter Four and discussed in Chapter’s Five and Six.

Nevertheless, since the purpose of this study was to specify, in context, the conditions under which teaching was being informed by a nexus or nexes between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy in IS/IM, the researcher felt it was necessary to take the (seven) constructed axial codes developed thus far, along with the selective code/theme generated, back to the IS/IM community for feedback as an additional validation to the process presented above. This was undertaken to ‘test out’ the theoretical development of the codes against participants’ meanings and perceptions.
of the nexus/nexes between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy and to
give them, given the phenomenological nature of this work, an opportunity to further
guide and inform the inquiry process.

The researcher developed a discussion paper and presentation, which contained the
codes worked up into draft themes. During presentations of the work at three\textsuperscript{17}
universities (Glasgow Caledonian, Kingston and Northumbria) to practising IS/IM
academics, debate occurred regarding the ‘fitness’ and appropriateness of both the
axial and selective codes/themes developed. Feedback from several community
members was distilled and informed in conjunction with the codes developed to date,
into two journal papers which provided an opportunity for a wider community of
IS/IM academics to engage with the material being presented and developed. Indeed,
four IS/IM academics did provide personal feedback and commentary to the
researcher, as a result of reading the two journal articles published, one of which was
published in the Journal of Educational Informatics (Grant et al, 2003) and the other in
the Electronic Journal of Business Research Methods (Grant and Fitzgerald, 2005).

Taking the coding approach discussed above, the discussion paper feedback and
specific feedback from the two published papers allowed the coding process to end.
In the final stages of the coding process, seven core themes emerged, which were
refinements from earlier codes and one more rich ‘nexus friendly’ selective code
emerged. These are discussed in Chapters Four and Five.

However, with all grounded theories the main threats can be summarised as observer-
caused effects on the phenomenon under study, observer bias in interpretation,
limitations to data access, and the complexities and limitations of the human mind that
may prevent the statements of interviewees and questionnaire respondents being taken
at face value (Dey, 1999). Strategies available to deal with these threats have included
the researcher spending most of his working life in teaching, researching and
consulting in IS/IM (see Chapter One); the employment of multiple data sources as
expressed above, i.e., web based questionnaire, semi structured interviews and

\textsuperscript{17} None of which featured in 12 semi structured interviews.
observation and personal reflection of personal professional practice and, finally, taking ‘work in progress’ back to the IS/IM community for further validation of data to help reduce the criticisms of grounded theory.

Phase Three Making Sense of it all, Drafting, Redrafting, and Final Submission

Phase three consisted of structuring the thesis and developing draft chapters, based on an iterative, enriching and rewarding interaction with my supervisor, where the greatest learning occurred, namely structure, language, evidence, interpretation, the story being told and the key and value adding of the message and to remove ‘purple prose’. This has cumulated in this work being presented here and when appropriate and relevant to do so the actual voices of participants can be heard.
Chapter Four
Results

“We can judge our progress by the courage of our questions and the depth of our answers, our willingness to embrace what is true rather than what feels good”

Carl Sagan (1934 – 1996)

Introduction

As discussed earlier in this thesis, this work has aimed by focusing on the discipline of IS/IM to penetrate, through empirical investigation, beyond the rhetoric of the nexes between teaching and the following: research, scholarship, and consultancy, in the teaching of taught postgraduate programmes of study. In order to evaluate the views, perceptions and experiences of IS/IM academics who participated in this research, two research instruments have been used, a web-based questionnaires and twelve semi-structured interviews, (with the justification for doing so clarified in Chapter Three). The responses obtained from these methods of enquiry are explored in this chapter. In the first part of the chapter, the background characteristics of the study’s participants are presented and contextualised. This is followed by the primary academic functions of the respondents looking both at how these functions are enacted and at how these functions are perceived and prioritised by both the respondents themselves and the communities within which they work. This is followed by a detailed evaluation of the responses from the web-based questionnaire, concentrating initially on the respondents’ perceptions regarding the definitions of teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy. By evaluating the academic functions, both perceived and realised, of the respondents, this sets the scene for the subsequent evaluation of how the teaching practice of IS/IM individuals is informed by the main academic functions.

The analysis of the web-based questionnaire responses is followed by presentation and a thematic analysis of twelve semi-structured interviews with IS/IM academic staff from two Scottish universities. This investigative tool was chosen to allow a further in-depth evaluation of the views of IS/IM academics to enhance and complement the data obtained from the web-based questionnaire.
However, it is important to note that the results presented here are based on one small-scale study, in one cognate area, with a limited sample size, which at best only achieves a partial description of the phenomenon under investigation.

**Representation**

Prior to discussing the background characteristics of the study’s participants, it is important to comment further on the representation provided by the individuals recruited to this study. All of the web-based questionnaire respondents were members of the United Kingdom Academy of Information Systems (UKAIS). This organisation is the only professional body in the UK that represents academic IS/IM professionals and, for the purposes of this research; the UKAIS members list for 2004/05 (a closed population) was used to e-mail the uniform resource locator for the web-based questionnaire to all members. This list comprised fully paid up members from the IS/IM community of practice in the UK for the session 2004/2005. It is possible that the use of UKAIS members in this study may not truly represent IS/IM academics in the UK. Indeed, the only prerequisite to joining the UKAIS is that members are interested or active in terms of teaching, research and academic consultancy and it is clear that such criteria have the potential to be exclusive. This issue is, at least partly, demonstrated by the fact that the membership list for 2004/05 comprised 308 individuals, which clearly underestimates the numbers of IS/IM practitioners likely to be present in the UK, such as members of the British Computer Society. Determining the accurate numbers of UK IS/IM academics is difficult. Not only does the UKAIS represent the only professional body of such individuals but, also, qualifying the numbers involved is difficult given that many IS/IM individuals do not necessarily reside in departments of IS/IM in British universities. This partly reflects the heterogeneous origins of IS/IM as a discipline with many practitioners evolving from and/or residing in other departments such as those of computing science, librarianship and accountancy to name but a few. Thus, it can be seen that

---

18 The British Computer Society, is one of the oldest computing societies in the world, but it is not mandatory to join it to practice IS/IM, as it tends to have at it heart a more technical, software engineering and hardware view of IT, rather than business information systems and information management.
quantifying, characterising and accessing such individuals for the purposes of this study is difficult. Indeed, few national statistics exist regarding the national pool of IS/IM academics. The Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) statistics for 2004/2005 categorise IS/IM staff as either being part of Administration, Business & Social Studies or Engineering & Technology. In a further document in the Times Higher Education Supplement establishing the number of academics within each academic cognate area, the closest umbrella term incorporating IS/IM was “IT and systems/information sciences” although the areas covered by this umbrella category were not made explicit. Indeed, such a category could include professionals involved in computer science as well as librarians. In this document, the areas of IT and systems/information sciences category held 140 professors, 410 senior lecturers and researchers, and 1075 lecturers (THES, 2004a; THES, 2004b).

It can be seen that determining the views of IS/IM academics is difficult, not only because these academics represent such a diverse group of individuals from a variety of subject backgrounds but also because membership to a unifying professional body is not compulsory. However, given that the UKAIS does represent IS/IM academic and that these members are relatively easily accessible, approaching these individuals allowed for a reasonably large population of potential participants. The membership for 2004/05 was 308 and, thus, web-based questionnaires were sent to these individuals using e-mail addresses, which were current at the time of the year’s membership. It might be argued that such a method has the potential to exclude members who are not IT literate. However, given the dependence of the subject areas of IS/IM on computer literacy and technology and the provision by these members of a current e-mail address, it was felt that such an investigative tool should be able to target appropriately the 308 UKAIS members efficiently and effectively.

Of the 308 members who received the questionnaire, 92 responded, a response rate of approximately 30%. In determining whether this response rate is significant, it is important to compare it with other reported response rates for Internet surveys. Perhaps not surprisingly, much of the literature to date has focussed on traditional mail surveys. Web surveys tend to have a lower response rate than mail surveys.
Indeed, one of the major drawbacks of web-based surveys is the failure to complete the questionnaire or abandonment (Couper, 2001). However, the response rate reported here for an Internet survey is better than in other studies’ probably reflecting the computing and information systems background of the professionals being questioned and the often strong reliance of such individuals on computers and the Internet for their daily activities, such as teaching and research.

Although it can be seen that this 30% response rate represents an encouraging rate of responses when compared with other studies using web-based surveys, it is important to recognise that the interpretation of the results that follow must proceed with some caution. Indeed, although 30% responded, 70% did not. It is not clear why only 30% of the selected pool responded or, indeed, whether the responses of the 30% represent the thoughts and perceptions of the UKAIS members or just a distinct element of them. Thus, the results below are presented and interpreted with a degree of caution and relate very specifically to those individuals who did respond to the questionnaire.

Of further importance is the recognition that, although the web-based questionnaire may be deemed fit for purpose for the aim of this research, it only gives a ‘snap shot’ of the activities, thoughts and attitudes of IS/IM academic staff at a single point in time.

Concerning the twelve semi-structured interviews, these represent a slightly different group of participants to those used for the web-based questionnaire. Firstly, none of the interviewees were members of the UKAIS. Secondly, departments dedicated to or institutionally charged with teaching IS/IM were approached to provide participants. Both of these issues are important and relevant. None of the interviewees were members of the UKAIS is relevant partly because it highlights the point raised earlier that the UKAIS is not all encompassing and, thus, the questionnaire is at risk of excluding IS/IM academics. In addition, these interviews allowed the thoughts and perceptions of non-UKAIS members to be heard. Furthermore, targeting academics specifically working within an IS/IM environment is relevant because, as highlighted earlier, UKAIS membership does not necessarily mean that any one individual is an IS/IM academic. For the interviews, six participants from each of two Scottish
universities were selected. The two universities differed in terms of level of research activity. One university considered itself a teaching-led university and the other a research-led university19. Both universities were Scottish and, whilst this may raise issues regarding the relevance of the responses obtained to other universities such as English, Welsh or Irish universities, these universities were chosen for logistic reasons and because the study was viewed very positively by the contacts within the university when the universities were first approached. Initially, at both types of university, personal contacts were approached and interviewed. At this time, the contacts were asked to suggest names of colleagues teaching at postgraduate level from within their own division/department, thus allowing the researcher to identify other appropriate IS/IM staff, in order to establish a suitable sample. This sample comprised MSc program leaders, research active and non-research active staff, and staff who actively engaged with and in consultancy.

Thus, in summary, these two investigative tools, web-based questionnaires and semi-structured interviews have been used in order to obtain responses from a reasonably representative sample of UK IS/IM academics. It is clear, however, that the views of all IS/IM academics cannot and will not be presented here and, in this regard, the results must be interpreted with caution. However, it is hoped that what follows will provide an indication of the thoughts and perceptions of one group of IS/IM academics.

19 Research-Led Universities: The Carnegie Classification includes all colleges and universities in the United States. They define a Research-Led University as an institution, which typically offers a wide range of baccalaureate programs, and they are committed to graduate education through to doctorate level. They award 50 or more doctoral degrees per year, across at least 15 disciplines. In the UK, the Department for Education and Skills define a Research-Led University, as a Research Intensive, using the same Carnegie Classification, but the number of doctorates awarded is 60 not 50, across at least 15 academic disciplines.
Web-based Questionnaire and Semi-Structured Interviews: Participants' Background Characteristics

In order to contextualise subsequent data analysis, interpretation and discussion throughout this and subsequent chapters, Table 4.1 (below) is presented. This table shows the background characteristics of the web-based questionnaire respondents and the twelve participants who took part in the semi-structured interviews.

The participants in both methods were predominantly male, a finding broadly in keeping with figures reported in the Times Higher Education Supplement (Times Higher Education Supplement, June 25th 2004, p 8). Furthermore, common to both the web-based questionnaire participants and the interviewees, most were in full-time posts and all had been in higher education for 15-20 years.

The interviewees were predominantly, lecturers, senior lecturers and professors, the web-based questionnaire respondents were a mix of PhD academic/students (who tended to be staff from out with the UK, mainly from India, who are academics in their native land, who have registered to undertake a full time doctorate in the UK, who tend to have a teaching role of a maximum of six to eight hours per week within a UK HEI. These individuals have been granted membership of the UKAIS. Traditional PhD students can't join as full members, (only as student members of the UKAIS PhD consortium) lecturers, senior and principal lecturers, readers and professors, teaching or research fellows, members of university management and a number of other practitioners (including advisory posts such as assistant deans of quality, research, income generation, or undergraduate education, etc) are represented. This reflects the heterogeneity of UKAIS members highlighted earlier.

---

20 The position of principal lecture is not prevalent in Scotland.
21 Principal Lecturer – tends to be a term used in and by English Universities, it roughly equates to a senior lecturer in Scotland who is at the top of the salary scale for senior lecturer under FE64 and HE2000 employment contracts.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web-based Questionnaire</th>
<th>Twelve – Semi Structured Interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.3% Male (61/92)</td>
<td>75% Male (9/12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Academic Post</strong></td>
<td><strong>Academic Post</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic/Student</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Senior Lecturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Principal Lecturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Lecturer</td>
<td>Reader / Professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Lecturer</td>
<td>Teaching / Research Fellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reader / Professor</td>
<td>University Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching / Research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fellow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2%</td>
<td>University Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Status of Post</strong></td>
<td><strong>Status of Post</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.5% Full Time</td>
<td>100% Full Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean Length of Service In HE (Band)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Mean Length of Service In HE (Band)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-20 Years (36%)</td>
<td>11-20 Years (6 interviewees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ranges were less than 5 years – 26%; 5 to 10 years – 26%; 21 years and over 13%)</td>
<td>(Ranges were less than 5 years – 2 interviewees; 5 to 10 years – 3 interviewees; 21 years and over 1 interviewee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level of Teaching</strong></td>
<td><strong>Level of Teaching</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>100% Postgraduate (Post Graduate (Taught) &amp; Post Graduate (Research Supervision))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub Degree 4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate 35%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Courses 11%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Graduate (Taught) 30%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Graduate (Research Supervision) 20%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Qualification</td>
<td>Teaching Qualification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36% Yes (31/86)</td>
<td>17% Yes (2/12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

22 This respondents in this category are categorised as visiting IS/IM academics from overseas, mainly India and Pakistan, who are academics who teach IS/IM in their home country, but who are undertaking full time doctorate level study, including Prof D's and Eng D, degrees, who teach IS/IM in the UK to a maximum of 8 hours per week. They are given UKAIS membership status for their teaching experience, hence why they are members of the academy. Traditional UK based PhD students are not members, but are members of the UKAIS consortium. The consortium members were not ‘targeted’ by this research.

23 The terms principal lecturer does not feature in Scotland, hence the 0% is not unexpected.

24 Categorised as staff who perform an advisory role such as Associate Dean of Quality, and who have an executive (line manager) function such as a Head of Department, etc. However, all retain some element of research activities and the advisory functions retain a percentage of teaching engagements.

25 Percentages for this area are an aggregated total of respondents areas of teaching level.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional Qualification</th>
<th>46% Yes (45/92)</th>
<th>Professional Qualification</th>
<th>58% Yes (7/12)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consultancy Active</td>
<td>45% (38/85)</td>
<td>Consultancy Active</td>
<td>42% (5/12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average RAE Rating (If Respondent Was RAE Active)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Average RAE Rating (If Respondent Was RAE Active)</td>
<td>3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAE Unit of Assessment (If RAE Active)</td>
<td>Business &amp; Management 53% (9/17)</td>
<td>RAE Unit of Assessment (If RAE Active)</td>
<td>Computer Science 56% (5/9) Librarianship &amp; Information Management 44% (4/9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Librarianship &amp; Information Management 24% (4/17)</td>
<td>Other 18% (3/17)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest Qualification</td>
<td>58% Doctorate (53/92)</td>
<td>Highest Qualification</td>
<td>50% Doctorate (6/12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of University</td>
<td>39% Modern ('Red Brick') (35/92)</td>
<td>Type of University</td>
<td>50% Modern ('Red Brick') (6/12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35% New University (Post 1992) (31/92)</td>
<td>50% New University (Post 1992) (6/12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13% Ancient University (12/92)</td>
<td>13% HEI (12/92)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home of IS/IM</td>
<td>55% Business (49/89)</td>
<td>Home of IS/IM</td>
<td>100% Computing &amp; Information Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33% Science / Engineering / Computing (29/89)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 - Characteristics of Sample

Approximately two thirds did not have a teaching qualification or membership of the ILT/HEA. About one-half possessed a professional IS/IM qualification or membership of a recognised professional body, e.g., British Computing Society or the Institute of Management Information Systems. Around half possessed academic doctorates as their highest academic qualification. The majority of participants practiced in ‘new’ [defined as post 1992 universities, in the FE/HE Education Act 1992] or ‘modern’ [post 1960’s universities, FE/HE Education Act 1958] universities,

26 Others e.g. Medical Information and Engineering Units of Assessment
with the majority of web-based questionnaire respondents working in a university business school. That the majority of participants resided in ‘new’ or ‘modern’ universities is perhaps not surprising given the evolution of IS/IM from its relatively young beginnings, with traditional universities tending not to have appropriate structures or focus on IS/IM.

All of the interviewees resided in departments of computing and information systems. These departments were once part of business schools but now, because of academic restructuring exercises, now integrated into Science and Engineering faculties/schools.

Over half of the Web-based Questionnaire respondents and all of the interviewees taught at post-graduate and professional level of engagement. This differing level of postgraduate teaching engagement may have implications later on in this chapter when the factors informing teaching practice are further explored. It might be anticipated that the artefacts informing postgraduate teaching may be different to those informing undergraduate teaching. Common to both the web-based questionnaire respondents and the interviewees, approximately 40% engaged in consultancy. Furthermore, research activity was evident in both groups with at least some members submitting work as part of the RAE exercise. The work, when submitted, was generally of a high level with an average RAE2001 rating of 4 reported by the web-based questionnaire respondents and 3A reported by the interviewees.

Having considered the background characteristics of both the web-based questionnaire respondents and the interviewees, for the ease of discussion and data presentation, results obtained from both these research instruments will be initially discussed separately.
Web Based Questionnaire

The following section introduces the web-based questionnaire respondents’ views of what they perceive their primary academic function(s) to be; how much time they devote to following these academic functions. Subsequently, a detailed evaluation of the respondents’ perceptions regarding the definitions of teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy is presented. Finally, this is followed by what academic engagements are undertaken and which of these academic engagements are reported as informing teaching practices.

Perceived Primary Academic Roles

In order to further contextualise the sample group used in this study and, given that the aim of this thesis has been to evaluate the nexus, if it exists, between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy, the primary roles of the participants, as perceived and reported by the individuals themselves, were evaluated. Specifically, these perceptions were addressed by questions twelve and thirteen of the web-based questionnaire. The results are presented in Figure 4.1.

The categories represented in Figure 4.1 were developed from the results and are clarified below:

*Research only* relates to those participants who perceived their core academic function within their institution to be primarily research focused.

*Research Active with Teaching Orientation* relates to respondents who perceived their core academic functions as being equally balanced between research and teaching.

*Teaching only* relates to those participants who perceived their core academic function within their institution to be focused mainly on teaching.
Consultancy only relates to those participants who perceived their core academic function within their institution to be focused mainly on consultancy and income generation.

Mixed Orientation relates to those respondents who perceived their core academic function to be a combination of teaching, research and consultancy/income generation, with an element of academic management/administration.

Academic Management/Administration relates to those respondents who perceived their core academic function to be one of academic management, leadership and/or administration.

As demonstrated in Figure 4.1, 35% of the web-based questionnaire respondents claimed research to be their primary academic function. A further 12% claimed their
primary role was equally divided between research and teaching. This compares to 16% claiming to adopt an entirely teaching-orientated role. None of the UK IS/IM academics claimed to have a purely consultancy-focused role.

Together, these results suggest that research is central to the work of a significant number of IS/IM academics either alone or in combination with other activities. It is interesting to note that when the background characteristics of the participants were analysed further to see whether any association exists between, for example, the type of university a participant worked in and the likelihood of adopting a primarily research-focused role within that institution, no associations appeared to be present. Indeed, approximately one third of respondents, irrespective of the type of institution they resided in, perceived research to be more important or pivotal to the identity of being an academic than any other academic function. Furthermore, level of qualification, gender, and length of service and areas of academic engagement did not appear to have any statistical bearing on how a participant perceived their primary role.

Whilst research, either alone or in combination with other activities, predominated, a purely teaching role was less common. This emphasis may simply reflect the current climate of preparation for the RAE2008 dominating academic activities.

Twenty-seven percent of respondents saw themselves as having a mixed role with teaching, research and consultancy activities perhaps reflecting the benefit of academics to cover all the ‘bases’ of academic work in the 21st century. Interestingly, although consultancy was included in the remit of these academics, none of the participants engaged purely in consultancy. This might indicate that other academic functions such as research and teaching are seen as being more important and meaningful to and for academics in IS/IM than consultancy. Alternatively this observation may be explained by the fact that universities were not originally designed to deal and promote consultancy. On the other hand, that 100% consultancy work would be better paid in the private sector is interesting.
An interesting observation is that 21% of the respondents reported that their main role was one of management and/or administration. This may be due to increasing administration and management workload, requiring staff to dedicate their working life, fulfilling bureaucratic internal and external regimes, caused by new managerialism (Pollitt, 1990).

From the above discussion, it is apparent that over a third of respondents reported their primary academic function to be one of research, with twelve percent seeing their central roles to be divided between teaching and research and a further third of respondents perceiving their academic role to be a mixture of other elements. Only sixteen percent reported a teaching only role.

A further dimension explored by the questionnaire related to the amount of time academics spent undertaking/performing academic functions. Interestingly, the results derived from question twelve would suggest that the respondents questioned spent approximately one third of their time undertaking teaching.

Whether the data discussed above is truly representative and realistic of perceptions of primary roles and the time-spent undertaking these roles is difficult to determine. Indeed, a number of factors may influence the results. For example, it is important to consider that the responses obtained represent a “snapshot” in time. This may be of relevance given the impending RAE2008 results. This study was undertaken in 2004/05 at a time when research development and activity would be working towards academic journal publications with a view to submitting for the RAE. Other compounding factors may include the current climate of change in IS/IM with many institutions merging and/or collapsing their business IS/IM functions with other academic areas such as computing science and strategy. Indeed, such climates of change may have a profound influence on the chosen activities of individual academics in an attempt to safeguard their roles and employment (Grant et al, 2003).

Having determined the perceived primary roles of the web-based questionnaire respondents within their institution, the next section explores further the nature of the
component elements of the nexus i.e. teaching research, scholarship and consultancy. This allows for further exploration into the relationships between the individual nexus components and how these elements are used, if at all, to inform teaching practice in IS/IM programmes of study.

Definitions, Perceptions and Areas of Engagement for Teaching, Research, Scholarship and Consultancy

Definitions of teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy were developed by the researcher and stipulated in the web-based questionnaire. All respondents were given the opportunity to challenge, engage with and suggest alternative definitions for each of the four areas. This allowed each participant to reflect on and clarify the definitions of teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy, prior to completing the rest of the web-based questionnaire. In the sections that follow, each of the areas of teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy is explored. How these areas are defined, perceived and prioritised by IS/IM academics is evaluated and contextualised.

Definition of Teaching

Teaching was defined for this study as “the process of facilitating students’ learning of existing knowledge, via face-to-face teaching, on and off campus, distance teaching, blended teaching, and on-line teaching systems, etc.”

The majority, 84%, of the web-based questionnaire respondents appeared satisfied with the definition given, i.e., the nature and essence of teaching to be connected with supporting students to learn, by helping students to make sense and find interconnections between theories and practice in IS/IM. However, fifteen respondents took the opportunity to comment further on the definition. Ten of these respondents provided additional comments, yet their comments broadly agreed with the basic essence of the definition given. Their comments emphasised the need to view teaching as a means for the student and the academic staff member to produce knowledge jointly. An example of such a comment is given below:
"One could reasonably incorporate a more constructivist perspective and view at least part of the teaching process as the joint production of knowledge by instructor and student" (Web-based Questionnaire Respondent 42450561).

Five of the commenting respondents did not agree with the idea of academics facilitating students to learn. They viewed teaching as a method of imparting knowledge, with the students doing the learning themselves and the academic only presenting the body of knowledge, rather than them helping the students to find the interconnections between the elements of the body of knowledge. This minority tended to see the nature and essence of teaching as being more a didactic ‘telling’ students’ ideas and events, a feeling illustrated in the following quote:

“When did academics become teachers? Teaching, though important, refers to the process of explaining WHAT to do and HOW to do it. (Web-based Questionnaire Respondent 42124313).

Having established that most IS/IM academics viewed teaching similarly, the next section establishes the IS/IM areas taught by the academics recruited to this study. By presenting and analysing these areas, it allows one to conceptualise how these areas of teaching may be underpinned or informed. Furthermore, it allows contextualisation of these areas with respect to how they interact as core elements of the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy.

**Areas Taught by the IS/IM Academics Sampled**

In all 86 respondents (94% of the overall total) completed Question 14, a question constructed to evaluate the main teaching areas in IS/IM taught by the respondents. The results suggested that IS/IM academics teach on a wide range of IS/IM topics. For ease of presentation, these have been clustered into the following areas, ‘theoretical’, ‘technical/applied’, ‘managerial’, ‘research methods’ and ‘other’, and are presented in Figure 4.2.
The *Theoretical areas* of IS/IM include Strategic Information Systems Planning, Information Requirements Determination and Analysis and the organisational and social effects of IT/IS such as Knowledge Management. The majority of these teaching areas of engagement tend to have fundamental, tried and tested theories, given the lifespan of IS/IM, have been empirically tested in business, organisations and other enterprises, which have been refined and enhanced and all are currently still being employed by ‘business’ today with varying degrees of engagement and success.

The *Technical / Applied* areas are defined as those areas, which have a ‘hands on’ aspect to them. For the most part, these areas tend to use computer laboratories to support the teaching of the content. These areas include topics such as teaching software packages, hardware platforms, networking, enterprise-wide systems and web-related products and services for E-Business, such as local area networks, metropolitan area networks, etc. These areas of teaching engagement have a theoretical base, but these theories, are contemporary and even ‘in fashion’ which have not been fully tested over time and application in IS/IM, unlike the areas covered in the theoretical section above which have stood the test of time and continued application.

*Managerial areas* are defined as those areas, which require a deep understanding and appreciation of business functional areas and themes to contextualise and explain the areas being taught. Such areas include topics such as managing information, managing IS staff, decision-making, creativity, accounting and financial considerations, professional ethics, marketing, human resource management etc. Many of these areas have strong theoretical foundations to them, but they can be perceived as being related to the professional practice and they tend to be ‘imported’ from other reference academic disciplines, rather than being grounded in IS/IM completely.

*Research Methods* includes areas such as research philosophies, research methodologies, data collection methods, and data analysis techniques and
tools. These areas are generally taught to IS/IM post graduate and undergraduate students to provide them with the necessary research skills to be able to solve business problems and to prepare them for their academic dissertations/projects.

Areas covered by the term “Other” relate to those areas that are unique areas of speciality/interest to individuals or particular academic divisions and departments. Again, many of these areas have strong theoretical foundations, which can be taught in practical settings, but they only constitute a small percentage of areas taught. Teaching areas alluded to in this section included Pan-European IS for governments; Benefits Management from IT; Computer Law; IS Security; Global applications of IS; IS Ethics; HCI [Human Computer Interface]; Virtual Organisations; Enterprise and Entrepreneurship, etc.

As demonstrated in Figure 4.2, it can be seen that the most widely taught areas of IS/IM in the UK undertaken by the web-based questionnaire respondents relate to the theoretical foundation areas of IS/IM. This is perhaps not surprising given that these theoretical areas provide the bedrocks to IS/IM curricula. Perhaps somewhat
surprisingly, given the historic and applied nature of IS/IM, the technical / 'hand on' areas of IS/IM and the more managerial and business areas of IS/IM attract lower levels of teaching engagement than the theoretical areas of IS/IM. This might suggest that what is taught on IS/IM programmes has evolved away from IT/IS practical skills and has appeared to move towards being a 'theoretical informed applied discipline', as discussed in Chapter One.

**Perceptions of Teaching**

The next line of investigation evaluated how teaching is perceived and should be perceived by the departments/divisions in which they are employed, by the IS/IM profession and by the HE sector in general.

The data from question 34 are presented in Figure 4.3. Over 40% of the respondents to this question felt that teaching was currently valued 'about right' by their department/divisions. A further 12% felt that teaching was valued too little by their departments/divisions and 16% felt that teaching was valued too much. Interestingly, however, a little over 30% of respondents felt that teaching was being valued 'too little' by the IS/IM profession and the HE sector in general although similar numbers felt it was valued "about right."

No significant pattern emerged between these respondents, except that a marginal statistical relationship existed between perceiving teaching to be valued 'too little' if the respondent saw their primary function as being one of teaching, a point which is discussed further later in this chapter. A small percentage (17%) of respondents felt that teaching was over-valued by their departments/divisions. Whilst clearly caution must be exercised when interpreting these small numbers, it is interesting to note that these respondents were from research-focused universities and considered themselves

---

27 The percentage statistics discussed here, add up to 68%. In answering this question, some respondents placed data in the generic heading box of teaching, as illustrated in Appendix Two. It is not clear whether this was in error. Nevertheless, these numerical results have been excluded since it is not possible to determine (a) why they completed the generic heading label; and (b) who or what is being rated. Therefore, the numbers represented in the text relate to the three areas expected i.e., the sector, the profession, and their department/division.
to be research-active. Thus, this result may simply reflect individuals feeling themselves to be pressured to teach when they might prefer to spend more time pursuing their own research interests.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.3 - Perceptions of How Teaching is Valued (n=76)**

It is also interesting to note that when the respondents were asked how they felt teaching *should* be valued (addressed by question thirty-five of the web-based questionnaire), these results suggested that the teaching of IS/IM should be valued ‘more’ by the IS/IM profession (32%) and by the HE sector as a whole (28%). Whether or not this pattern of results reflects that teaching is felt to be perceived as an understated, or possibly an underappreciated academic activity, is difficult to establish from the data.

**Definition of Research**

Research was defined in the web-based questionnaire as “a means of generating, testing and validating new knowledge and re-evaluating old knowledge, typically through conceptual work or through data gathering techniques such as observation, surveys, interviews, policy document analysis, etc.” Analysis revealed that the majority (87%) were satisfied with the definition of research given. Twelve respondents provided additional comments on the definition commenting mainly on
the need to emphasise certain elements relevant specifically to research in IS/IM. Eight of the twelve respondents commented that, given IS/IM’s applied historic development, action-centred research should have been made more explicit, especially given the social dimension of research and the fact that IT/IS represents a more applied set of professional skills than, perhaps, other disciplines. Examples of comments made regarding the definition of research are given below:

“We also need practical skill on the area. In IS research, it is quite difficult to perform scientific experiment. However, researcher should have some hand on experience on the system that is being tested or validated. For instance, if a researcher investigates the richness of Lotus Notes in Knowledge Management but she/he does not have the skills in using it. In my opinion, IS research lacks of the practical side” (Web-based Questionnaire Respondent 42127852).

“And through practice. Too often, IS researchers just watch people or ask people about their work (observation, surveys, interviews etc.) without actually DOING it. Research methods that include putting ideas into practice, such as Action Research, ought to be much more widely valued by the (predominantly male) IS community” (Web-based Questionnaire Respondent 42124313).

Research Engagement

Several questions within the web-based questionnaire were designed to evaluate or gauge the level of research activity within the population questioned. Firstly, the respondents were asked to comment on the amount of time spent in a twelve-month period on research (question 12) and, further, on their main research areas (question 20). Secondly, the respondents were asked whether or not they saw themselves to be research active. Thirdly, they were asked whether they submitted work under the RAE 2001 and the rating that the work achieved.

The results from these questions are interesting. Nearly 37% of a respondent’s academic time is spent undertaking research, a figure that is similar and, indeed, slightly exceeds the 34% time allocated to teaching over a twelve-month period (areas explored by question 12 of the web-based questionnaire)28.

28 Given the fact that 15% of the sample was academic staff from overseas undertaking primarily a research function, pursuing a PhD within the UK in IS/IM the percentage may be slightly than is the
Having established that on average the respondents reported to spend around one third of their time on research activity, the next line of questioning was designed to evaluate the perceptions and nature of the research activity. In question 21, respondents were asked to comment on whether or not they thought they were research active, in order to evaluate and narrow the use of the idea of being active in and with research.

Of the 84 respondents who answered this question, 88% indicated that they were active researchers. By performing several cross tabulations it is interesting to note that age appears to be a factor in determining whether or not respondents’ classify themselves as research active. Indeed, nearly all of the younger age banded respondents (age is worked about based on an average of length of teaching and research service and position) claimed to be research active, with those respondents in the older age brackets having more of a balance between active and non-active research classifications. This might suggest that new to the profession academics tend to engage in research, with those who perhaps have been in the HE systems for a number of years or have come in from industry, making a choice or failing to see the need to be perceived as being research active.

When this research activity was further interrogated, specifically by questioning whether respondents had submitted under the last research assessment exercise, interesting results were obtained. Firstly, of note, less than half (i.e. 44) responded to the question. The reason for this failure to respond is not clear. It may simply reflect poor question design, a common cause for failure to answer questions in questionnaires (Groves, 1989). Alternatively, the question may have caused some unease amongst the respondents. Indeed, that this might be the case is perhaps supported by the second important finding from this line of questioning i.e. that the majority of those responding to the question had not submitted under the last RAE. Clearly, the RAE is not the only measure of research activity. However, these findings together might suggest that although most of the group considered themselves to be research active, this did not appear to be borne out when an objective

case for UK IS/IM academics. However, given the fact that they are registered in the UK and have been granted permission to join the UKAIS then the results have not been factored.
measure of research activity was used to evaluate their research outputs. The finding
that, of the 74 respondents claiming to be research active, only fourteen, 32% reported
actively having submitted work under the last RAE further supports this. This may
simply suggest that research outputs were generated but not submitted, or known to
have been submitted, under the RAE, or, indeed, that they were not able to be
submitted because of the lack of suitability or departmental/university unit of
assessment groupings to submit under.

Indeed, in this regard, it is of interest that, UK-wide; only 199 IS/IM academics
submitted work under RAE2001\(^{29}\), a finding perhaps suggesting that the RAE may not
be a reliable measure of research activity at least for IS/IM. Alternatively, more
respondents 88% reported to being research active than is borne out by the results
obtained elsewhere in the web-based questionnaire, with only 32% (14 respondents)
reporting to have had their work presented in the last RAE. This discrepancy may
suggest that a majority of the 88% reported research active respondents had a very
positive, and perhaps an over inflated, image as themselves as researchers (either in
the past, or currently).

To evaluate further the research activity of the web-based questionnaire respondents,
the areas researched by the respondents was explored further.

**Research Areas**

Of the respondents in the study, 94% (86 out of 92) completed question twenty\(^{30}\),
which was designed to evaluate the main areas in which IS/IM research was
undertaken by the web-based questionnaire respondents. These IS/IM research areas
were based on key areas outlined by the UKAIS.

\(^{29}\) A synthesis of the RAE2001 Overview Reports for Business & Management; Computing and
Information Systems and Librarianship and Information Management (available for the HERO Web
Site).

\(^{30}\) Two respondents selected the 'Not Applicable' Option to question 20. It is, therefore, assumed that
these two respondents answered this question in error since only 84 respondents had previously
indicated that they considered themselves to be research active.
The researched areas have been clustered into the following areas and are presented in Figure 4.4. It is worth noting that these areas given the design of the web-based questionnaire are similar to the areas already presented concerning teaching areas. However, one difference that did emerge was about the 'other' areas of research undertaken, being different to those of teaching.

With regards to the differences, the ‘other’ category covers areas, which tend to be unique to individual's and include developing areas in the domain of IS/IM such as the Process of social inquiry; SMEs and ICT critical theories; Managing IT enabled change Management history; Computer Law; IT/IS Security; HCI; e-Government; Linguistic analysis of IS Development methodologies; IS/IM in higher education; Online shopping behaviour; Information systems pedagogy; History of IS/IM; Metrics and software quality and Software process improvement. These areas which are still being explored and tend to reside on the periphery of IS/IM curricula\(^3\).

![Figure 4.4 - Areas Research by Respondents as an Aggregated Percentage of Responses (n=84)](image)

---

\(^3\) Based on the International Undergraduate and Master's Level 'suggested' areas of study, advocated by the Association of Information Systems, Educational Development Committees.
The predominant areas of research activity are firmly grounded in and on the "theoretical underpinnings of IS/IM" (52%), which includes areas such as Organisational and social effects of ICT, Strategic Information Systems Planning and Knowledge. The "managerial" (20%) and technical "hands on" areas (14%) are relatively less researched which is perhaps a little surprising given that managerial and technical aspects of IS/IM once underpinned the practice of IS/IM (Keen, 1987). Interestingly, this spectrum of responses identifying areas, which are actively researched by participants, is similar (with the exception of the other category) in nature to those reported for teaching areas. For both academic functions, teaching and research, suggests that a shift from engagements with practical areas and elements of IS/IM has moved towards theoretical engagements. This shift in terms of what is researched may be due to a number of factors. One factor may be the perceived need of the respondents to help establish IS/IM as a credible discipline in the eyes of other disciplines, or, that IS/IM academics may find it hard to secure research council funding, and, as such, conceptual or theoretical research is seen as an affordable alternative.

Perceptions of Research

Questions 33 and 35 of the web-based questionnaire were designed to evaluate how research is and should be valued by the respondents' with regards to their academic departments/divisions, by their IS/IM profession and by the HE sector in general. As demonstrated in Figure 4.5 below, it can be seen that fewer than one in six respondents felt that research was valued 'about right' by the HE sector, with a little over one in eight respondents expressing they felt that the IS/IM profession valued research about right. With little over one in seven respondents reporting that, their own academic department valued it about right. In contrast, 22%, 8% and 14% felt that research was 'valued a lot' by the HE sector, the IS/IM profession and their own
departments respectively. Only two respondents felt that their departments valued research too little\(^\text{32}\).

![Figure 4.5 – Perceptions of How Research is Valued (n=78)](image)

Question 35 addressed the issue of whether research should be valued differently by their department/division, the IS/IM profession and the HE sector in general. Although 56%, 62% and 61% felt that research should be valued more by departments/divisions, the IS/IM profession and the HE sector in general, with less than 3% for each category reported that research should be valued less by these groupings respectively. These results are interesting. If, as this data would suggest, research needs to be regarded more highly by the IS/IM profession and by the HE sector in general, it is perhaps surprising that so few respondents appeared to be RAE active. However, given the imminent RAE2008 deadline, a lot of press and discussion has been written about research and the RAE; so the need to value research more in the future may be due to the temporal nature of the research assessment exercise.

\(^{32}\) The percentage statistics discussed here, add up to 68%. In answering this question, some respondents placed data in the generic heading box of research, as illustrated in Appendix Two. It is not clear whether this was in error. Nevertheless, these numerical results have been excluded since it is not possible to determine (a) why they completed the generic heading label; and (b) who or what is being rated. Therefore, the numbers represented in the text relate to the three areas expected i.e., the sector, the profession, their department/division.
When further analysis is undertaken, the data suggest that fourteen respondents reported that research should be valued more by their departments tend to class themselves as being research active and reside in teaching led universities. However, the same fourteen respondents also felt that the HE sector and the profession valued research "about right" are interesting. It suggests that they have a negative perception as to how their institution values research or that they felt that their teaching only focus may be inappropriate for them as researchers.

Set in opposition to these views, there is small percentage (22%) of respondents, who felt that research was being overvalued by their department/division. It is interesting and relevant to note that these individuals tended to be ‘teaching only’ staff on the whole and it is then not surprising that they may have felt that research was regarded too highly by their department/division.

The statistics suggest respondents in the more ‘modern (redbrick)’ (28 respondents)\textsuperscript{33} universities and ‘new’ universities (ex-polytechnics) tended (24 respondents)\textsuperscript{34} to rate teaching and research, higher, than other respondents from traditional universities, who tended to rate research higher than teaching.

Returning to what areas were researched compared with what areas were taught, a Pearson’s test was performed (a test for a linear relationship existing between two sets of variables) the result suggests a formal linear link exists between what is taught and what is researched, despite the fact that both the areas taught and researched are predominately theoretical. This may suggest that universities engage in teaching and research for differing purposes and agendas.

\textsuperscript{33} Not all staff from this type of university completed this question.
\textsuperscript{34} Not all staff from this type of university completed this question.
Definition of Scholarship

Scholarship was defined in the Web-based questionnaire, as "the process that seeks to identify, interpret, draw together, and bring new insights to other peoples' original research with regards current and emerging thinking, with regards personal development of skills, expertise and knowledge." The majority of respondents (85%) were satisfied with the definition given. However, fourteen respondents took the opportunity to comment upon the definition. The additional comments were interesting in that ten felt that scholarship was connected with 'doing' research. This can be illustrated by the following quotes:

"Why separate this from research? Is not the process of bringing insights part of good research"? (Web-based Questionnaire Respondent 42123756).

"I'm not sure how this differs from research. To me, the term scholar refers to a person who is an acknowledged expert in their field. They are a learned person, well versed in one or many branches of knowledge; a person of high literary or scientific attainments" (Web-based Questionnaire Respondent 42306769).

"In that case Scholarship is part of research isn't it? I think that the idea of distinguishing between research and scholarship is just part of the UK government agenda to get higher education on the cheap and has no relevance to actual researchers and scholars" (Web-based Questionnaire Respondent 43787328).

These ten respondents illustrate the contested terrain and the conceptual tension that exists between research and scholarship, which is evident in previous research studies on the nexus between teaching and research, see Chapter Two. These ten respondents found the separation to be wrong and artificial.

Interestingly, when cross relating these individual responses, the ten respondents all shared similar background characteristics. All the respondents who engaged with this definition, above, hold doctorates, claimed to be active researchers and all resided in traditional or red brick universities. On further analysis, all teach at post-graduate level, and they do not hold a formal teaching qualification and are not members of the Institute of Learning and Teaching/Higher Education Academy.
The other four respondents who engaged with this definition suggested that Scholarship was connected to being curious and serving the community of IS/IM, i.e., journal editorialships, journal reviewing and serving on national and international committees, etc.

Surprisingly, no comment or response challenging the definition was made concerning the Scholarship for Teaching. All the respondents to this definition appear to have concentrated their responses on the Scholarship of Teaching, i.e., the content of IS/IM. This lack of challenge or clarification is supported by the limited educational research undertaken by the respondents.

Interestingly, 76% (65 out of 86 respondents, of question 27) described themselves as individuals who actively engaged in the Scholarship of IS/IM (predominately meaning the content of IS/IM, based on cluster analysis to question 29). What is surprising is the little activity undertaken by the respondents regarding the Scholarship of Teaching, with only 9% (based on cluster analysis) of the areas of scholarship being undertaken by respondents focused on the scholarship of teaching, i.e., on assessment issues, rather than the scholarship for teaching, the latter accounting for the other 82%. Clearly, there is a difference between the numbers of respondents engaging in Scholarship for versus Scholarship of Teaching. Scholarship For Teaching corresponds to the subject matter/content of IS/IM, whereas the Scholarship of Teaching corresponds to the process of teaching. Whether this difference in numbers reflects a true difference between respondents or a failure to understand the terminology or the question is unclear. Although only 9% engaged in the Scholarship of Teaching, 69% (45 of the 65 respondents who answered question 27) reported themselves as being individuals who actively engaged in the scholarship of learning and teaching of IS/IM.

In order to determine how much time the respondents spent on ‘scholarship’, a 12-month period was selected in order to accommodate varying academic workloads throughout the academic year. The results indicate that the respondents spend on
average during a 12-month period, 11% of their working time on scholarship activities, with administration and management accounting for 18% of their time, with research (36%) and teaching (31%) and consultancy (5%) accounting for the rest.

In a similar manner to the exploration of teaching and research outlined above, the next section outlines the areas of scholarship in which the respondents actively engaged. The data relate to the responses to question 29 of the web-based questionnaire drawing both on the subject content (Scholarship for Teaching) and the knowledge and skills of how to teach the content of IS/IM (Scholarship of Teaching).

![Figure 4.6 - Areas of Scholarship Engagement by Respondents as an Aggregated Percentage of Responses (n=65)](image)

The scholarship areas undertaken by the respondents have been clustered into the following areas and are presented in Figure 4.6. It is worth noting that these areas, given the design of the web-based questionnaire are similar to the areas already presented concerning teaching areas. However, there are a number of differences unique to scholarship.
These being:

_Scholarship of Teaching_ included areas that could be themed into the following view “is an aspect of practice” (Hutchings, 2004). With includes developing assessment strategies, or reading the available educational literature to assist in professional reflection on practice, etc.

_Other_ is defined as those areas, which are unique to individuals which includes developing areas in the domain of IS/IM, Action Research; IS/IM issues in SMEs; Computer Law; Computer Ethics; Computer Security; E-learning, which are different to those of research and teaching.

The main areas of Scholarship engagement are related to ‘knowing’ what is happening about the content of IS/IM and, like the teaching and research engagement, are firmly rooted in the theoretical areas of IS/IM with 52% claiming scholarly engagement in these areas. Concerning the Scholarship of Teaching, only 9% of the total time spent was spent on ‘scholarly’ activities.

Comparing the areas of scholarly engagement with the research and teaching areas, it is apparent that the areas of scholarly engagement are not dissimilar to the central areas of research and teaching engagements, mentioned above. This suggests that the actual process of undertaking scholarship is rooted in the same subject matter of IS/IM rather than being centred on teaching and educational development. Further evidence in support of this is found when respondents were asked about their participation informal learning and teaching qualifications, such as the Postgraduate Certificate in Tertiary Level Teaching Methods. Just over a third (36%) of the were involved with a formal teaching qualification. Interestingly, only 21% were members of the Higher Education Academy, formerly the Institute for Learning and Teaching in Higher Education. This statistic is interestingly, as it suggests the perceived ‘low’ standing, the respondents had of the historic and developing national agency in the UK to promote and develop teaching and learning in HE, perhaps due to not seeing the value and benefit of being individual members.
Perceptions of Scholarship

As in the sections above, the respondents were asked to consider how scholarship is perceived.

As shown in figure 4.7, it is evident that, in all categories (HE Sector, 33%; Professional 38%; Department 36%), the perception of the respondents was that scholarship was valued too little. However, no clear pattern emerged as to any common characteristics from the respondents. However, when question 35 of the questionnaire in incorporated, which was concerned with evaluating how respondents perceived scholarship be valued by their department, the IS/IM profession and the HE sector. The results suggest that, overall; scholarship should be valued ‘more’ by the IS/IM profession (72%), by the HE sector as a whole (72%), and by their own departments (76%), (n=76).

Set against these current and future perceptions of scholarship, approximately one quarter (22%) of respondents felt that scholarship was being over-valued by their departments/divisions and that scholarship should be valued less than currently.
When analysing the data from the questions exploring how scholarship is and should be valued, it became readily apparent that, contrary to the situation when the teaching and research data was analysed, a significant number of respondents (fourteen) did not know how to rate the area of scholarship. This pattern may reflect a poorly constructed question, or that the concept of scholarship is a complex area for respondents to internalise and comment upon.

Having defined, characterised and explored perceptions regarding teaching, research and scholarship, the next section considers the final component of the nexus, namely consultancy.

**Definition of Consultancy**

For the purposes of the questionnaire, consultancy was defined as “an academic applying existing knowledge to an agency, where the problem situation is usually client specified, in order to solve or diagnose a problem[s] e.g.: day-to-day problems, longer term strategic issues, etc”.

Analysis revealed that the majority (85%) respondents were satisfied with the definition given. Fourteen respondents commented further, with eleven respondents feeling that consultancy was about academics bringing theoretical knowledge to organisations to help identify problems, making sense of them and solving them. Three respondents questioned the terminology, drawing specifically on the term ‘agency’, commenting that different organisations would require different theoretical knowledge and skills to be used, e.g., public versus private organisations.
In order to establish the level of consultancy engagement, consultancy gross income (i.e., revenue) was used to illustrate the level (in terms of monetary gain over the last three years) of the individual academic’s involvement in knowledge transfer.

![Figure 4.8 - Gross Consultancy Income (n=38)](image)

The results suggested that, of the 85% respondents who answered this question, 44.7% (38 respondents) reported claimed to have engaged in consultancy. This degree of participation is far lower than that reported for the other components of this study, namely teaching, research and scholarship. Interestingly, when a twelve-month period was selected in order to accommodate varying academic workloads throughout the academic year, the results suggested that, on average, the respondents spent around 5% of their ‘total academic time’ engaged on and with consultancy activities. This would suggest that academics appear to be interested in pursuing consultancy, but that the actual level of engagement is limited. Why the respondents felt the need to pursue consultancy activities is not clear from the data. However, it may be to ‘earn’ additional monies to compensate for the lower academic salaries they may receive compared to colleagues working in professional practices. Alternatively, they may feel the need to keep a ‘foot’ in the camp, by way of being able to ‘practice what they preach’ and, possibly, to keep the link to being an IS/IM professional, rather than being solely an IS/IM academic.
Nevertheless, it is important to acknowledge the possibility that a ‘shadow / grey academic consultancy economy’ may exist, i.e., staff participating in consultancy activity, but not declaring it to their university. This, indeed, may skew the results, as a true picture may not have been presented. In January 2006, the Times Higher Education Supplement, suggested in a review article that not all universities, such as Oxford, Cambridge and Nottingham have a staff consultancy register, but they do encourage staff to engage with consultancy (THES, 2006). Following on from this point, the same review article, reported that for the HE sector in the UK, (based on a recent survey of 70 UK universities) found the total income of £168 million was only the ‘tip of the iceberg’, for consultancy income in HE (THES, 2006). Finally on this point, returning to this research, the fact that 16% of the respondents comprised visiting academics from abroad, on student visa’s also skews the results as these foreign staff members may be excluded from pursuing consultancy given their immigration status. Thus, it is difficult to establish a completely accurate view of consultancy income.

Nevertheless, returning to Figure 4.8, just over a third of all consultancy activity undertaken by the thirty-eight respondents was in the most part for income less than £15,000 (36.8%); followed by almost a third (29%) attracting money in the range £15,001 to £45,000. Only a small minority of academics (5.3%) obtained more than £100,000 from consultancy activity. Thirteen percent earned an “other” amount of consultancy money either in excess of £200,000 or payment in extra monetary form. Some respondents provided additional comments in this consultancy section. Five respondents suggested that ‘an additional value’ to academics engaging in consultancy, was to fund research. Indeed, one of the five respondents stated;

"About 40K [referring to the income obtained] but that covered the employment of a researcher for two years” (Web-based Questionnaire Respondent 42123984).

The other four respondents tended to place the monies into an account, which they used to support conference and workshop travel and attendance, thus also suggesting a
link to research activities and, to a lesser extent, scholarship. Taken together, these results suggest that the majority of consultancy activity undertaken by the respondents (41%) was small scale, in terms of gross income obtained.

However, based on analysis, a strong statistical relationship does exist between areas of research undertaken and consultancy services. Conversely, no statistical relationship exists between what is taught and what is consulted in.

Of the 38 responses, to question 32, the results are clustered in rank order, concerning the key areas of consultancy employed by the respondents:

*Technical / Applied* ‘hands on’ areas such as E-Business, IS Security, Business Intelligence (Data Mining, Data Retrieval Tools); Internet Spam (creating and preventing); legacy systems integrations with the Internet.

*Managerial areas,* such as Benefits Management; IS Strategy Development, Enterprise Resource Planning; business systems analysis. However, many of these areas have strong theoretical foundations, but they can be perceived as being more of the professional practice side of things, rather than academic.

*Theoretical areas that are emerging,* i.e., Knowledge Management and E-Learning.

Interestingly, the main area of content for consultancy is firmly rooted in and with the technical and applied areas of IS/IM, which is counter to the main areas of teaching and to a much lesser extent research engagements.

A further observation from the results is that none of the respondents, (n=38 for question 31) mentioned the use of Teaching Company Schemes or Knowledge Transfer Partnerships, the UK Government’s flagship to encourage collaboration between academia and industry. This might simply indicate a lack of exposure to such schemes. However, interestingly, at least eight respondents had experience of
such schemes as evidenced by the responses to question thirty-three, in which these eight respondents noted exposure to Teaching Company Scheme / Knowledge Transfer Partnerships although they did not appear to see this as a form of income generation or consultancy. It is not clear whether it fell into any of the other categories of teaching, research or scholarship activity.

**Perceptions of Consultancy**

Figure 4.9 presents the responses to question 33 exploring the perceptions surrounding the value of consultancy. Nearly half (45%) of the respondents felt that consultancy was valued “about right” by their departments.

Interestingly, a little less that a third of respondents’ of how consultancy was perceived as being ‘valued too little’ by the sector (30%) and profession (33%), illustrated that engagement in consultancy in their view should be valued more as an academic area of activity. The majority of the respondents to question 35, regarding how consultancy should be perceived in the future, felt that, although important, consultancy should be valued ‘a little’ by the profession (42%); the HE sector (47%) and by their own department/division (49%), but the use of the rating ‘a little’ does suggest that consultancy should be given less value than given for teaching and research.
Having discussed the respondents’ views, experiences and perceptions of consultancy, in addition to those of teaching, research and scholarship, it is important, having established the foundation blocks, to establish what academic outputs respondents produced and to evaluate which of these were directly used to inform teaching practice.

Academic Outputs

The main academic activities of academics tend to be measured and are often compartmentalised into ‘teaching’, ‘other knowledge transfer activities’ and ‘research’. While this is a useful distinction for some purposes, such as planning and resource allocation, it overlooks the interdependence of these activities. Research activities create knowledge and understanding, and it is this knowledge that is then ‘transferred’ to other ‘stakeholders’; students, fellow academics, employers, business, trade unions, voluntary bodies, and so on. The argument that an institution could engage in knowledge transfer without investing in knowledge creation simply by supporting staff in the acquisition of existing knowledge does not hold at the level of higher education. The reason for this lies in the fact that the return from research lies
not just in its end product, i.e., articles, books etc, but also in the insights and enhanced professionalism that typically follows being involved in research.

This section explores the actual academic outputs / artefacts the respondents from the UK IS/IM community members undertook or engaged with. Question 33 was developed to identify the academic outputs or artefacts being created in order to then establish what academic outputs were or could be used to inform teaching practice. The outputs were grouped into three categories to aid analysis and subsequent discussion.

![Figure 4.10 - Main Areas of Academic Output Expresssed as an Aggregated of Responses (n=85)](image)

The three areas above are categories developed to summarise the range of academic outputs produced by the respondents:

*Research and Scholarship of Teaching*, relates to academic outputs respondents had engaged in or with over the last three years of their academic life. This category, contains academic activity outputs such as journals, books, book chapters and conference papers where focus was on the learning and teaching of IS/IM and dedicated learning resources to support teaching, such as open/distance learning packages, E-Activities, etc.
Research and Scholarship for Teaching, this category contains academic activity outputs such as journals, books, book chapters and conference papers whose focus was on the subject domain of IS/IM. This category also includes activities such as journal reviewing, reviewing research proposals for funding agencies and doctorate level supervision.

Consultancy and professional, relates to academic consultancy and service to the professional IS/IM community. This category contains academic activity such as involvement in Teaching Company Schemes (Knowledge Transfer Partnerships), executive and management briefing sessions, developing hardware and software systems and writing for the IT/IS trade press, like Computing Weekly, etc.

Based on the responses from eight-five respondents (92% of the sample), the top five academic outputs were (with actual aggregated response rates expressed as a percentage):

- Conference Papers on IS/IM topics (88%);
- Journal Papers / Book Chapters on IS/IM topics (74%);
- Doctorate Level Supervision (45%);
- Teaching and Learning Case Studies (41%);
- Reports To/For Professional Bodies (34%).

Interestingly, but not surprisingly the actual ‘skills’ or practical elements of an academic’s work only contributed 22% of the actual output. It would appear that the respondents are developing and engaging in and with academic areas of activity, rather than keeping their technical / practical skills sharpened and enhanced, which is surprising giving the early stages of shift towards problem based learning in IS/IM, in Scotland. However, this emphasis may reflect the reluctance of most academic journals to accept practical / prototype pieces of work preferring instead to consider more mainstream academic material.
One interesting area that features strongly is doctorate level supervision. One reason why this is such as strong area is the fact that under the rules and regulations for RAE2008, doctorate supervision, counts as part of the overall research rating and profile, whereas historically it did not feature as firmly in the previous RAE.

An exploration into how, if at all, the relationships between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy are operationalised in the teaching practices of academics is presented next.

**Academic Outputs that Inform Teaching Practice in IS/IM**

As was noted in Chapter Two, one of the areas often overlooked in the majority of the nexus studies to date, has been any exploration as to how the actual output actually informs the teaching practice of academics. As such, this work has aimed to investigate the extent to which the academic activities of research, scholarship and consultancy inform IS/IM teaching practice. The following question (question 36) and analysis in-conjunction with the results presented above attempt to address this issue. Question 36, was completed by 73 respondents, which equates to 79% of the whole sample.

The following academic engagements are ranked in order of significance and represent the areas the respondents believed informed their teaching practice of taught IS/IM postgraduate programmes of study. They are presented in the following order; teaching practice that is informed by research engagements, then by scholarship engagement and finally by consultancy engagement.
Teaching Practice Being Informed By Research Outputs/Artefacts (n=73)

- Own academic journal papers;
- The use of research colleagues to teach part of the module/course being taught; usually in a workshop setting;
- Case studies based on research activities;
- Supervising the dissertation / thesis stage of a student programme of study.

Teaching Practice Being Informed By Scholarship Outputs/Artefacts (n=73)

- Experiences of others research outputs (in the form of reading lists) and with what companies are doing in the form of case studies to teach a particular aspect of a module;
- Teaching resources that I am aware of (e.g. web sites);
- My own reading;
- Own life experiences.

Teaching Practice Being Informed By Consultancy Outputs/Artefacts (n=73)

- Own experience of doing consultancy (both process and the outcome);
- Guest speakers (other consultants) and key people from industry;
- Others people’s experiences via trade news interviews, etc.;
- Case studies of experiences developed by others who have been or are consultants, mainly commercial people.

To supplement the evaluation of which academic activities inform IS/IM teaching practice in the UK, two open-ended questions, were used to determine other activities that academic staff engage with that could inform their teaching practice. Thirteen

---

35 Nineteen respondents skipped this question; this is comprised of the seven who skipped the previous question, with the remaining twelve, not being easily explained. The primary reason why the high number of respondents’ skipped this question is probably primarily due to having too many criteria and the complex and/or ambiguous paraphrasing.
respondents contributed additional areas. Based on content analysis of these responses, four categories are presented:

- Current issues reported in trade magazines and journals (three respondents);
- Dedicated Web Sites (or Computer Aided Learning systems contained within) such as IS world, LTSN (Learning, Teaching Support Network); AIS (Association of Information Systems); UKSS (United Kingdom Systems Society), UKAIS; BCS (British Computer Society), etc (four respondents);
- Experience (as seasoned educator and professional) and the use of students’ own experiences (five respondents);
- Extracts from discussion lists on list servers (one participant).

In order to ‘take stock’ of the key messages from the analysis and data presentation of the web-based questionnaire, before moving on to the analysis and data presentation of results of the twelve semi structured interviews, a summary of the key issues developed from the web based questionnaire is presented below.

**Summary of the Main Findings from the Web-Based Questionnaire**

In the first part of this results chapter, results from the web-based questionnaire have been presented.

The web-based questionnaire respondents represent a heterogeneous group of individuals working at different levels in a variety of departments in both teaching-led and research-led universities.

Despite the heterogeneity, it is apparent that approximately one third of the respondents claimed research to be their primary academic function. A further 12% claimed their primary role was equally divided between research and teaching. This compares to 16% claiming to adopt an entirely teaching-orientated role. None of the UK IS/IM academics claimed to have a purely consultancy-focused role. Together, these results suggest that research was central to the work of a significant number of
IS/IM academics either alone or in combination with other activities. Although the temporal issue of the RAE2008 may be skewing these reported findings.

Interestingly, respondents questioned, spent approximately one third of their time undertaking teaching. This does suggest that, although seen as a primary role by only 16%, teaching was a major component of their academic lives and professional activities. Furthermore, one third of their time was spent undertaking research whilst 14% and 6% of their time is spent undertaking scholarship and consultancy respectively.

Overall respondents were satisfied with the definitions of teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy offered by this research. However, it is evident that the terminology surrounding the concepts of teaching, research, scholarship and to a lesser consultancy are messy and complex with individual perceptions being potentially influenced and shaped by one’s university type and focus, i.e., teaching or research led.

The predominately taught areas of IS/IM in the UK, relate to the theoretical foundations and theoretical base of IS/IM. Technical teaching areas given the historic origins of IS/IM being an applied discipline, do not feature highly in IS/IM curricula.

Over four fifths of the respondents reported that they perceived themselves to be active researchers. Of the 74 UK IS/IM respondents who perceived themselves as being research active, only fourteen respondents (10%) had their research outputs presented for review in the last Research Assessment Exercise in 2001.

The significant areas of research activity are firmly grounded in and on the ‘theoretical underpinnings of IS/IM’, which includes areas such as; organisational and social effects of ICT’, Strategic Information Systems Planning and knowledge.

A little over three quarters of respondents described themselves as individuals who actively engaged in the Scholarship of IS/IM (predominately meaning the content of
The main area of Scholarship engagement (such as keeping abreast of the literature) is firmly rooted in the theoretical areas of IS/IM. The central areas of scholarly engagement are not dissimilar to the central areas of research and teaching engagements.

Little scholarship activity is evident, regarding the Scholarship of Teaching, with only 9% of the areas of scholarship, being undertaken by the respondents being focused on the scholarship of teaching, rather than the scholarship for teaching counting for the other 82%. Yet, 69.2% perceived themselves to be an individual who actively engages in scholarship of learning and teaching of IS/IM. However, this discrepancy may be due to specific questions in the web-based questionnaire not being well formulated.

Just under half of the respondents had been or were actively engaged with consultancy activities. This degree of participation is far lower than that reported for the other components of the nexus, namely teaching, research and scholarship.

The main areas of consultancy activity fall into the *Technical / Applied* ‘hands on’ areas of IS/IM. The scale of consultancy, using income generation as a measure, indicates that just over a third of all consultancy activity undertaken by 38 respondents was in the most part was for income less than £15,000.

A strong statistical relationship was found between research and consulting themes, with no statistical relationship between what is taught and what is consulted in.

Based on the responses, from 92% of the sample, the top two academic outputs were; Conference Papers on IS/IM topics (88%) and Journal Papers / Book Chapters on IS/IM topics (74%) by a considerable margin to the third rated output, that being doctorate supervision (48%).

In conclusion, the web-based questionnaire suggests that IS/IM academics’ teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy engagements did inform individual respondents teaching practice, to differing and varying degrees of application.
Results from Twelve Semi-Structured Interviews

Introduction

The results presented in this section are informed by a grounded theory analysis of the interview responses from six IS/IM academics from a Scottish research-led university\(^{36}\) and six IS/IM academics from a Scottish teaching-led university; all interviewees taught at postgraduate level on IS/IM programs of study (MScs).

The format for each interview was based on an individual one to one semi-structured interview approach. The actual format, duration, and questions used in the interviews are discussed in detail in Chapter Three. While every care has been taken to try to ensure that the analysis has been systematically carried out, the possibility of alternative analyses on the same data other researchers may yield differing interpretations cannot be entirely ruled out.

Given the use of grounded theory, several themes emerged from the data and the subsequent coding, (see Chapter Three for a fuller discussion). In the sections that follow, results from the interviews are presented and discussed in the context of the themes outlined below:

- **Theme one**: perceptions surrounding teaching & learning (including what makes a good teacher?);
- **Theme two**: perceptions surrounding research;
- **Theme three**: perceptions surrounding scholarship;
- **Theme four**: perceptions surrounding consultancy;

\(^{36}\) Research-Led Universities: The Carnegie Classification includes all colleges and universities in the United States. They define a Research-Led University, as an institution, which typically offers a wide range of baccalaureate programs, and they are committed to graduate education through to doctorate. They award 50 or more doctoral degrees per year, across at least 15 disciplines. - In the UK the Department for Education and Skills, define a Research-Led University, as a Research Extensive, using the same Carnegie Classification, but the number of doctorates awarded is 60 not 50, across at least 15 academic disciplines.
Theme five: nexes between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy;
Theme six: promoters and inhibitors of a nexus;
Theme seven: the disciplinary effect of IS/IM on the nexus;
Selective theme: the perceived nexus as a process.

Theme One: Perceptions Surrounding Teaching and Learning

When asked about their perceptions of teaching, each of the twelve interviewees provided a clear view of what they perceived the nature and the essence of teaching to be and what it meant to them as individual IS/IM academics.

The notion that an academic member of staff in IS/IM should teach is almost universally held (by interviewees from both the teaching and research-led universities). The exception was one staff member from the teaching-led university, who objected strongly to the word and notion of being a 'teacher', preferring instead, the concept of a lecturer and lecturing, as they felt that lecturing, and not teaching, was their primary role. This view was founded by the individual's interpretation of the role of a lecturer i.e., someone who tells students what they needed to know.

After analysing the responses, nine of the twelve interviewees provided a wider 'open systems' view, similar to the student centred learning view of teaching discussed in Chapter Two. Their view suggested that teaching was more than just didactic lecturing, and that teaching was concerned with supporting and facilitating students' learning, such as the management and planning of student independent learning; the development of blackboard web sites to support student learning, and in developing interactive handouts, etc.

This view tended to be expressed by staff in the research-led university, along with the three staff who reported to be research active in the teaching-led university. Indeed, all nine participants considered that teaching was more than just the teacher being in control, but could not fully explain why they thought this, it 'just was', was a common
response. When probed on this point, the nine research active staff felt that teaching was concerned with helping students to find, understand, enact and interconnect knowledge themselves, with the teaching staff acting as guides and coaches to help students to challenge their existing knowledge base. This view of teaching can be illustrated further by the following quotes:

“Teaching is about giving structure to the student. Learning and research give the framework. Lecturing helps the students to find interconnections with theory and examples and it helps them to see things differently” (UniR4,P1,L7-9) 37.

“Teaching is about helping students to learn themselves, but guiding them through the area” (UniR6) 38.

What is of interest, in the first quote, is the suggestion that it is students who undertake learning, not the teacher, with the ‘teachers’ research or students research being used to find interconnections to help learning to occur. This does suggest that a nexus between teaching and research can be achieved, by students, and not solely between staff and student as is often portrayed in the literature. However, discussion on the nexus is revisited in a subsequent theme below.

The remaining three staff, all from the teaching-led university interviewed, who reported themselves as being non-research active, tended to have a more didactic approach to teaching. This approach was in association with a strong coaching, social and mentoring function towards students with specific regards to projects and dissertations. This can be illustrated by the following quotations:

“For one thing, you have to convey lots of information to students; this is the bread and butter of teaching. Basically, you divide your knowledge or wisdom, into chunks, then you interpret the syllabus of the module then you tell the students the information” (UniT1,P2,L8-11).

37 Code Stands For = Uni (Meaning Interview at a Scottish Based University); T (Teaching Focused University); R (Research Focused University); P (page number of interview transcript); L (Line Number(s) from interview transcript, if permission was given by interviewee to be audio taped.
38 Code Stands For Uni (Meaning Interview at a Scottish Based University); T (Teaching Focused University); R (Research Focused University) however, interviewee refused to be audio taped, therefore evidence taken by researcher in field notes / memos constructed during the interview, with a full reflection session after the interview.
“Teaching is knowledge dissemination!” (UniT4).

From the above quotes, it is readily apparent that two different approaches to teaching emerged for the interviews. These differing views appeared to be at least in this group, partly influenced by whether the interviewee was research active. Indeed, interviewees form the research-led university, and those who claimed to be research active in the teaching-led university, tended to have a more student-centred view to teaching than those of non-research active staff from the teaching-led university who tended to have a more didactic view of teaching.

What Makes a Good Teacher?

The concept of what constitutes ‘a good teacher’ was also probed in order to identify staff perceptions on this issue and to determine whether areas related to scholarship, consultancy and research would feature in their responses. In response to the question, “What makes a good teacher?” a number of very similar responses were obtained. It was apparent from the interviewees that certain ingredients may contribute to being a good teacher. These included:

- that you have to have the personality and patiences to teach and to be interested in your subject area;
- to undertake research and to a lesser extent consultancy, which was a perception expressed by a minority, which comprised a mixture of staff from each institution.

The essence of these responses is represented in the following quotes:

“Patience probably. When I was a student, you knew who the good academics were, as they were approachable and had time for you. [Anything else?] Yes, knowing your subject. I think you need to know your area. As a teacher, you need to continually question and challenge what you already

39 Parenthesis added by author
know, which is similar to doing research. [How do you know your subject area?] Knowing what journals to read, keeping up to date with what is going on, but not just in academic journals but in the professional journals and newsletter as well. Also keeping your membership of the professional body is good as well, as many academics let this slip, but it is a good way of keeping up to date with what the profession is doing, etc” (UnitR2, P2-3, L49-57).

“Some of the best researchers make the worst teachers. [Why?] [Teaching] requires different skills than to do research. [Why?] Being a good teacher requires more social, motivational, coaching and mentoring skills than research skills” (UnitR1, P2, L30-33).

In response to the question “What makes a good teacher?” some respondents introduced elements such as research, scholarship and consultancy, is interesting, and suggests that a nexus between these various elements may be important when informing teaching.

“To be a better teacher you must have done or be doing research in Information Systems, as there is no point, if you are a student hearing about IS research from someone who reports what they have read, third or even second hand, then students are losing out. Students are best hearing about IS from the horses mouth so to speak” (UniT3, P2, L10-12).

“Consultancy experience gives you real life examples that the students love to hear about” (UniT4).

Interviewees, in response to “What makes a good teacher”, also raised the concept of learning. The evidence suggests, that just under half of the interviewees tended to see learning as more of an understanding of how to learn; and that students were being taught to learn how to operate as a professional in IS/IM rather than solely learning a body of knowledge which has been already pre-defined. Five staff observed the focus of IS/IM postgraduate learning, as being ‘students should be competent in a fundamental set of professional skills rather than concentrating on the knowledge base itself".
Theme Two: Perceptions Surrounding Research

When interviewees were asked about their perceptions of research, they had a very clear view of what research was. The majority thought that research was about knowledge discovery and knowledge creation. This can be illustrated by the following:

[What is Research?40]
“Can be many things and at different levels. [What things?] The activity of doing that leads to the creation and discovery of knowledge. However, it also includes reading, networking with academic and business professionals. It could also be about writing research proposals as well and doing field work” (UniR1, P3, L12-15).

What is your view of research?
[Slight pause]
“That is a good question.

It is about finding out weaknesses in one’s knowledge.

It is about making sense of what you have seen or experienced.

It starts with a PhD type research to learn the skills, but research is about putting these skills into action to develop some sort of conceptual research or something applied. Research can be so many things at the same time; it is difficult to say what it is. You need to be self-grounded with what has gone before, before you can do research. Research needs to take account of what is already there, but the real research is about creating something that is of industrial value” (UniT1, P2, L16-24).

Conversely, two of the interviewees, one from a teaching-led university and one from a research-led university, emphasised that reading of the literature was a component of research. “research does not just have to be about making new advances; it could be about reading the literature and thinking of things in a new way” (UniT5, P2, L2-3).

This suggests that, for this individual, scholarship at least by the definition outlined in this theme, may play a role in the research process. Indeed this emphasis may reflect some of the difficulties associated for some, i.e., differentiating between research from

---

40 Added by author based on the actual question(s) used for that interview
scholarship. For some interviewees the distinction between research and scholarship is far from clear. A finding that supports some of the results from the web-based questionnaire and it also echoes some of the earlier studies whose findings are discussed in Chapter Two.

Interestingly, all of the interviewees felt that research in and on IS/IM should be more applied and practical in nature. This perhaps is not surprising given the technical origins of IS/IM. The view of research being reported is not dissimilar to Gibbon’s (1997) Mode Two Research, i.e., applied, undertaken in partnership with and for benefactors of research, i.e., business and commerce, rather than solely for students and the university sector. This is not to say that those interviewed did not see the place for Mode One research, i.e., more traditional type research, but, given the nature and essence of IS/IM, Mode Two research was perhaps seen as being more appropriate for the IS/IM profession.

All of the interviewees reported that such practical and applied research would be of greater relevance to students in their future careers as IS/IM practitioners, since such research would give them ‘real world’ insights. The vast majority of the interviewees (eleven of the twelve) expressed concern that current Mode One research tended to be more focused on rigour in research design rather than being relevant to the needs of students and to industry and other IT/IS/IM practitioners.

The strong opinion most interviewees expressed regarding the necessary emphasis on the “skills” element in IS/IM is particularly interesting, not least because this transcends the teaching-led and the research-led universities. It is perhaps not surprising to uncover such a view in the teaching-led university given the ex-polytechnic background of such universities in Scotland. Indeed, during their evolution, such polytechnics were charged with being closer to industry and commerce and the polytechnic structure of governance was modelled on the business corporation rather than the traditional university structure of senate.
It is harder perhaps to explain why those interviewees from the research-led universities also expressed similar views. It may reflect the recognised underlying need for IS/IM to retain its technical/skills origins in order for it to flourish and develop as a discipline irrespective of whatever is being undertaken in a research or a teaching-led university.

**Theme Three: Perceptions Surrounding Scholarship**

When all interviewees were asked to define scholarship, they found this difficult to do. This is in contrast to the relative ease they had in defining and discussing teaching and research. On further probing, eight of the twelve participants viewed scholarship in similar ways. The most common perception of scholarship was that scholarship was a “frame of mind” (UniT2,P3,L1) or an attitude that allowed someone to “be able to pull other areas together to make an appropriate solution and appreciate the wider diversity of what information systems can do” (UniT2,P3,L3-4).

A minority viewed scholarship as the end product of research and the accumulation of one’s experience and knowledge as illustrated by the following; “I see scholarship as the end result of research, like a published paper or a completed report or finishing a PhD” (UniR1,P3,L1-22).

The remaining four participants, tended to view scholarship as the foundation to the earlier stages of ‘doing’ research. This can be illustrated by the following; “scholarship is the foundation for research, as it allows one to be at the edge of knowledge in the discipline”, (UniT1,P2,L41-49). However, these four interviewees, like the eight whose responses are described above, also felt scholarship was connected to knowing one’s subject area in sufficient depth, which was not deemed to be the same as research.

When all the interviewees were asked why they found defining scholarship to be more problematic and complex than defining other elements of the nexus, the most common response was what that they had not really thought about what constituted scholarship
until the question was asked. This suggests two things: firstly that IS/IM staff perceive scholarship to be an academic behaviour rather than being seen as an academic function; secondly, as a group, they may not take time to reflect on teaching practice or see the need to do this.

**Theme Four: Perceptions Surrounding Consultancy**

When all interviewees were asked to define what they thought consultancy was, there was a universal agreement and acknowledgement that it related to income generation and knowledge transfer. Consultancy is achieved when an academic provides advice, guidance and solutions to businesses on problems that they face, by drawing upon their expertise, which is usually derived from research, for personal, or usually either for monetary gain or for their department and or their University. The following quotes illustrate this almost universal view:

“I see consultancy more as solving a problem using research to do it, but packaging the process in less academic terms and concentrating more on the product rather than the process of doing it” (UniT5, P2, L24-26).

“Basically, it is a way to bring money in” (UniR2, P6, L23).

Regardless of university type, or how they viewed teaching, or research or scholarship, or the level of the individual’s research activity, their view of consultancy remained the same. It appeared to be a concept that was virtually unanimous meaning attached to it.

Where deviation in and between the interviewee responses arose, was concerned with why and how academics engage in and with consultancy activities. Views from three academics from the research-led university, tended to report that consultancy, and its allied activities, allowed for inroads to be developed in order to allow academics to engage in more mainstream academic research work, i.e. to write up and publish the consultancy experience as a case study. An often-quoted reason for academics
undertaking consultancy was to gain good and appropriate access for research opportunities. This access to research opportunities is evident in the following quote:

“From our perspective consultancy allows us to do more research. [How?] It is the means to attend conferences, to travel, to get access, etc” (UniR2, P6, L23-24).

“Tend to see consultancy as being more applied and action centred in approach, this is more interesting to me. Gaining access and making sense of what is happening in a business or sector is more interesting than solving the problem for someone (UniR5P2, L30-31).

Three interviewees from the teaching focused university viewed consultancy as a way of ‘keeping in touch’ with their professional roots and backgrounds and it allowed them to see what was ‘going on’, which is similar to the minority view of scholarship discussed earlier. Interestingly, this ‘keeping in touch’ was perceived to give them status by the HE community, in their minds and perhaps by the students they teach.

All of the interviewees felt that engaging in consultancy activities would enhance teaching (and, by implication, student learning), but that a different set of skills was needed by the academic to bring this knowledge and experience back to the classroom. This can be illustrated by the following quotes:

“Well, the last one we went for us, it was on does Scotland get value for money from the Scottish Library. The experiences and the outputs feed directly into some of our teaching on the MSc” (UniR2, P6, L24-26).

“Bringing consultancy back to lecturing takes a more reflective approach on what was done, how it was done, and why it was done. However, I do not think that every piece of consultancy is a form of research. If you build a new IT system, then that is not research, I am more interested in research that looks at why things were done, not what was done” (UniR5P2, L31-43).

How knowledge and experience relating to consultancy activity informed teaching practice, was not evident from the question alone; subsequent interview questions were needed and employed to address this area. This issue is discussed in detail later on in this Chapter.
Theme Five: Nexes between Teaching, Research, Scholarship and Consultancy

For the purposes of presenting the interview results for this theme, the following diagram will be introduced and used to explore the variety of nexes that conceptually and practically may be perceived to exist between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy.

Key:
- Indicates an indirect or informal link
- Indicates a direct, formal link

Figure 4.11 - Perceptions of Nexus Relationships'

In Chapter One, the concept of a nexus was introduced as a link or a connection or the centre of 'something'. However, based on the results obtained from the majority of the interviewees, a nexus should be seen as an integrated human activity system\(^{41}\) whose essential properties arise from the relationships between its parts, as a system which places things together, from the Greek \textit{synhistanai}. When evaluating and discussing a nexus or nexes between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy, the difference between a link/connection and a relationship, as a system becomes important and significant when unpacking the nexus.

\(^{41}\) A human activity system is entitled a 'holon' (Checkland and Scholes, 1990). Since this research is focusing on the interactions between academic activity (of staff) and how this informs student teaching sessions, the terminology of a human activity system is maintained for clarity.
Figure 4.11 suggests that a link and or a relationship can occur between each element either both ways or one-way either formally or indirectly. Each interviewee had no problem with identifying each element in Figure 4.11 as being appropriate for academics to discuss and engage in and with in Scottish higher education. However, as discussed above in this Chapter, what each element constituted was subject to a number of differing perceptions.

Based on findings presented here, the term ‘a nexus’ is best explained by a metaphor, which was provided by one of the interviewee’s:

"A link is like the connection between cousins, there is a family connection, via other relatives, which people know and accept in society, but a relationship is more of an interconnection between both parties, who mutually benefit from the relationship, rather than just having a connection [meaning a link] because of custom, practice or law. So a nexus relationship is like a husband and wife team coming together, correlating, in the form of a marriage in an emotional and physical way, rather than in just a formal, mechanistic, legal way accepted by society" (UniR4).

Having explored the difference between a ‘link’ and a ‘relationship’, it is now necessary to determine if a perceived nexus existed. The majority (nine out of the twelve) of the interviewees expressed the view that there was a relationship between teaching, research and consultancy, but that the relationship was informal, like two separate agents cohabiting and correlating informally for common good and benefit. This point is further unpacked and discussed in Chapter Five.

Returning to Figure 4.11, each of the relationships will now be presented and discussed in turn.
During the interview analysis, it emerged that all interviewees reported that they perceived and the majority (nine out of the twelve) personally experienced, a relationship between teaching and research and that the relationship was one way, i.e., research informed teaching. However, the question of intensity, level and consistency emerged from the analysis, but is not pursued here.

Engaging in and with research appeared to inform teaching practices, but teaching engagements do not appear to inform research practices, based on this sample’s view. The vast majority of the interviewees (ten of the twelve) reported that research did play a significant role in ‘being a teacher’ and that it was the relationship that gave them the identity of being an academic. This can be illustrated via the following interview dialogue:

“To be a good teacher, you probably do not have to do research. Nevertheless, I think it helps if you do both [meaning teaching and research].

[Question - Why?]

Purely from a pragmatic point of view, you will not be promoted if you only do teaching and no research.

[Question - Is this a good or a bad?] 

It is a shame.

[Question – Why?] 

Some people are good teachers and enjoy teaching, but they have to do research to get promotion, as being good and enjoying teaching is not enough to get promoted especially here [a research led university]”. UniR3P3L18-23.

And,

“We should undertake research, as we will be learning more than just reporting what others have said. Also, why should students come here given the rise of
the internet and the digital economy and listen to us, rather than going to those who have actually done the research work" (UniR5).

In addition, one interviewee from the teaching-led university, who was research active, provided a clear synthesis of the views expressed by the research active staff interviewed from the teaching university:

"This [meaning research] is central to what you teach. Essentially you can’t teach, if you have not been involved yourself. If you don’t you will end up just talking out of textbooks about what others have said, but you will never really understanding why they say what they say” (UnitT3, P2, L2-8).

One interviewee, from a research-led university stated “teaching and research are what real academics do” (UniR4,P4,L6). When probed regarding what is a ‘real academic’, the following response was given, “it is somebody from a ‘real university’, where ‘real’ academics undertook research” (UniR4,P4,L8-9). This suggests that a sense of inferiority exists in the ‘new universities’, ex-polytechnics, with regards to research experience, and that there seems to be a reluctance to acknowledge that post 1992 universities have their own distinctive strengths, which may or may not include academic research.

When interviewees were asked to explain what components of their academic activities might inform their teaching practice, a range of answers emerged, some of which are illustrated below and reflect the variety of responses that were obtained:

“A variety of things. My own experiences, my own qualifications.” (UniR1, P2, L16).

“it comes more from my research activities, as I know what topics are useful to be covered for the students. I add in key topic areas that they need to be familiar with as the profession would find it strange that they have not been covered if they are in that profession” (UniR1,P2, L10-22).

“People here seem more obsessed with using their own research work in class, rather than other people’s, but we are getting closer to the RAE submission deadline, and it may be wise to kill two birds with one stone,” (UniR5)
“Also, by knowing who is doing what, [meaning research] it allows me to invite key experts in the field to come in and to talk to the students, which they [the students] like (UniR1, P2, L20-22).

“….. if someone came in to my office and saw me reading a book, I would feel I would have to hide and do some course administration or some marking, as I would feel guilty about not doing proper work…” (UniT2,P2,L10).

When individual research orientated participants during the interviews were probed to give ‘concrete’ examples of what informed their teaching practice, the majority of responses given tended to be clustered around the following areas:

- Own/personal journal papers (nine interviewees);
- Own/personal conference papers (nine interviewees);
- Reading lists (informed by bibliographies contained in journal papers) (three interviewees);

However, the three areas above are not all directly related to research, but two of them could be classified as being connected with and to scholarship (i.e., to know one’s subject area). Of course, scholarship is not an imperative condition for research, but it is a necessary pre-requisite, i.e., one criteria of ‘good’ research, which is grounded in knowledge and an understanding of what the ‘literature’ states.

The nine research active interviewees gave personal examples of how and when their research activity directly informed their teaching practice, the most often cited areas were; dissertation supervision or teaching a particular lecture on a topic that they have researched for a number of years. Interviewees, if they had published an academic journal paper(s) or presented a conference paper, cited a journal paper and / or a conference paper that they developed, which they had used to teach a particular aspect of a module/class. However, when all the interviewees were probed further concerning whether all elements of a module were serviced by a nexus, it emerged that research outputs tended, in their view, serviced small sections of teaching practice. For example it might be used to inform a module/unit/lecture/class; a little activity in a workshop; or a small example in a laboratory/practical class, and recently, in the developing area of problem based learning.
Support for this point, can be illustrated by the following narrative:

[Question - Does the link inform everything you teach or smaller parts?]

“Small parts of modules that I teach. Only little chunks. I think there is an element that students want to see you doing some research. One of the things I have seen is for students to search on tutor names in research index web sites to see what they have published.

[Question – Why?]

For reassurance, so that the staff know what they are talking about” (UniR2,P4,L18-23).

Another interviewee stated, “…. to date, my research has only really informed my teaching of one class last year” (UniR2,P4,L28).

When interviewees were asked how they knew a nexus had been achieved, they all reported that they were not sure if a nexus had been achieved, or indeed, whether the students had learnt anything from that event/session of teaching, which was informed or partly informed by either the process or product of research. One interviewee stated:

“Staff who do research and publish make the best lecturers, as they are up-to-date, passionate about their subject area and have fresh and exciting ideas which stimulates students in class. After all, who wants to be taught by someone who doesn’t actually do it and only tells you only what others do” (UniT4).

This interviewee seems to be reporting (which is widely reported in the literature) that it is not the precise substantive (content/subject-matter) that links teaching and research, but that researchers are passionate about what they research. It is this passion becomes infectious in their teaching as they use ‘street creditable examples’ of IS/IM research and practices to inform their teaching practice.

What did emerge from the results was that there might be a tendency for senior staff within the teaching-led university to concentrate institutional research support and
expectations on several key ‘prized’ staff to undertake highly rated research. By placing them in a ‘research silo’, which allows them to concentrate on ‘doing’ research and having no formal connection with and to other university activities, such as teaching or administration, this does question the need for a nexus between teaching and research in a teaching-led university. Conversely, senior staff within the research-led university, tended to support a wider range of staff to engage in highly rateable research, but that they were also expected to ‘use’ these engagements to inform other academic activities such as teaching. Interesting, in the teaching-led university, research supervision was seen as a teaching function, and in the research-led university, research supervision was seen as research and an activity undertaken by research active staff.

When interviewees were asked whether they thought that the nexus between teaching and research was a good or a bad thing, the vast majority perceived the nexus between teaching and research to be good. The following quote captures and illustrates the often-cited reasons given by ten of the twelve interviewees:

“As this link helps the students to get jobs. The link gives them an edge at job interview, as it gives them real life experience not just theory, also they know company names, that they can use, etc. it makes them appear real and worth employing” (UniT6).

In conclusion, a relationship exists between teaching and research and academic staff engaging in research engagements are informing that teaching practice, when they teach or are allowed to teach. However, no relationship was evident between research and teaching, as research did not appear to be informed by staff engaging in teaching.

Teaching ⇆ Scholarship

Based on the results from this research establishing and evaluating the nexus between teaching and scholarship, proved more difficult to evaluate. Given this, the concept of scholarship, was difficult to ‘pin down’ given the differing views and meanings attached to it.
When individual participants during the interviews were probed to give concrete examples of how their scholarly activities [meaning knowing ones subject area] informed their teaching practice, the majority of responses given tended to be clustered around the following areas:

- Students doing project work in the area (recycling the work in future classes) (two interviewees);
- Explanations of research work undertaken by others to students (process and product) (three interviewees);
- Other members in the department/division who had specific knowledge and expertise of particular topics relevant for and to the module being taught, being called upon to deliver that segment or a particular set of segments of a module (four interviewees).

What was evident in the results, was the fact that, at no time during the twelve interviews did any interviewee discuss or speculate as to the idea of teaching experience being used to inform their own personal scholarship of being a teacher, which supports the earlier points presented in the first half of this Chapter, with regards the Scholarship of Teaching. It appears from the interviewees that this issue does not feature when they think and talk about a nexus.

**Teaching  ←  Consultancy**

Consultancy, which has been under researched in earlier nexus studies, is perceived, based on the results here, based on the majority of the interviewees, to inform teaching practices.

However, given the small number in the interviewee sample, who reported to be actively engaged in consultancy activities, (five of the twelve, from both the teaching and research universities), attempting to draw conclusions regarding possible links and or relationships between teaching and consultancy, care has to be taken when interpreting the following. From the results, all interviews were able to give concrete,
insightful and definitive examples of when and how they perceived their consultancy activities informed their teaching practice. The most common ways in which consultancy activity and experience from undertaking consultancy informed teaching practice tended to take the form of personal (lived) case studies derived from personal experiences in consultancy. Nevertheless, these enriching experiences tended not to be formally written up, but were used as illustrations and anecdotes to explain and to a lesser extent entertain students in class, by giving a ‘real world’ perceptive on the material being presented in class, to help students to make and find interconnections between theory and practice in IS/IM.

Yet, what became apparent from the results was that teaching was perceived to be enhanced and supported by consultancy activities. Nevertheless, due to a lack of examples, it can be concluded that no perceived relationship or link between teaching informing consultancy practice was professed to exist.

Research —— Consultancy

Interviewees who performed consultancy activities (five of the twelve), perceived being research active as the cornerstone for being able to undertake consultancy activities outside of the academy. When asked why this was the case, the most often cited reason was that it was the research that the companies wanted to hear and to know about and that publishing gave them an external ‘persona’ of being perceived as a subject expert by their peers.

Accepting the relationship between research and consultancy for the moment, engaging in research to undertake consultancy was the type of activity that perhaps lent itself to more mode two views of research than traditional mode one research, which has traditionally been the focus of research to date, which is discussed in Chapter Two and above. This is particularly illustrated by the following quote:

"Research needs to take account of what is already there, but that real research is about creating something that is of industrial value. Industrial does not
mean commercial, but the creation of an artefact that is needed or wanted by someone else”. (UniT1,P2,L26-31).

Interestingly, like the results presented above in the web-based questionnaire data presentation section, interviewees who undertook consultancy activities suggested that undertaking and performing consultancy also allowed them to undertake academic research. This typically took the form of writing up the experiences in the form of a journal case study and or to have a relationship with a company, which could then be used to undertake academic research and, furthermore, the relationship appeared to be bidirectional, existing both ways with consultancy being enacted and enhanced research activities.

In summary there appeared a perception that a nexus between research and consultancy, both ways, was apparent and that this perceived nexus was a benefit to teaching and by extrapolation students learning and for the individual academic themselves, and as such it was seen as beneficial and harmonious relationship.

Research ↔ Scholarship

Given the discussion in Theme Three, which suggested that the most common perception of scholarship was that scholarship was a ‘frame of mind’ or an attitude that allows someone to relate areas of IS/IM together, this suggests that a nexus between research and scholarship may be possible. A minority viewed scholarship as the end product of research as illustrated by the following; “I see scholarship as the end result of research, like a published paper or a completed report or finishing a PhD” (UniR1,P3,L1-2). A further four interviewees perceived scholarship as the foundation of research, suggesting a nexus does exist between scholarship and research.

Given the results, relating to research and scholarship the perceived link between these to elements is inconclusive and at best speculative. What can be speculated is that a nexus was perceived to exist between scholarship and research, as knowing the area, helped the individual to spring into ‘doing’ research. However, this relationship
was perceived not to be a strong one and it only went one way, i.e., scholarship to research, not research to scholarship, which many of the interviewees found conceptually hard to reconcile. This finding does confirm findings presented and discussed in the literature, especially the work of Brew (1999, 2001).

Consultancy \rightarrow \text{Scholarship}

Of the relationships investigated, the consultancy/scholarship nexus, proved difficult to establish and to evaluate. No themes or trends have emerged from the data analysis. This is not surprising given that fact that the interviewees had difficulties when defining scholarship, as presented above.

Theme Six: Promoters and Inhibitors of a Nexus

During the interviews, all interviewees were asked if they thought a nexus existed. This was followed by a question, exploring issues, factors, in their view, influenced making the nexus stronger, and what factors and issues made the nexus weaker. This question was asked in an attempt to move interviewee responses from looking at the specific elements of the nexus, to looking at the nexus as a whole. Based on analysis of the interview transcripts, a number of specific areas emerged as to what factors appeared to inhibit and promote a nexus between one and more of the academic functions. These are presented below.

Inhibitors – We Can’t Do it all Well

Six out of the nine interview participants (research-focused staff, from both the teaching and research-led universities) reported that, if they were engaged in both teaching and research to the same level, then the pressures of undertaking both activities in normal day-to-day practice would be difficult to achieve. Indeed attempting to integrate both teaching and research would just add more work for no real benefit to them. They suggested that the pressures of undertaking both activities well, precluded the use of one activity to inform the other, given the limited resource
of time they had. Indeed, it was mooted by two of the interviewees, that spending time on both activities [teaching and research] would, in fact, “dilute the other activity” (UniT1,P3,L5). Six of the interviewees also suggested that, in situations where either teaching or research activity predominated, the possibility that the nexus might play a role would discourage them from promoting or strengthening the relationship, as they would be ‘too busy’ doing each activity to be ‘bothered’ with seeing if a nexus emerged or not. Finally, supporting an earlier statement, when asked what activity they would be inclined to reduce or remove from their own activity, the answer was universally given as teaching, as research was seen as being more essential for them to do for their careers. None of the interviewees raised concerns regarding time/activity conflicts involving the other elements i.e., scholarship and consultancy.

**Inhibitors – What is Perceived to be Important**

All twelve interviewees indicated that their host university had a promotion strategy for staff, which encouraged staff to excel in two out of the following three categories: teaching, research (which included income generation in the teaching-focused university) and programme administration. Even so, staff felt that excellence in research was deemed superior to that of the other categories. Indeed, one lecturer from the research-led university reported, “the only way I will get an SL post is to do more research” (UniT6).

The interviewees did not mention the idea or concept of a nexus or indeed scholarship itself for that matter, as a component of their internal promotion strategies. The academic areas referred to, tended to hone in on specific activities and candidates were expected to achieve excellence (as defined by the university, in at least two areas) namely, research, teaching, knowledge transfer, management and outreach.

Attempting to excel in teaching on its own was not deemed important by the majority of the interviewees as the sole basis for an application for promotion. Therefore, promoting or encouraging any form of integrations or interconnections between the
major functions of IS/IM academics’ work was deemed to have a low priority, as it
did not feature in any institutional policies. However, the lack of reference to the
nexus here may be due to an omission either intentionally or unintentionally by each
institution, concerning their internal promotional systems.

**Inhibitors – Other Institutional Policies**

All of the interviewees were asked about their own institutional policies with respect
to learning and teaching; research; and consultancy/knowledge transfer (previously
called income generation). It emerged that the majority of interviewees broadly
acknowledged that their institution had all three polices or strategies.

Neither the teaching nor the research-focused university had a strategy or a policy
document that integrated or attempted to integrate academic areas together; nor did
they have a separate academic scholarship or scholarly development strategy.
However, the interviewees reported that the concept or, at least the idea of scholarship
and scholarly activity, was implied in the learning and teaching strategy and the
research strategy, but in what form, nature and type of scholarship that was expected
or encouraged, was never explained, discussed, debated or made fully explicit.

Taking the lack of policy direction and strategic intent within their respective
university’s, the majority (nine of the twelve) academic staff interviewed suggested
that no information, material or guidance was offered by their institutional policy
documents on how to perceive the nexus or indeed how to develop or enhance a nexus
between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy. Indeed, the nine
interviewees (who had claimed to have read their institutional policies/strategies)
reported that what was contained and stipulated in the policy documents might in fact
be detrimental and potentially harmful to a nexus. The main areas that caused concern
were modularisation, the obsession certain quality assurance systems have in forcing
academic teaching staff to prove learning outcome had been met by students during
their modules and the increase in academic administration.

42 Much of this material was analysed post interview, via policy document analysis, available around
the time of the interviews.
Promoters of a Nexus between Teaching, Research, Scholarship and Consultancy

In contrast to the inhibiting factors noted above, nine of the twelve interviewees felt that their institution would be receptive to creating and managing a nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy. Just under half of the interviewees (five of the twelve) suggested a nexus between academic activities could be achieved via redesigning the curricula, changing assessment strategies and modifying learning and teaching strategies, a move similar to that advocated by Jenkins (1999) and Jenkins et al (2002); Jenkins and Zetter (2003); Jenkins (2005) and HEA (2005).

Indeed, five interviewees reported that there was an apparent academic emtpiness with regards professional practice, as one interviewee stated there was a “movement away from what some people consider the enjoyable part of the job, i.e., teaching, to other areas, such as research” (UniR1.L3.P4-5). As such, trying to integrate research into teaching practice, or consultancy activities to inform teaching practice, would be counter-productive, as research was perceived to be more important and there was an implied assumption that teaching, especially developing teaching practice would suffer or be cut back to fulfil research obligations and/or desires. When this line of enquiry was pursued, just over half (seven of the twelve) of the interviewees’ thought that the shift towards publish or perish was wrong.

When asked what activities would promote a stronger nexus, there was an agreed consensus that the activities listed below would promote a nexus between academic activities. However, none of the suggested areas (given below) was policy driven or policy constructed as most, if not all, can be arguably considered to be focused at the individual practitioner level. The areas suggested promoting a nexus included:

- To create systems and procedures to encourage the interaction between staff and students, and between staff and staff, with regards knowledge creation and learning the essence of knowledge;
To be empowered and trusted to be able to respond to the needs of the learners not the needs of the institution or government agencies, i.e., being allowed to teach and add material that is not prescribed in module descriptors and validation/approval documents.

Theme Seven: The Disciplinary influence on the Nexus

Based on the results from the twelve interviews, IS/IM was not seen so much as a discipline in its own right, but more as a trans-disciplinary area of engagement being a "collection of a mismatch of ideas, areas and concepts" (UniR5). IS/IM was considered to be more of a profession and an emerging discipline rather than a traditional academic discipline in keeping with the definitions provided by the work of Becher and Trowler, (2001). Indeed, a large segment (eight out of twelve) of the interview participants reported that IS/IM was still trying to establish itself as an orthodox academic area.

A third of the interviewees reported that IS/IM academic staff should report on and keep up-to-date with what other researchers from other universities and agencies have found regarding the changes and developments in IS/IM. This suggests that the discipline does influence how the nexus is perceived and enacted by members of the discipline.

This research introduces the concept of an emerging discipline and that the profession orientation does influence the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy, but that this effect is more a question of intensity, coverage, rather than a blanket universal disciplinary view offered by Robertson and Bond (2001) in their nexus work.
Selective Theme: The Perceived Nexus as a Process

Unpacking the selective key theme, which emerged during this study, in its basic from, is an alternative way to conceptualise the event of a nexus.

The following quotes are illustrative of what emerged from this research from IS/IM practitioners:

“The best things to teach are the things you have actually done, as you can use the experience to help the students to understand. If you have only read about it, it is more difficult to give it the same passion and insight, than if you had actually researched it. If you are honest about your own research, it helps to animate the subject. …… Students don’t just want to here about the theory they want to here about how it actually is in real life.” (UniR2,P3,L24-39).

[Question - If a link between teaching and research exists, is it more of an entity or a process?]

“I would say it is probably more of a process. Because, you really have to see the links yourself. If you are smart, you will make your research fit with your teaching. It is more were you put a process in place, which makes the material you are researching relevant to what you teach. That may be cheating in a way, but I do not think it is, given the demands on time. If it is relevant then it is relevant, it is all about turning things around and getting a fit were possible”.

(UniR5,P6,L13-20).

[Question - Probe - how would it improve/inform teaching?]

“By doing more research and getting a stronger link, it would not necessary improve teaching, as simply standing in front of a class saying this is my latest paper, would not improve anything. It is more a question of fitting the experiences of doing the research and sharing what was found out. This would help the students find interconnections themselves. Also, in class it is the impromptu one off, unplanned sessions that students see to like and appear to benefit from [Why?] …………… Because they are able to relate to my mistakes and reasons for doing things.” (UniT3P6L19-2).

Although, the quotes indicate that the perceived nexus is thought of as a process, rather than a substantive ‘thing’ (which is discussed the next Chapter) they do not explain how the outputs from academics engaging in other academic studies are operationalised in practice in a class. It is this separation, which may have caused...
both qualitative and quantitative studies in this area to be at loggerheads as each have focused on the what not the how. This selective theme has attempted to propose that a move towards a process, emergent, complexity type view in the form a complex adaptive system is needed and that the actual process is more significant than the outcomes or the actual artefacts, i.e., it address both the what and the how. This idea is developed in Chapter Five and in Chapter Six.

**Summary of Key Findings from the Interviews**

The second part of this chapter has attempted to explore the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy, by using semi structured interviews with IS/IM academic staff, who teach on post-graduate level, IS/IM programmes of study, from a teaching and a research-led university, in Scotland.

The majority of the interviewees tended to see the function of teaching as helping students to find and make interconnections between areas of the curricula themselves. This attitude was stronger in those staff reporting to be research active, regardless of institutional type. All interviewees reported that teaching practice was informed by research, but that to be a good teacher; one did not have to engage in research. All interviewees reported that IS/IM academics should teach, and this was perceived as being central to their function of being an academic.

The majority of the interviewees perceived research as being concerned with discovery and the creation of knowledge. All of the interviewees reported that IS/IM research activity should be focused and firmly rooted in Mode Two engagement, i.e., practical trans-disciplinary and practitioner focused and valued.

All of the interviewees found defining, discussion and relating to the concept of scholarship difficult. The most common view of scholarship was that it was a state of mind and an attitude towards being perceived by one's peers as being as an academic, via recognition and acknowledgment of one's work and service to the IS/IM community, i.e., of being regarded as a scholar, and an academic.
The concept of consultancy was almost universally acknowledged and accepted as being connected with income generation and knowledge transfer in IS/IM. Only a minority of interviewees reported that they engaged in this activity. What happens to the profit of performing the consultancy service is where the biggest deviation in the interviewees’ responses occurred. Some used the profit element of consultancy for personal gain, or for their university’s gain, where the money could be used for any purpose whatsoever. Those staff who reported themselves as being research active tended to use profits to support and fund their research activities.

It can be seen that a perceived relationship/nexus can exist in both directions between each element and other elements within the web of teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy. However, in reality, mutually inter-connectedness view did not appear to exist in all possible instances. Based on the evidence from this work, the majority of the interviewees all perceived a relationship to exist between teaching and research. However, the relationship was perceived to be in one direction only, i.e., research informing teaching practice and not the other way around. There was some confusion as to what constituted research examples, as some of the examples could be classified as examples of scholarship rather than research, if the web-based questionnaire definition is used. Results establishing and evaluating the nexus between teaching and scholarship, proved more difficult to evaluate perhaps reflecting the difficulties and the complexity of defining and, to a lesser extent, enacting scholarship.

All interviewees, regardless of whether they undertook consultancy themselves, believed that a nexus between teaching and consultancy existed. However, what became apparent was that teaching was not perceived to enhance or support consultancy activities.

Interestingly, the perceived nexus between research and consultancy appeared to exist both ways with research playing a role in consultancy activity and vice a versa.
Determining whether a nexus was perceived to exist between research and scholarship was difficult to state, given the fact that interviewees found it hard to separate these into elements. What can be suggested is that there is a link between scholarship to research, as a minority of interviewees reported that engaging in scholarship was a prerequisite of and for doing research, as knowing what was going on in the area was beneficial for doing good research. However, no link, relationship, or influence appeared to exist from research and scholarship, or from scholarship to research, or an influence of research on scholarship, or scholarship as an influence on research.

When looking at what factors were perceived to promote or hinder a nexus a number of variables were found to inhibit and promote a nexus (in its widest sense). The most significant inhibitor reported by interviewees was that they could not become an expert or devote the same amount of time to each of the four major functions of being an academic. Rather the interviewees felt that their respective institutions tended to promote and reward excellence in research, rather than any other of the main academic functions, i.e., teaching, consultancy or scholarship.

Concerning promoters of the perceived nexus, the majority of interviewees felt that their respective institutions would be open and willing to encourage staff and to develop systems, procedures and protocols to promote a nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy. The suggested areas where all connected with encouraging interactions between staff and students and students and students.

Finally, the term ‘a nexus’ for this study was perceived to be a relationship, not a link or a connection, between the elements of teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy. As such the perception of a nexus was conceptualised as an integrated ‘whole’ whose essential properties arise from the relationships between its parts from the Greek synonym, meaning ‘to place together’.
Chapter Five
Discussion

"The more original a discovery, the more obvious it seems afterwards".

Arthur Koestler (1905-1983)

Introduction

The work presented in this thesis has attempted to explore the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy in the context of what informs academic teaching practices and how the nexus is operationalised for that practice. In the discussion that follows, specific areas of the findings presented in Chapter Four will be discussed in the context of the literature pertaining to the nexus.

Much of the literature to date has focused on the nexuses that may exist between teaching and research and teaching and scholarship. The work presented in this thesis has attempted to further clarify these nexus debates, and, in addition, introduces new elements which may be of relevance to the nexus in the context of post-graduate teaching of IS/IM. Specifically, this work explores the contribution of the area of academic consultancy to the nexus debate and the impact of and emerging academic discipline has on the nexus. Finally, an alternative, theory that is grounded, is presented which offers an alternative way of conceptualising the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy concerning academic activity informing teaching practices.

It is important to highlight at this stage, that a note of caution is needed, since the discussion presented here does assume that IS/IM academic staff are free agents to encourage a nexus between the elements of teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy to emerge. However, in everyday teaching practices, IS/IM academic staff are, on the whole, not ‘free agents’, rather they are constrained by particular quality assurance and enhancement regimes, modularisation and particular resource funding formulas, all of which are perceived by practitioners involved in this research as having a negative effect on their teaching practices and what actually informs their teaching practices.
A Nexus between Teaching and Research

As introduced and discussed in Chapter Two, it is evident that the vast majority of the literature to date has focused on a possible nexus between teaching and research. As was established in Chapter Two, most of the quantitative studies, which have investigated the nexus between teaching and research, have failed to demonstrate with evidence or have demonstrated a ‘weak’ link or relationship between teaching and research. Conversely, the majority of the qualitative studies on the nexus between teaching and research, such as those of Neumann, (1992; 1993); Rowland, (2000) Jenkins (2005), suggest that a nexus between teaching and research does exist or is perceived to exist by academics.

This research has attempted to readdress several of these issues as follows:

- by engaging with academics in one emerging discipline to ensure depth and an understanding of the customs and practices that exist in terms of teaching and research;
- by obtaining a well balanced mix of qualitative and quantitative data from academic teachers and research practitioners including those who claim to engage in both teaching and research;
- by analysing the data using a combination of qualitative and quantitative means;
- by using a range and different types of research output to review academic activity, rather than just academic journal papers.

In the present study, one of the first areas to be addressed was the issue of definition, and, specifically defining the core elements constituting the nexus between teaching and research, since it was considered to have been taken for granted that the definitions and the nature of the elements of teaching and research are well established. In fact, when questioning participants’ views of teaching and research, both in the form of the web-based questionnaire and the interviews, an interesting pattern emerged. Whilst nearly all participants in the study held similar views with
regards the definition and nature of research, significant disparity existed when they
were asked to define teaching, reinforcing the notion that teaching may be a complex
area of study.

Perhaps not surprisingly, this study’s results suggest that teaching practice is shaped
and is influenced by what the teacher is teaching (mainly theoretical areas of IS/IM),
to whom (a split between postgraduate and undergraduate students), and that the
teaching practices are set within the IS/IM community of practice boundaries, agreed
subject areas and teaching protocols. However, certain deviations from the basic
essence of teaching emerged. Interestingly, in this regard is the finding that disparity
in the definition of teaching existed depending on whether or not a practitioner
declared himself or herself to be research active. An area most enlightened by the
results obtained from the semi-structured interviews, it became apparent that those
practitioners who were research active held a wider ‘open systems’ view, similar to
the student centred learning view of teaching (Trigwell and Prosser, 1996) discussed
in Chapter Two. These research orientated participants suggested that teaching was
more than just didactic lecturing, and that teaching was concerned with supporting and
facilitating students learning. This included activities such as the management and
planning of student independent learning, the development of blackboard web sites to
support student learning, and in developing interactive handouts, etc. These views
were not expressed by those who declared themselves to be non-research active. It
was of particular interest to note that the declaration of research activity had more
influence on the definition and/or view of teaching than the institutional type *per se*
i.e. research active individuals residing in the teaching-led university held similar
views to colleagues who resided in the research-led university. This finding further
highlights the importance of unpacking the definition of teaching in the context of the
study’s participants prior to exploring the nexus between teaching and research.

Most participants felt that the nexus between teaching and research legitimised their
roles as academics within the academy, supporting the claims made by Ramsden and
Moses (1992). This perception was held irrespective of what they considered
themselves to be i.e. primarily as researchers or primarily as teachers. Furthermore,
where academics considered themselves to have mixed roles, this perception was retained irrespective of the amount of time spent on either function.

Based on those surveyed, research was considered fundamental to one’s role as an academic and to be an academic, even if the individual did not consider himself or herself to be particularly research active. It was certainly evident from the study’s findings that research was important at several levels. In particular, it was generally accepted that universities tended to operate a promotion strategy, which encouraged staff to excel in two out of three categories, namely teaching, research (which includes income generation) and programme administration but that staff perceived excellence in research to be considered to be “valued much more highly” than that of the other categories.

Indeed, the view that research was valued much more highly than other academic functions was perceived to come from and exist at all levels within the institutional hierarchy. None of the participants held the view that a nexus between teaching and research was promoted or encouraged, rather they felt that their institutions concentrated on the elements as two separate activities of academic engagement. The research active staff seemed to have both research and teaching on their agendas based on the time allocated to each, yet the non-researchers, or the predominately-teaching only staff, only had teaching on their agenda. Furthermore, although teaching was undertaken by these teaching only staff, little emphasis was placed on reflection and enhancing teaching practice, which is one view of scholarship put forward in Chapter Two. It is therefore perhaps not surprising that, regardless of the institutional context, these two groups (i.e. research/teaching versus teaching only) seemed to be concentrating on differing agendas.

The results from the present work have also highlighted the fact that although the participants unanimously agreed that a nexus was perceived to exist, how they viewed the nexus varied depending on their individual perceptions of teaching and their own belief systems. In practice, teaching was informed by research when it was deemed appropriate and relevant by the practitioner. Indeed, the results presented in Chapter
Four would suggest that a nexus between teaching and research was perceived to exist, but that this might only occur for small elements of a module/unit in a programme of study. Such occurrences were spontaneous rather than planned for and the opportunities for such engagements tended to be driven by the staff-student interaction as much as by the relevance of the research experience and/or content.

From the data in this research, experience of undertaking research was likely to inform teaching. This view suggests that staff do not necessarily follow a predefined formula to create a nexus between teaching and research, but that the nexus between teaching and research may be more informal\(^4\). As it just emerges when the occasion and the interaction between staff and students allows it to happen, i.e., that the students are receptive and that they can make interconnections with their own knowledge and or experiences of a particular topic and that the staff members experience and knowledge support the particular teaching event or occasion in situ.

Appreciation that the perceived existence of a nexus between teaching and research may be informal, suggests why it is difficult to measure ‘the nexus’. That it is dependent on individual perceptions which may explain why the predominantly quantitative orientated studies such as those undertaken by Hattie and Marsh (2004; 1996; Marsh and Hattie, 2002) cannot provide absolute ‘proof’ one-way or the other and to the existence of a nexus or not. Indeed these studies may have measured some occurrences of the informality of the nexus emerging, some of the time not all of the time.

In this regard, certain reports are of particular interest. Jenkins (2000; 2005) and Jenkins et al (2002; 2003) have been longstanding campaigners for the existence of a formal nexus between teaching and research. This formality, to them, suggests that the nexus between teaching and research can be planned for and manufactured.

\(^4\) Informal is defined here, as just emerging when the interaction between staff and students, the material and the experiences of all collide, rather than the staff member planning a nexus to happening at a predefined time, in a lesson plan, using a particular journal paper or specific research experience.
The use of journal papers and book chapters as the sole measures or markers of research activity, however, may not be appropriate when exploring the nexus between teaching and research. Indeed, in using both qualitative and quantitative techniques in the work presented in this thesis, it has been evident that journal outputs only represent one of the many forms of research activity. It would appear that these less conventional forms of research activity might be as important in informing teaching practice as the more orthodox research outputs. Examples of these less orthodox forms of research activity might include reviewing funding proposals, giving keynote addresses at conferences and teaching company schemes (now referred to as knowledge transfer partnerships). These less conventional forms of research activity will clearly not be fully encompassed by the formal measures of research activity such as submissions for the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE), as the RAE classify many of these as ‘esteem indicators’ for RAE2008, but they did not play such a significant prominence in previous research assessment exercises. Furthermore, this ‘hidden’ research activity, in turn, based on the evidence presented in Chapter Four, is used to inform teaching practice in the day-to-day teaching of IS/IM students.

Indeed, acknowledgement of the existence of this ‘hidden’ research activity may also go some way to explaining why more participants claimed to be research active than might have been anticipated had the RAE been used as the sole marker of research activity. Indeed, it is well established that the RAE itself only measures a particular type of research (Drennan and Beck, 2001), predominantly Mode One, rather than encompassing all forms of research output and activity. Based on RAE criteria alone, the findings from this study would significantly underestimate the amount of research activity being undertaken by UK IS/IM academics. It is also important to note at this stage in the discussion that the nature of the area of study may also be relevant here. IS/IM, as highlighted in Chapter One and Chapter Four, is not typical of a traditional academic discipline. As such, therefore, it is perhaps not surprising that conventional measures of research output such as the RAE may not be truly reflective even when journal papers are used as markers of activity.
From the results presented in Chapter Four it might then be anticipated that, in order to understand fully a nexus, then measures are needed to identify, measure and evaluate the actual process and interactions of doing the research and the experiences obtained by academics rather than just measuring the actual output, to inform teaching practices. Hence, the informality of the nexus introduced above.

At the obvious risk of speculating on what the data is saying, it does appear to the researcher, that whatever forms research activity take, a degree of sophistication and output may be needed before academics can share their knowledge and experiences gained from engaging in the act of research. In other words, it could be suggested that it is only when this experience is gained that the process can be shared as part of a wider student learning experience with both students and staff engaging in research in achieving a nexus between teaching and research.

**Teaching and Scholarship in the Nexus Debate**

The results presented in Chapter Four are somewhat conflicting concerning scholarship and there appeared to be two main schools of thought in operation. One group appeared to express the view that scholarship was essentially the same as was a major component of ‘doing’ research. This would support the view that scholarship is, indeed, an early part of the process of research, but that the separation between these two elements is marginal, which is contrary to the research of others such as Boyer (1990) discussed in Chapter Two.

In contrast, a second group expressed the view that scholarship was a product of being an academic, part of this including research, and that scholarship reflected a culmination of all academic activities. For this group, scholarship seemed to play a significant part in the research process, and it was the unique activity of being an academic, rather than directly informing teaching, research or other academic activities. This school of thought suggested that research should be expanded to include being a scholar as the end point of the research process, rather than being at the start of the research process. To some extent, this finding contradicts the work of
Elton (1992) and Brew (2001), but it does support the view offered by Pulsen (2001), i.e., the Scholarship of Service and Citizenship, discussed in Chapter Two. It is, however, important to note that, although the work explored the inter-relations between scholarship, research, teaching and consultancy, it did not seek to explore specifically what it means to be a scholar and how this related to being an academic. It may then represent another dimension in the nexus debate, which has not been fully explored in this work.

Interestingly, irrespective of which group a surveyed participant fell into, both groups felt that there was a nexus between teaching and scholarship although the precise nature of this remains messy. Indeed, how scholarship manifests itself into learning and teaching is still unclear from the results presented here since evidence supporting a direct link between scholarship and learning such as that offered by Elton and Brew failed to emerge from the data.

However, seeing Scholarship as the ‘end point’ or ‘product’ or ‘the glue’ of being an academic does signal and support what other contemporary authors on scholarship may be hinting at with regards to the Scholarship of Teaching. Authors such as Andresen (2000) and Kreber (2005; 2006) suggest that one way of understanding scholarship is to conceptualise it as an activity of professional academic practice, not solely about teaching or research. Scholarship may be the manifestation of academics thinking and reflecting on their professional practice, rather than being something that is part of teaching or research.

It is interesting, however, that the participants in this study do not value highly IS/IM academics solely excelling in the practice of teaching i.e. knowing how to teach, but they do value greatly knowing the content of what to teach. Indeed, being or trying to be a ‘good’ or ‘better’ teacher was not deemed as important as being a scholar. Even if an IS/IM academic reported the need or the desire to work towards achieving a nexus between teaching and scholarship, old habits, and current pressures on research and academic administration tended to override good intentions.
However, this study’s results also introduce another dimension which further contradicts the work of Boyer, Brew, and partly Kreber, namely that scholarship was, and is, a state of mind, rather than actions of professional practice, i.e., undertaking teaching reflection, etc, and, indeed, scholarship represented the end point of being engaged in research and being acknowledged as being a scholar or an eminent researcher in the area of IS/IM. One interviewee provided a good summary of scholarship that captured the views of this community of practice concept (Lave and Wenger, 1991) of Scholarship:

“I see [academic scholarship] as acceptance as an expert in the area by my peers and industry. …… [This is achieved] from doing a good number of papers and people acknowledging you as being an expert in that area. So I suppose I see it more as gaining expertise in an area, than anything else.” (UniR1.L3,P6-9).

The Contribution of Consultancy to the Nexus Debate

The results presented in Chapter Four support the idea that as far as this sample of IS/IM academics was concerned that the activity of consultancy was perceived to exist and indeed did inform teaching and research practice. The results suggest that, the relationship is more informal and an almost opportunistic engagement in class rather than following any deliberate plan, intention or policy. In contrast, however, the relationship between consultancy and research, is more formal and deliberate, with the areas being researched feeding directly into the primary areas of consultancy activity. The areas of research interest and the areas in which the academics consult appear to be very similar.

Although all of the participants recognised a nexus between consultancy and teaching and consultancy and research, the appreciation of these associations varied depending on the type of university the participant resided in and their primary activities. In general, staff within the research-led university sampled appeared to appreciate a stronger association between research and consultancy, compared to the relationship between teaching and consultancy. However, staff from a teaching-focused university tended to see a greater association between teaching and consultancy, compared to
that between research and consultancy. This perhaps reflects the broader primary emphasis on teaching in these institutions. It might be anticipated that this situation is particularly likely to be found in a discipline like IS/IM where its origins are traditionally and firmly rooted in the applied, vocational and industry based sectors.

**Influence of the Discipline on the Nexus between Teaching, Research, Scholarship and Consultancy**

As discussed earlier in Chapter Two, the majority of teaching and research is performed by academics grounded in their cognate discipline area, therefore, the role and significance of the actual academic discipline becomes a critical factor when exploring the nexus. What is apparent was that IS/IM was perceived to be an academic discipline, but still developing, by IS/IM staff surveyed. The results tend to suggest that IS/M is perhaps, more than most subjects, was perceived to suffer from commercial and professional practice being seen as ahead of academic theory. This research suggests that when looking at developing or emerging disciplines such as IS/IM, the issue of a task orientation (of doing the job, rather than reflecting on practice) also influences the nexus, which has not been explored to date and is worthy of future research.

The view of what constitutes disciplinary knowledge does imply that academics in this study will use what academic tools and academic artefacts that work for them to help students find interconnections and create knowledge themselves, all within the ethos of working closely with industry and commerce, which again suggests a particular view of knowledge exists by them in IS/IM. Indeed this suggests that there is no clear difference between knowledge and epistemology and that one cannot separate discipline thinking and approaches for department’s way of teaching, especially when colleagues perceive themselves as being research active. Being an academic and being an IS/IM academic are so intertwined that it does seem to affect the nexus and how a nexus is conceptualised and enacted. Therefore, it can be concluded from the findings that the discipline did seem to impact on the nexus, and it was perceived to
create a ‘disciplinary version of the nexus’ and there may exist some tensions and concerns with the practice of a discipline and a discipline of practice.

A Process View of the Nexus: a New Way of Thinking

This research has indicated how teaching practice is perceived to be informed via academics engaging in other academic activities, it also introduces in addition to the ‘what’ informs academic practice, the issue of ‘how’ the nexus between the various academic activities, informs teaching practice in the actual classroom. As seen in Chapter Four, participants interviewed, perceived the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy, not as substantive entity, but as a process.

The often-portrayed classical substantive (Rescher, 1995, 2001) view of the nexus dominates in the literature, is demonstrated in Chapter Two, (mainly by the quantitative studies) and can be summarised and explained by focusing on the actual product(s) of the academic activity; the desire to establish and measure the stability of these products; and finally that each product can used in a predictive way, following some sort of predetermined formula (Jenkins et al, 2003; and Jenkins 2005). This substantive view suggests when academics make gestures towards the nexus, using a journal paper, to teach a particular subject, and then they assume that they can control and predict the impact and the effect of using that particular journal paper on the nexus and on students learning and their teaching.

Based on the responses mainly from the twelve staff interviewed, presented in Chapter Four, the nexus was perceived to be a process. A process view (Rescher, 1995, 2001) suggests that an event, which maybe called a nexus in class, is concerned with the experiences gained by staff and or students engaging in one or more of the academic activities (research, scholarship and consultancy) collectively. Indeed, each teaching episode in class can not be absolutely planned for as it will be in a continual state of flux and will always have an element of unpredictability to it. This point is further discussed in Chapter Six.
This research suggests that a nexus should be conceptualised as a process, and this can be best be explained via an analogy, namely, the academics ability to operate in unstructured play, (i.e., not following a pre-set game plan). Taking opportunities as and when they arise and being able to see them happen and to know almost instinctively what to do and do it, in class, given the topic area and the experiences and knowledge of the staff and the students involved, rather then following a prepared plan. Thus, staff need to engage in the elements of teaching, scholarship, research and consultancy, but the specific mix and degree of each is determined by them, what they teach, to who and why, but the actual nexus, is their ability to teach and operate in unstructured teaching scenarios. It is the actual interactions, connectivity and networks between teaching, research, and consultancy, which are at the core and essence of a nexus not the end result of a nexus.
Chapter Six

Implications and recommendations, personal reflections on the research design and a suggested way of thinking about the concept of a nexus

Introduction

Given the work presented in this thesis, a number of issues are worthy of further comment and discussion and it is these issues that form the basis of this chapter. Firstly, this research has the potential to inform future IS/IM academic teaching practice(s) and it offers a number of implications and recommendations for the individual within the IS/IM community of practice. These implications and recommendations are considered in the first part of this chapter. The section which follows, highlights several possible areas of further research that may be fruitful when further exploring the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy. As part of these potential research avenues, a personal reflection on the methodology adopted by this work is also offered to assist the work of future researchers. Finally, some concluding remarks are offered as ‘food for thought’, in order to suggest a possible, yet fruitful, way to re-conceptualise the concept of a nexus. The last section of this chapter presents a final overview of the key contributions this research makes to the existing body of knowledge on the nexus debate.

Implications for the Day-to-Day Professional Practice of UK IS/IM Academics

The work presented in this thesis has suggested that a nexus was perceived to exist between certain academic activities and that this perceived nexus did inform teaching practice. Teaching was believed to be informed by the process and outputs of academics engaging in research and consultancy, but research and consultancy practices were not informed by the act of teaching. In addition, a nexus between research and consultancy was perceived to exist and this relationship was bidirectional in that research was perceived to inform consultancy and consultancy was perceived to inform research. Given these and other findings presented in Chapter Four, together with elements discussed in Chapter Five, these findings may have
implications for the day-to-day professional practice of some UK IS/IM academics, the academy and the emerging discipline of IS/IM.

One implication from these findings relates to the classroom teaching of IS/IM in the UK. Many believed and, indeed, reported that a nexus, especially between teaching and research, teaching and consultancy, and research and consultancy was a positive relationship and a ‘good thing’ to have in the University and for academics to engage with and in and for students to learn in the domain of IS/IM. Indeed, many suggested that it was the nexus, and in particular, the nexus between teaching and research, that made an academic an academic and the academy the academy. Developing this point further, many of those surveyed felt that nexes between teaching and consultancy, and consultancy and research, are what make an IS/IM academic a ‘good’ IS/IM academic.

The natural extrapolation of this would be that for those wishing to enhance and/or change their individual teaching practice(s), to encourage the emergence of a nexus or a set of nexes, then it would be necessary to raise their awareness and knowledge of the components of a nexus. As part of this process, particular attention would need to be paid to how the academic activities of research and consultancy inform teaching practice.

IS/IM academics should not try to control and ‘over plan’ for a nexus to emerge, as discussed in Chapter Five, but instead they should encourage themselves to engage with students in dialogue regarding the topic area and to use everybody’s experiences of IS/IM to support learning in themselves and within the class group. This recommendation is similar to the spirit of the influential44 Royal Society of Arts, Opening Minds Project (1999, 2003), which suggests that learning should be thought of as a family of learning competences, all intertwined. However, the actual nature and precision of the family of practice that constitutes learning still needs to be developed. Indeed, the family of objects notion does suggest that a new way of

44 As it offers a contemporary and radically different view of learning and teaching to the orthodox view portrayed in the learning and teaching literature.
conceptualising the nexus may be needed, which is further explored later on in this chapter and, indeed, may in turn call for different forms of teaching in the classroom.

It is further advised, when seeking to create a nexus in class IS/IM academics should not focus solely on the actual products of academic processes, i.e., a particular journal paper, and/or a consultancy experience. Rather, they should find ways to help students to make interconnections themselves, by giving students an insiders view of the process of research and or consultancy in the domain of IS/IM.

Irrespective of whether an academic wishes to take steps to encourage a nexus to occur, the notion of being perceived by one’s peers, as being a ‘good’ or ‘better’ teacher is dependant on whether or not one engages in research and/or consultancy. Given that IS/IM is an emerging academic discipline then these perceived value adding activities continue to suggest that both practice (consultancy work), theoretical (research) work and practical skills are valued by the IS/IM community. It is these skills together, rather teaching or research alone, which are needed in order to be seen as a scholar of IS/IM. This particular set of skills is valued in IS/IM perhaps more than in other disciplines.

Given the ‘mixed’ academic function (teaching, research and consultancy), it does suggest that IS/IM academic teachers may need to develop additional and alternative methods of teaching rather than continuing the traditional lecture, seminar and computer laboratory formula of teaching prevalent in IS/IM. This newer approach, for an emerging discipline such as IS/IM, may help to bring the elements of teaching, research and consultancy in meaningful ways to help students to learn. Some possible methods of enhancing teaching practice, if one is primarily research active and/or consultancy active, might be more active and intensive forms of learning and teaching such as scenario and role-playing, business simulations, and strategic conversations and SISP boardroom events. Indeed, given the historic and applied roots of IS/IM, the nexes between teaching, research and consultancy may become a distinctive feature of what constitutes an emerging or even an applied or a different discipline such as IS/IM, as outlined in Chapter One.
Irrespective of whether an individual wishes or perceives a nexus to exist and the fact that so many IS/IM academics believe it exists and that it is a positive and harmonious activity to have, will have implications concerning who is ‘given access’ to the UK IS/IM community of practice, and perhaps the academy in general. For many years, as discussed in Chapter Two, the ‘University’ has ‘claimed ownership of the teaching/research nexus’ as its domain of interest. However, given the role and value consultancy appears to have in the nexus debate, at least in IS/IM, as demonstrated by this research, this may actually change the nature of what constitutes the role and activities of the ‘University’ and the activities of academics. This may influence what an ‘academic’ is and does. Currently there exist two main camps, teaching led and research led universities. Perhaps a new type of university is needed or will emerge to capitalise on the nexus between teaching, research and consultancy, namely a nexus university, or perhaps corporate university, but this would require different funding regimes and policy changes to encourage this type of university to exist and flourish. However, the results of this study, do question the issue that the nexus between teaching and research and the nexus between teaching, research and consultancy, could exist out with the academy as well as within the academy, since it is a process, rather than discrete element.

Having provided some conclusions, recommendations and implications to professional IS/IM teaching practice, it is now necessary to discussion possible future research areas.
Recommendations for Future Research Areas Regarding the Nexus between Teaching, Research, Scholarship, and Consultancy in IS/IM

Although this research does seem to have contributed to a fuller understanding of the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy, it has not been able to address all the issues that may reside in the nexus debate. It is therefore important to suggest additional areas worthy of further investigation. These areas are interlinked and focus initially on the internal workings of the university and academics within it, before looking beyond the University.

One interesting area for future investigation would be to see if existing performance/quality management systems and regimes currently in operation within the UK higher education system encourage and promote the nexes between teaching, research and consultancy. To date, several studies have looked at the RAE and TQA scores, but none have looked specifically at QAAHE subject and institutional enhancement review requirements; subject benchmarking statements and the QAAHE codes of practice, in particular the codes that deal with research students and student assessment.

Another area of interest for further research might be to explore what reward systems are in place (or planned for) in higher education that encourage academics to find ways to link and co-relate academic activities together rather than concentrating on specific academic activities? Indeed, from experience, there exist institutional reward mechanisms for research, consultancy and teaching, but not scholarship or the integration of teaching, research and consultancy. Following on from this point, an additional area worthy of study would be to investigate what organisational and staff development support mechanisms and systems are needed to capitalise on the perceived benefits of a nexus and what sort of academic culture would be needed to promote capitalising on the perceived benefits of a nexus.

Moving beyond the University, one important area for further research would be to investigate what employers and other beneficiaries/stakeholders’ of the university
sector think of what is being taught and how it is taught, to see if the nexus or nexes do add value to them as stakeholders. In particular, does the integration between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy prepare the students for the world of work in contemporary IS/IM?

**Reflections on Research Design Employed**

Given the resources available, namely one self-funded researcher, working full time in a Scottish university, the research design employed for this study has allowed the aim of the research to be fulfilled, as demonstrated in Chapters Four and Five. However, critical reflection highlights a number of areas worthy of further mention and consideration.

Although those surveyed provided their views and perceptions, the issue of representation remains. Members of the UKAIS were invited to answer the web-based questionnaire and this data was combined with twelve interviews with non-UKAIS members. It is important however to note that, although the UKAIS is the largest UK IS/IM academic body, it does not encompass all IS/IM academics, since membership relies on subscription (as discussed in Chapter Four). Therefore, finding additional ways of penetrating members of the UK IS/IM community (e.g. via discussion bulletin boards, the BCS newsletter, etc) would be beneficial for future research designs to employ. Clearly, with the sample adopted for this study, there are a number of staff views which may not be being heard, explored, or represented fully.

Furthermore, regarding the interviewed population, all twelve interviews undertaken for this study resided in two different Scottish universities. Thus, the more qualitative data in this study is derived from only one small subset of a much larger IS/IM community. It would be advantageous to undertake further interviews in England, Northern Ireland and Wales, thus addressing any cultural and national higher education funding council issues, which may influence the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy. This point could also apply to exploring the nexus or perceptions of a nexus with an international audience of IS/IM academics, to
see if national culture(s) and differing higher education configurations and missions may impact on the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy.

One group of stakeholders not considered by this research or indeed, by research generally undertaken on this theme, are students. Students may add an alternative dimension to the debate on the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy. It could be potentially advantageous to explore their perceptions and experience as to what they think a nexus between teaching, research, scholarship, and consultancy is, and what it means for them as "learners." Indeed, on reflection, two additional methods of 'capturing' and 'measuring' a perceived nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy would have been useful. The first would be classroom observation (accepting the methodological problems often associated with this approach) to determine how the artefacts from various academic activities are used and brought into the class discussion to facilitate learning and classroom observation could be supported by a form of student narrative approach/mapping of their experiences of a nexus with those observed and reported by the staff. This could have potential when exploring the 'lived experiences' of learning about the nexus.

This study has concentrated on IS/IM academic staff perceptions, and, thus, it has only unpacked the issues in one emerging discipline. If funding allowed, then a team of researchers could also sample other disciplines (for example sampling some perceived to be emerging and others deemed to be well established) in order to explore what the experience would be like for academic staff and students in different disciplines. This would be potentially useful, as it would explore the issue of 'disciplinary scholarship' (introduced by this research), thus also allowing the issue of scholarship to be further unpacked.

In this thesis, grounded theory has been used to investigate the perceptions UK IS/IM staff surveyed have on nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy. This proved to be a useful method of investigation given that the nexus debate has many differing and often conflicting views and a limited empirical evidence base. It
enabled me to fuse the data collection and allowed patterns to emerge and be compared and contrasted. However, the constant comparing and theme generation and subsequent collapsing and exploding were highly interpretive. It is of note that it was difficult to be completely non-judgmental in data interpretation, since my own baggage and ideological value systems are bound to have ‘coloured’ the process, albeit inadvertently. However, given the constant comparing and contrasting, it is hoped that this problem was kept to a minimum.

Finally, this study only looked at people’s perceptions as to what informs face-to-face teaching in a classroom setting. There exist a number of other teaching and learning approaches, such e-learning, and open and distance learning, and the whole area of assessment which could be investigated to further add dimensions to the nexus debate.

Having presented several critical reflections on the research design employed, in the discussion that follows, further commentary as to a possible approach to re-conceptualise the concept of a nexus, and, in particular, the nexes between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy is offered below, informed by a conceptual reflection on this research journey.

**Conceptual Implications when Exploring the Nexus between Academic Activities**

Barnett (2005) hints at the need to re-conceptualise the concept of the nexus, when discussing the nexus between teaching and research. In his view, the problem is not the sheer quantity of the discussion and the material on the teaching and research interrelationships, but the equivocal signals contained within the volume of material and the gradual loss of will and structures to deal with a nexus or nexes.

Taking one of the themes presented in Chapter Four and discussed in Chapter Five a speculative stage further, i.e., that a nexus was perceived to be a process rather than an substantive entity, then the following is offered as a potential way to re-conceptualise the concept of a nexus, by drawing upon the theory of Complex Adaptive Systems (Stacey, 2001; 2005). At its heart, this theory is a process thinking perspective, that
seeks to explain social situations via local interactions - in this case between academic staff, staff and students and students, rather than focusing solely on the actual teaching artefacts of research, scholarship and consultancy. This perspective resonates with the ideas presented by the Royal Society of Arts findings in their Open Minds Project (1999; 2003) discussed previously.

Adopting a CAS perspective, would allow individual academics to pay particular attention to local communications and patterns of behaviour, and to focus on the present, rather than ‘just’ the future (Mead, 1934). In addition, a CAS perspective also allows a nexus to exist external to the university and indeed outwith the traditional classroom teaching.

By using CAS to help make sense of the nexes between teaching, research, scholarship, consultancy, student and staff learning, then a plexus web could be used to conceptualise the interconnections between the various elements above. The plexus concept allows a nexus to be concerned with and about all components of the nexus. However, the concept of a plexus stresses that they are interconnected in co-dependent and associate ways and that the inter-connectedness is made obvious through peoples’ experiences, actions and beliefs that interlock, via meaning, form, matter and network (Capra 2003), elements which are outlined below.
As introduced in Chapter One and discussed further in Chapter Two, nexus studies to date have tended to only measure two or three or the four main academic functions typically associated with being an academic. Although administration is seen as being an activity, it is seen more as an activity that is undertaken by academics, not something that defines them as being an academic. However, most of the studies both qualitative and quantitative tend to measure one, or sometimes two of the variables above, i.e., research, teaching and/or scholarship. The quantitative studies tend to focus on “matter”, i.e., what they perceive the nexus to be comprised of, which can be captured and measured, such as a journal paper.

Qualitative studies tend to be preoccupied with “form” being the pattern of what is happening, which suggests order, organisation and relationship, which are usually measured by quality factors, i.e., the quality of the learning or the quality of the teaching. However, some do touch on “matter” to determine what and what does not impact on teaching.

Only an extremely few nexus studies to date, capture and measure and address the idea of “meaning”. Meaning reflects the emerging shifts in thematic patterning of human action (Stacey, 1996). This shift in thematic patterning could be called learning, but in this case, learning can happen individually or collectively.
simultaneously. As the plexus web stresses that individuals cannot learn in isolation from the rest of the network or web of interactions between others, but they learn from being part of it acting via local interactions. As with the notion of “meaning”, the notion of “process” has been touched on by certain qualitative studies surrounding the nexus between teaching, research and scholarship, but it has never been made explicit, or fully understood, given the pre-dominant substantive view in nexus thinking to date. However, this research has attempted to make the ‘process notion’ explicit between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy (in the form of “matter”, ‘form” and “meaning”).

Returning to a less speculative view of the nexus, to conclude this thesis, this work has added to the existing knowledge base surrounding the nexus between teaching, research and scholarship in the following ways: firstly, it has added the element of academic consultancy to the debate, an element which has been shown to be an important element when informing teaching practice. Indeed, this research has introduced the idea that two new nexes are perceived to exist, namely between teaching and consultancy and between research and consultancy, the latter being a bi-directional relationship. Secondly, this research also shows how teaching practice is thought to be informed by the nexus between teaching, research, and consultancy. In particular, this research provides empirical evidence as to what is perceived to inform teaching practice in an emerging applied discipline and profession, which, to date, has not been addressed in the existing body of literature. This research suggests that the discipline does influence on what is taught and how, and, in particular, which academic activities are deemed to be the most important and valued, namely research and consultancy by those IS/IM academics surveyed.

Thirdly, the empirical evidence obtained practitioner based views and experiences collected from two Scottish universities. To date, no nexus study has been conducted within Scotland or within Scottish universities. This is interesting since, according to Universities Scotland the amount spent on research in Scotland, per capita, has yielded the highest research ranking in the UK (Universities Scotland, 2006a). In addition to this, Scotland, per capita spent, is regarded as the lead nation regarding knowledge
transfer activities, which includes academic consultancy (Universities Scotland, 2006b). Fourthly, this research has obtained empirical evidence by drawing upon both qualitative and quantitative data. This is very worthwhile, as many existing nexus studies tend to focus only on one type of data, whereas this research has yielded richer findings. In addition to this, this research has focused on practitioners’ views and experiences. This allows the voices and views of those who engage in nexus activities to be heard and investigated. This ‘bottom up’ research rather than ‘top down’, is more enriching, as it attempts to penetrate at the heart and soul of academic work, i.e., what academics think and do, rather than on what others, such as administrators and senior university managers, think what academic do and should do, has often been the case in the earlier nexus literature.

Fifthly, this research has explored the often taken-for-granted assumptions people have with regards to the definitions of teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy, something many nexus studies have failed to do adequately. Finally, this research suggests that the nexus between teaching, research and consultancy is more of a process, than a substantive element.

Epilogue

"In times of change, learners inherit the Earth, while the learned find themselves beautifully equipped to deal with a world that no longer exists." Eric Hoffer (1902 – 1983).
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## Appendix One - Graphical View Of Various Authors Position On The Nexus Between Teaching and Research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>There is NO Link between teaching and research</th>
<th>There is A LINK between teaching and research</th>
<th>There may be a LINK between teaching and research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Synthesis of Studies on the Nexus between Teaching and Research

It is evident from the above, which fails to demonstrate an agreed consensus as to whether there is a link or a relationship between teaching and research. Indeed, there are several studies supporting a nexus between teaching and research, with a similar amount suggesting the contrary. Indeed, several authors over the years have changed their view or cannot say absolutely. Additional references for grid, not already specified in the full reference list earlier.


Appendix Two - Copy of Web-based Questionnaire

The Relationships Between Teaching, Research, Scholarship & Consultancy

1. Welcome

This web-based questionnaire (which can be read by screen readers) forms part of a wider study to investigate perceptions, experiences, observations, attitudes and values staff have with regards the relationship(s) between teaching, research, scholarship, and consultancy in the teaching of taught postgraduate programmes of study in IS/IM. These relationships are usually associated with the process of enriching teaching by including aspects of an academic's research, or that of colleagues, or consultancy, and other scholarship activities. Typically, this questionnaire takes between 15 and 20 minutes to complete and I would be grateful if you could spare the time to complete the questionnaire. Any question with an asterix (*) preceding it must be answered, before moving on. It is hoped that the results will be used to frame a set of recommendations, which will help to inform the IS/IM academic community of practice.

2. Research Ethics

The information you provide will be treated in strict confidence. The results will be held and accessed by Kevin Grant only. The results will be held in an SPSS worksheet, and anonymity of all respondents will be guaranteed.

Any metadata that has been collected about participants, without their knowledge through cgi scripts, Java applets and user log files, will be encrypted then deleted from the server every day.

The responses entered here are on an encrypted secure line.
3. Thank You

By way of thanking participants for completing the questionnaire, a modest incentive of 4 separate £25 book tokens will be awarded to one lucky participant randomly drawn by Dr David Edgar, Head of Department of Business Information Management, Glasgow Caledonian University on Friday the 3rd of September 2004. The winner will be contacted by e-mail.

If you wish to be considered for the book tokens, then please e-mail kevin.grant@geal.ac.uk

Please direct any queries you may have to Kevin Grant at kevin.grant@geal.ac.uk

4. Definitions

In order to contextualise the questionnaire and to attempt to clarify certain key terms, the following four terms have been defined in the text boxes on the following pages.

1. Research
2. Teaching
3. Scholarship
4. Consultancy

However, if you disagree with any of these statements, then please use the space provided to comment upon each of the statements given. Some comments explaining why you consider these definition(s) to be inappropriate would be very helpful.
5. Meaning of Terms

1. Research is a means of generating, testing and validating new knowledge and re-evaluating old knowledge, typically through conceptual work or through data gathering techniques such as observation, surveys, interviews, policy document analysis, etc.

2. Teaching is the process of facilitating students’ learning of existing knowledge, via face-to-face teaching, on and off campus, distance teaching, blended teaching, and on-line teaching systems, etc.

6. Views on The Terms Continued

3. Scholarship is the process that seeks to identify, interpret, draw together, and bring new insights to other people’s original research with regards current and emerging thinking, with regards personal development of skills, expertise and knowledge.

4. Consultancy involves an academic applying existing knowledge to an agency, where the problem situation is usually client specified, in order to solve or diagnose a problem[s] e.g.: day-to-day problems, longer term strategic issues, etc.
### 7. Part One – General Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*5. What Gender Are You?</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*6. What Is Your Current Level Of Academic Appointment?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PhD Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Lecturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Lecturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reader / Professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Fellow / Research Fellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Management (i.e., HOD, Dean, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (please specify)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. What Is Your Highest Level Academic Qualification?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HNC /HND</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Masters Degree</th>
<th>Doctorate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. General Information Continued

8. Do You Have A Professional Qualification Related To Information Systems/Information Management? (e.g.; MBCS, etc)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. What Is Your Current Employment Status?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Time Appointment</th>
<th>Part Time Appointment</th>
<th>Short Term Appointment (i.e., less than three years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9. General Information Continued

10. Which Category Best Illustrates The ‘Home’ Of Your Department/School/Division?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business</th>
<th>Science / Engineering / Computing</th>
<th>Social Sciences</th>
<th>Medicine</th>
<th>Arts / Divinity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 11. How Would You Describe Your University/Higher Education Institution?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>An Ancient University</th>
<th>A Modern [Redbrick] University</th>
<th>A New (Post 1992) University</th>
<th>A University College / A Higher Education Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. Thinking About Your Professional Practice
### 12. Looking Back Over The Last 12 Months, Expressed As A Percentage How Much Time Did You Spend On The Following? (Please exclude holidays)

- ☐ Research  
- ☐ Consultancy  
- ☐ Teaching  
- ☐ Scholarship  
- ☐ Other Duties (administration, management, etc.)

### 13. What Would You See As Your Main Professional Activities?

- ☐ Primarily In Research  
- ☐ Primarily In Consultancy  
- ☐ Primarily In Teaching  
- ☐ Equally Between Teaching And Research  
- ☐ Equally Between Teaching And Consultancy  
- ☐ Equally Between Research And Consultancy  
- ☐ In All Three, But Leaning Towards Research  
- ☐ In All Three, But Leaning Towards Teaching  
- ☐ In All Three, But Leaning Towards Consultancy  
- ☐ Academic Administration  
- ☐ Other (please specify)

### 11. GENERAL INFORMATION - TEACHING SUBSECTION

Just A Little Reminder - Teaching is the process of facilitating students’ learning of existing knowledge, via face-to-face teaching, developed student focused learning material, etc.
14. What Are Your Main Teaching Areas? *(Please tick as many as appropriate)*

- a) Theoretical underpinnings of information systems
- b) Information in and for organisational decision making
- c) Integration of information systems with organisational strategy and development (SISP)
- d) Information systems analysis & design
- e) Development, implementation and maintenance of information systems
- f) Information and communication technologies (ICTs)
- g) Management of information systems and services
- h) Organisational and social effects of ICT-based information systems
- i) Economic effects of ICT-based information systems
- j) Electronic Business / Electronic Commerce
- k) Knowledge Management
- l) Research Methods
- m) Practical Software Applications (Word, Excel, Multimedia, etc)
- n) Electronic Learning
- Other (please specify) __________

12. General Information - Teaching Subsection Continued

15. How Many Years Have You Been Teaching in Higher Education?

- <5
- 5 - 10
- 11 - 20
- 21+
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* 16. Over The Last Three Years, What Levels Have You Mainly Taught At (Please tick as many as appropriate)?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub Degree</th>
<th>Undergraduate</th>
<th>Professional Courses</th>
<th>Post Graduate (Taught)</th>
<th>Post Graduate (Research Supervision)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

* 17. Over The Last Three Years, Have You Undertaken Any Teaching On Taught Post Graduate IS/IM Programmes Of Study?

Yes  No

18. Have You Undergone Any Formal Teaching Programmes (i.e., Programme for University Teaching, PGCertTLTM, etc.)

Yes  No

* 19. Are You An Accredited Member Of The Institute For Learning And Teaching (ILTHE) and / or the Higher Education Academy

Yes  No

13. GENERAL INFORMATION – RESEARCH SUBSECTION

Just A Little Reminder - Research is a means of generating, testing and validating new knowledge, typically through data gathering techniques such as observation, surveys, interviews, policy document analysis, etc.

* 20. What Are Your Main Research Areas (Please tick as many as appropriate)?

- a) Not Applicable
- b) Theoretical underpinnings of information systems
c) Information in and for organisational decision making

d) Integration of information systems with organisational strategy and development (SISP)

e) Information systems analysis & design

f) Development, implementation and maintenance of information systems

g) Information and communication technologies (ICTs)

h) Management of information systems and services

i) Organisational and social effects of ICT-based information systems

j) Economic effects of ICT-based information systems

k) Electronic Business / Electronic Commerce

l) Knowledge Management

m) Research Methods

n) Electronic Learning

o) Practical Software Applications (Word, Excel, Multimedia, etc)

Other (please specify)

14. GENERAL INFORMATION – RESEARCH SUBSECTION CONTINUED

* 21. How Would You Describe Yourself?

As An Active As A Non
22. How Many Years Have You Been An Active Researcher In IS/IM?
- <5
- 5 - 10
- 11 –20
- 21+

23. Did Your Institution Submit Your Work As Part Of The Last Research Assessment Exercise In 2001?
- Yes
- No

24. Under Which Unit of Assessment in the Last RAE (Research Assessment Exercise) Was Your Research Work Submitted?
- Business & Management
- Computer Science
- Librarianship and Information Management
- Other (please specify)
25. What Rating Did The Overall Unit Of Assessment Achieve? (Please tick rating grade)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3b</th>
<th>3a</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

17. GENERAL INFORMATION - SCHOLARSHIP SUBSECTION

Just A Little Reminder - Scholarship seeks to identify, interpret, draw together, and bring new insights to other peoples’ original research with regards current and emerging thinking.

* **26. Would You Describe Yourself As Some Who Actively Engages In The Scholarship Of IS/IM?**

  - Yes
  - No

18. Actively Engages In Scholarship

* **27. Would You Describe Yourself As Someone Who Actively Engages In The Learning And Teaching Scholarship For Teaching Of IS/IM?**

  - Yes
  - No

19. Actively Engages In Scholarship Continued

**28. How Many Years Have You Been Actively Engaging in Scholarship?**

  - <5
  - 5 - 10
20. General Information Scholarship Continued

* 29. What Are Your Scholarly Areas of Activity In (Please tick as many as appropriate)

- a) Theoretical underpinnings of information systems
- b) Information in and for organisational decision making
- c) Integration of information systems with organisational strategy and development (SISP)
- d) Information systems analysis & design
- e) Development, implementation and maintenance of information systems
- f) Information and communication technologies (ICTs)
- g) Management of information systems and services
- h) Organisational and social effects of ICT-based information systems
- i) Economic effects of ICT-based information systems
- j) Electronic Business / Electronic Commerce
- k) Knowledge Management
- l) Research Methods
- m) Practical Software Applications (Word, Excel, Multimedia, etc)
- n) Teaching of IS/IM
- o) Assessing IS/IM
21. GENERAL INFORMATION – CONSULTANCY SUBSECTION

Just A Little Reminder - Consultancy involves an academic applying existing knowledge to an agency, which usually commissions the work, to solve problem[s] e.g.: day-to-day problems, longer term strategic issues, etc.

* 30. By Looking Back At The Last Three Years, Have You Actively Engaged In Consultancy Activities In IS/IM?
   Yes    No

22. Engaged In Consultancy Activities

* 31. What Was The Overall Income Of The Consultancy Activities (In Pounds (£) Stirling)
   - 1 – 15,000
   - 15,001 – 45,000
   - 100,001 - 200,000
   - Other (please specify)

* 32. In What Areas Do You Consult In? (Please enter your responses)
Now We Are Going To Look At Your Thoughts To Do With Teaching, Research, Scholarship, And Consultancy Activities With Regards Your Professional Practice.

* 33. Taking Your Professional Academic Outputs With Regards Teaching, Research, And Consultancy, over the last three years, which of the following have you had responsibility for? (Please indicate Yes or No).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Journal Papers / Book Chapters on Learning &amp; Teaching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Conference Papers on Learning &amp; Teaching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Academic Books on Learning &amp; Teaching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Developed Teaching and Learning Case Studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e) Published Learning and Teaching Material (i.e., open learning packs, E Learning Sites, etc)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f) Journal Papers / Book Chapters on IS/IM topics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>g) Conference Papers on IS/IM topics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>h) Academic Books on IS/IM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i) Text Books on IS/IM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>j) Reviewed Research Proposals for funding agencies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k) Current Doctorate Level Research Supervisions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>l) Doctorate Level Research Supervisions Completed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m) Supervising Teaching Company Scheme</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n) Contributions to professional newsletters/trade newspapers, etc (like Computer Weekly)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o) Executive/Senior Management Briefing Sessions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p) Patents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>q) Software/Hardware</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
24. PART THREE: VIEWS ABOUT THE RELATIONSHIPS

NOW WE ARE GOING TO LOOK AT YOUR PERCEPTIONS, EXPERIENCES, OBSERVATIONS, AND ATTITUDES WITH REGARDS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEACHING, RESEARCH, SCHOLARSHIP, AND CONSULTANCY. Just a little reminder from earlier:

Research
Is a means of generating, testing and validating new knowledge, typically through data gathering techniques such as observation, surveys, interviews, policy document analysis, etc.

Teaching
Is the process of facilitating students' learning of existing knowledge, via face-to-face teaching, developed student focused learning material, etc.

Scholarship
Seeks to identify, interpret, draw together, and bring new insights to other peoples' original research with regards current and emerging thinking.

Consultancy
Involves an academic applying existing knowledge to an agency, which usually commissions the work, to solve problem[s] e.g.: day-to-day problems, longer term strategic issues, etc.

25. Valued / Should Be Valued

The Following Questions Concern Your Own Perceptions Rather Than The Official Policy Of Your University, Which May Or May Not Be The Same. Please Indicate The Extent To Which You Think Each Item In The Following Pages Is Valued And Should Be Valued: Please Tick One Criterion For Valued And One Criterion For Should Be Valued.
34. Please indicate the extent to which you think the following is valued:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Too Much</th>
<th>About Right</th>
<th>Too Little</th>
<th>Don't Know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Teaching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. In your department or School</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. By the IS/IM profession as a whole</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. By the HE Sector as a whole</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. In your department or School</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. By the IS/IM profession as a whole</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. By the HE Sector as a whole</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Scholarship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. In your department or School
2. By the IS/IM profession as a whole
3. By the HE Sector as a whole
(d) Consultancy
1. In your department or School
2. By the IS/IM profession as a whole
3. By the HE Sector as a whole

### 26. Should Be Valued

* 35. Please Indicate The Extent To Which You Think The Following Should Be Valued?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A Lot</th>
<th>A Little</th>
<th>Not A Lot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Teaching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. In your department or School</td>
<td>2. By the IS/IM profession as a whole</td>
<td>3. By the HE Sector as a whole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Research</td>
<td>1. In your department or School</td>
<td>2. By the IS/IM profession as a whole</td>
<td>3. By the HE Sector as a whole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Scholarship</td>
<td>1. In your department or School</td>
<td>2. By the IS/IM profession as a whole</td>
<td>3. By the HE Sector as a whole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Consultancy</td>
<td>1. In your department or School</td>
<td>2. By the IS/IM profession as a whole</td>
<td>3. By the HE Sector as a whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. By the IS/IM profession as a whole

3. By the HE Sector as a whole

27. Part Three Continued

*36. Now We Are Going To Focus On Your Attitudes, Observations And Experiences With Regards How You Inform Your Teaching Of A Taught IS/IM Postgraduate Module.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A Lot</th>
<th>A Little</th>
<th>Not Much</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I use my own research work to teach the module (i.e., journal, conference papers, etc)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I use case studies developed from my research activities to teach the module</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I invite research colleagues to teach parts or all of the module</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I use my own commercial consultancy experiences to give examples in class to teach the module</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I use other peoples’ commercial consultancy</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
experiences to give examples in class to teach the module

I use case studies developed from my own consultancy experiences to teach the module

I invite consultants to deliver guest lectures on the module

I use case studies developed from other peoples’ consultancy activities to teach the module

I invite professional practitioners to deliver guest lectures on the module

I use my knowledge and understanding of others’ work to teach the module

I use my own teaching experiences to inform what I teach on the module

I use the experiences of others to inform what to teach on the module

I use other teaching resources to support the module, that I am aware of, i.e., web sites, company reports, etc

My Own General Experiences of Life
28. Extra Information

37. If You Wish To Add Any Other Activities/Methods You Use To Inform Your Teaching, Then Please Use The Space Provided.

---

29. The Final Question

If You Wish To Add Anything Further Regarding This Questionnaire, Then Please Use The Space Provided
30. Questionnaire Administration

If You Would Like To See A Summary Of The Results/Responses? Then Please Use The Following “Hot Link”

If you would like to be entered into the prize drawn for the book tokens, then please email Kevin Grant on kevin.grant@gcal.ac.uk

31. Thank You

I would like to thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Your responses are valuable to me and I hope will inform our community of practice, future thinking and professional activities with regards the nexus between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy.
Appendix Three - Designing Web Questionnaires – ‘Best Practice’ Guidelines

Material taken from teaching material for dynamic and static web site design and construction at GCU, module leader.

Accessibility & Availability

The web-based questionnaire, complies with the Disability Discrimination Act 1996 and more importantly, part three of the Act, which came into enforce January 2004, as all standard screen readers can access the web pages, as they have not been designed in tables. In addition, respondents can visit the web site at their leisure, and return to the web-based questions when they want, if they do not finish completing in the first sitting.

Interface Design

Proximity (nearness) is about grouping items together physically, so that their semantic or functional closeness is reflected in the visual layout. In this way the user will perceive their connectedness at a glance. When several items are reorganised this way, they become one visual unit. The display appears more organised, including the 'space'.

Alignment

Items should not be placed arbitrarily on a page, or screen. The eye is very sensitive to vertical or horizontal misalignment. Alignment tools are available in every drawing package or GUI (Graphical User Interface) development environment. Alignment contributes to cohesion, organisation, and aesthetics. Although items may have been separated following the proximity principle, still alignment between the groups can give a sense of oneness to the display.

Repetition

The principle of repetition is about creating coherence (consistent look and feel) through the repetition of design elements. The repetitive element may be a particular font, colour, bullet style, and graphical motif: anything that the reader will instantly recognise.

Contrast

The eye likes contrast. To be effective, contrast must be strong. It's no use varying parameters like line width, font size or colour just a little bit: this may be missed, or worse be interpreted as a mistake. The principle of contrast is all about being bold in your design and getting your work noticed. Review the screens above and notice how effective strong contrast can be.

Contrast is another way to aid organisation and hence usability. It can be created in many ways. Contrasting font style *and* font size, contrasting textures (smooth with
rough), colours (warm with cool), horizontal and vertical elements, small with large graphics, all these are ways of doing it.

**Norming & Conventions**

This is design to ‘normalise’ the aesthetics of the web pages to the UK. For example, the forward and backward navigation confirm to the standard convention for the UK, i.e., >> or <<. Convenience is achieved in three ways (i) that the respondent can leave the web site and re-enter when they wish and they will automatically be taken to the place they were, until the respondent has completed the questionnaire; (ii) that exit appears on the top right of the screen, which is cultural and social universal design consideration; (iii) appropriate reminders were integrated into the documentation of the web site.

**Testing & Functionality**

The initial web-based questionnaire was tested by the researcher and the family of the researcher prior to sending the url to the pilot sample. In addition to this, conditional logic loops were incorporated thus, (depending on the respondents answers) certain questions were automatically skipped, thus reducing frustration levels of the respondent.

**Construction**

The questionnaire included a mix of closed and open-ended questions. Open-ended questions were particularly useful because they allow expression of personal views and it allowed the respondent to explain the reasons underlying a particular choice.
Appendix Four - Pilot Sample Justification of Web Based Questionnaire

BIM staff were selected as being a good population to perform the pilot test for the following reasons.

- Historically GCU was predominantly a teaching focused polytechnic and latterly a University, therefore one of the core competencies of GCU and BIM was teaching;
- However, over the last 7 years, a major investment with regards staff and infrastructure has occurred with research and scholarly activity. Currently, GCU and especially the Caledonian Business School, are seeking to build on their 3A RAE rating in 2001 for business and management (were 1 members of BIM staff submitted under) to obtain a 5 in the next RAE2008 round, with around 50% of BIM staff submitting). Thus capturing the growth and awareness of research with an IS division;
- Finally, GCU now has a new corporate vision to become an Entrepreneurial University by the year 2015, which has at is core knowledge transfer from the academy to industry and commerce. Over the last 15 years BIM has a proven record of accomplishment of applied commercial work, in the form of consultancy to the value of £3,000,000, thus capturing some of the staff views and experiences with regards consultancy activities.

Pilot sample – key snap shots to adequacy of representation to the wider UKAIS membership population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>Highest Qualification</th>
<th>Length (Years) In IS/IM Teaching</th>
<th>Level of Teaching Experience</th>
<th>Current Level of PG Teaching Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Lecturer 50%</td>
<td>Degree 20% Masters 40% Doctorate 40%</td>
<td>&lt;5 - 11.1% 5-10 - 22.2% 11- 0 - 44.4% 21+ - 22.2%</td>
<td>U/G – 77.8% P/G – 88.9% Prof – 33.3% Supervision (PG) 100%</td>
<td>P/G – 55.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Senior Lecturer 30% PhD Student 10% HOD 10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Description of Research | Description of Member of the ILTHE Scholarship | |
|-------------------------|-----------------------------------------------| |
| Active Research         | Yes – 33.3% No – 66.7% Active – 55.6%        | |
| Active – 44.4%           | Yes – 33.3% No – 66.7% Active – 55.6%        | |
| Non Research Active – 55.6% | Yes – 33.3% No – 66.7% Active – 55.6%        | |
| Scholarly Non Research Active – 66.7% | Yes – 33.3% No – 66.7% Active – 33.3%        | |
| Scholarly Active – 66.7% | Yes – 33.3% No – 66.7% Active – 33.3%        | |
| Scholarly Non Research Active – 66.7% | Yes – 33.3% No – 66.7% Active – 33.3%        | |

| Undertaken Formal Teaching Programmes | |
|--------------------------------------| |
| Yes – 44.4% No – 55.6%               | |
| |
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Description of Scholarship Focus Of Professional Activities
Active Primarily In Research - 11.1%
(Learning & Primarily In Consultancy - 0%
Teaching) Primarily In Teaching - 22.2%
Scholarly Active Equally Between Teaching And Research - 33.3%
- 50%
Not Scholarly Equally Between Teaching And Consultancy - 0%
Active - 50% In All Three, But Leaning Towards Research - 0%

Average % Time Spent on Professional Duties
Research - 21.89%
Consultancy - 0.83%
Teaching - 40.20%
Scholarship - 15.89%
Other Duties (administration, management, etc) - 25.30%

Miscellaneous
All Full Time
All Within A New University
Only One Person Submitted in the last RAE
Only One Person (within the last three years) has been active in consultancy to the
maximum sum of £15,000
Only One Person Has a Professional IS/IM Qualification

All responses to questions appeared fit for purpose to achieve the aim of the thesis.

List of modifications and actions arising from pilot study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issues Identified</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Question 12</td>
<td>Reworked and parameter now evident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclear – did the time allocation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of professional duties include or</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exclude holiday periods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 14</td>
<td>Added in Extra Stems (Practical IS Applications, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Teaching Areas Identified</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 20</td>
<td>Added in Extra Stems (Practical IS Applications, E Learning, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Research Areas Identified</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 29</td>
<td>Added in Extra Stems (Practical IS Applications, E Learning, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Scholarship Areas Identified</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 34</td>
<td>Extra stem option added in entitled ‘Don’t Know’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some Issues Respondents Did Not</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know The Answer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 36</td>
<td>Added in Extra Stem entitled – general life experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Category regarding what</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>informs teaching practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 6</td>
<td>Added in Extra Stems (PhD Student, Academic Management, i.e., HOD, Dean,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Categories of post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section</td>
<td>Issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 9</td>
<td>Unclear – what a short term contact meant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 2 &amp; 3</td>
<td>General Typos and Grammatical Errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Picked up, e.g.: Encyrted, Awared;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 3</td>
<td>Unclear what 4 X £25 meant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 5</td>
<td>Teaching Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 5</td>
<td>Consultancy Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 5</td>
<td>Scholarship Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 5</td>
<td>Research Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Issue One</td>
<td>Issue of 'bona fides'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Issue Two</td>
<td>Issue of Accessibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix Five - Interview Question Construction – Guidelines

When designing the interviewee questions, the following was used to guide the effective question construction to illicit views, experiences and attitudes interviewees had regarding the nexes between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy.

*Ask clear questions*

Cicourel (1964) reflects that many of the meanings, which are clear to one, will be relatively opaque to the other, even when the intention is genuine communication. Accordingly, it is important to use words that make sense to the interviewees, words that are sensitive to the respondent’s context and worldview. To enhance their comprehensibility to the interviewees, questions should be easy to understand, short, and devoid of jargon (Kvale 1996).

*Ask single questions*

Patton (1987) points out that interviewers often put several questions together and ask them all as one. Paton, suggests that researchers should ask one thing at a time.

*Ask truly open-ended questions* (Patton 1987)

Truly open-ended questions do not pre-determine the answers and allow room for the informants to respond in their own terms.

*Ask experience/behaviour questions before opinion/feeling questions* (Patton 1987)

It is useful to ask questions about experience or behaviour before asking questions about opinions or feelings as this helps establish a context for the informants to express the latter.

*Sequence the questions* (Patton, 1994)

This refers to using a special kind of questioning technique called ‘Funnelling’, which means asking from general to specific, from broad to narrow. Since the nexes between teaching, research, scholarship and consultancy carries a degree of emotion surrounding it, questions where asked in the following way; factual questions were interwoven with opinion questions and questions to do with the interviewee’s experiences surrounding the area.

*Probe and follow-up questions* (Patton 1987)

The purpose of probing is to deepen the response to a question, to increase the richness of the data being obtained, and to give cues to the interviewee about the level of response that is desired. The follow questioning strategy was used for each theme being explored. An open question was asked, then probing question, then an additional probing question, then finally a closed question ensuring that the researcher has interpreted, understood the essence of each interviewee’s answer correctly, i.e., 'Is
it correct that you feel that……?" or "I am correct in saying that you think there is a nexus between teaching and research”.

Establish rapport

This can be achieved by, for example, respecting the informants’ opinions, supporting their feelings, or recognising their responses. In addition, Kvale (1996) suggests that a good contact is established by attentive listening, with the interviewer showing interest, understanding, and respect for what the subjects say. Finally, the idea of linking ideas and issues together was used by the researcher to illustrate what the interviewee had said with regards the answers to the interview questions, by way of exploring answers in a more holistic way.
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